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Industrial Policy 

Industrial Policy in a Canadian Context 
Commissioners have chosen to define "industrial policy" in a broad sense to 
cover all government efforts to promote growth, productivity and the 
competitiveness of Canadian industries. We recognize, however, that 
industrial policy means different things to different people. Consequently, we 
believe that it is important to review what Canadians have said to us about 
this term before we go on to suggest a fundamental realignment of our 
country's industrial policies. 

Some observers see the industrial policy of a nation as nothing more than a 
general framework for public and private sector co-operation, a framework 
that includes the accumulated trade, tax, expenditure and regulatory policies 
of the government. Others use the concept in a more particular sense, 
associating it with the manufacturing sector as distinct from the resource and, 
service sectors. In this context, some see industrial policy as a blueprint for 
action: for government support of private sector "winners" and adjustment 
assistance for private sector "losers". 

Still others equate industrial policy with a whole range of general economic 
development policies: that is, with anything and everything the government 
does to influence the evolution of the structure of the economy over the longer 
term. Since private enterprise provides the organizing force for a substantial 
part of economic activity, a critical prerequisite for successful economic 
development is the existence of a supportive framework of laws and 
institutions. Adequate investment in either physical or human capital is 
unlikely to be forthcoming if the rewards of investment are subject to 
expropriation or heavy taxation. Similarly, private enterprise is unlikely to 
flourish and workers are unlikely to be mobile if they are subject to undue red 
tape. The incentives for aggressive participation in the private enterprise 
system must be clear. Workers and their families require some sort of basic 
minimum security if they are to take risks and move to new locations or 
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change careers. Finally, macro-economic policies must also ensure that output 
and employment grow at a reasonably even pace, and that inflation is held 
under control. 

Economic development policies embrace such diverse areas as education 
and training, investment in infrastructure such as roads and airports, tax 
policies that bear on savings and investment, social security, unemployment 
insurance, resource policies, tourist promotion and regional development. 
Some of these policies have much broader goals than economic development 
alone. Education support is first and foremost a response to the social 
objective of ensuring that all Canadians receive the necessary education to 
enable them to participate effectively in all aspects of our society, including 
the economy. Tax provisions that encourage home ownership are motivated as 
much by social objectives as they are by aims of economic development. Still, 
the implications of such provisions for economic development and industrial 
policy are extremely important. 

These implications derive from the fact that in general, resources devoted 
to one sector become unavailable to another sector, although the return in the 
form of national or regional benefits may be greater if resources are allocated 
to a sector with greater potential for growth and development than another. 
Explicit encouragement of growth in one sector often means implicit 
discouragement of growth in other sectors. The sectors that are not favoured 
face stiffer competition for inputs or less favourable demand conditions for 
their outputs. Encouragement to a favoured sector has to be paid for; 
subsidies for one sector require higher tax rates elsewhere. Subsidization of 
investment also raises the demand for capital and thus affects interest rates 
and the exchange rate. Subsidization of labour in one sector causes the 
contraction of labour inputs and product-output levels in other sectors. 
Special tariff or quota protection puts upward pressure on the exchange rate, 
making exports more expensive abroad and imports cheaper at home; the 
result is a contraction in the exporting and import-competing sectors other 
than those that benefit from the special protection. 

In part, the diversity of opinion about industrial policy reflects ideological 
differences among groups in Canadian society, but the variation in views also 
stems from a far-from-perfect understanding of how the economy works, or 
what will make it work better. The question is not whether a country should 
have an industrial policy; whether by design or by default, a country will 
inevitably have an industrial policy of some kind. The relevant question is to 
what degree industrial policy should favour some sectors over others. Should 
government endeavour to be, in some overall sense, neutral in setting its trade 
policy, tax regime, expenditure program and regulatory framework? Or 
should it attempt to identify and promote the industrial activities in which the 
country has, or should have, a comparative advantage? Should government go 
even further and attempt to engineer a trade or competitive advantage? If 
Canadians conclude that a targeted industrial policy is indeed the best choice, 
does it follow that our government is well placed to devise and implement 
such a policy? 

Most of the business sector's presentations to this Commission on the 
subject of economic development held that any attempt by government to 
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undertake a comprehensive and targeted industrial policy would be neither 
feasible nor desirable: 

It is [the Board's] conviction that the thrust of government should be to create 
an environment in which private enterprise can thrive and prosper. The business 
of government is to  govern not to  compete actively in the marketplace. 

(Saint John Board of Trade, Brief, September 12, 1983, p. 17.) 

The role of the state in the Canadian economy . . . has already reached a level 
that cannot be surpassed without risk of discouraging private initiative. 

(Conseil du Patronat du Qutbec, Brief, October 14, 1983, pp. 8-9.) 

We do not believe that a comprehensive national industrial strategy is either 
feasible or necessary. With respect to the question of feasibility. it must first be 
shown how an effective, co-ordinated industrial strategy could be developed and 
implemented on an ongoing basis in such a diverse nation as Canada, in which 
eleven governments are typically pursuing often divergent policies. Extensive 
decentralization of economic and industrial policy making powers is simply 
incompatible with the notion of a co-ordinated national industrial strategy . . . 

Another problem that must be addressed in assessing the feasibility of a 
Canadian industrial strategy is the absence of  a clear consensus on what such a 
strategy would consist of, with the result that various advocates are constantly 
producing lists of worthy objectives that are in fundamental conflict with each 
other. (Business Council on National Issues, Brief, December 6, 1983, pp. 34 -35.) 

The basis of the business community's argument against government 
intervention is experience, sometimes bitter experience: 

In the past, we have found government policy to be inconsistent, at times 
contradictory, and not responsive. But more important . . . too much government 
policy has been developed in isolation without consultation with industry. 

(Celanese Canada Inc., Brief, October 14, 1983, p. 10.) 

Governments do not have an enviable record in choosing winners or cushioning 
losers in the marketplace, or managing essentially private sector investments 
and operations. (Retail Council of Canada, Brief, November I ,  1983, p. 60.) 

The argument goes that if only the government would give the right 
command - if only it would adopt the right "industrial strategy"- then the 
country. like a huge army, would get back on the right track again. The 
advocates of this approach to Canadian economic development do not appear to 
comprehend that most economic development in this country is taking place 
despite these kinds ofpolicies, not because of them. 

(Andriy J. Semotiuk, Brief, November 3, 1983, p. 3.) 

Basically, the business community believes that government should confine its 
activity to the creation of a positive environment for private sector investment 
and growth: 

Governments have a crucial role to play in economic development . . . 
Governments must decide the direction the economy is to  take and then work 
with industry to permit it to achieve the desired goals. Governments must create 
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the environment to which entrepreneurs are attracted and in which they will 
flourish. Successful economic planning should not result in governments doing 
the investment or acquiring operating assets . . . Similarly, successful economic 
planning should not provide support or protection for the non-entrepreneurs in 
our industry even when they are Canadian companies. 

(H.N.  Halvorson, Consultants Ltd., Brief, August 19, 1983, p. 4.) 

The economic problems currently facing Canadians (slower growth, poor 
productivity performance, structural unemployment, shijis in export markets, 
etc.) indicate a need for a fundamental re-structuring of the economy. . . 

This needed restructuring will require a constructive and co-operative joint 
effort by business and government. Government definitely does have a role to 
play in such efforts but this role must be clearly defined. New directions in 
industrial development must come from the business sector itself: 

(Burns Fry Limited, Brief. November 24, 1983, p. 1.) 

A second, quite different view is that government's proper role in industrial 
policy is that of a "guiding hand". Proponents of this view insist that the 
private sector and the public sector must work together to devise strategy and 
tactics that will reinforce the competitive position of domestic industry at 
home and abroad. Some observers attribute Japan's spectacular rise to the 
close co-operation between its private and public sectors and, particularly, to 
the catalytic role of government in providing a focused process for the taking 
of decisions on new industrial initiatives. Several newly-industrialized 
countries (NICS) have followed the Japanese example, with some apparent 
success. In the view of those who see a relationship of cause and effect 
between an active industrial policy and positive economic performance, 
Canada and the United States cannot afford to be passive bystanders. To 
meet off-shore competition, they argue, North American economies, too, may 
have to emulate, at least partially, the co-operative industrial/government 
relationship practised by Japan. 

A number of representations to this Commission suggested that employ- 
ment considerations, not economic growth as such, ought to be at the 
forefront of public policy. Many social service and labour groups doubt that 
economic growth is fully reflected in job creation and job security. They 
believe that government should play a strong role in guiding industrial policy 
in order to ensure that employment is a priority: 

Private enterprise is only interested in profits and the largest possible return on 
their invested capital. They are not interested in creating jobs . . . 

If the business establishment is not responsible for providing employment, it 
is obvious that the government must be prepared to make the necessary 
decisions or recommendations that will benefit all of society, not just a 
privileged few. 

(United Steelworkers of America, Local 6500, Brief, October 3, 1983, p. 2.) 

The role of government in economic decision-making must be much more 
instrumental in the achievements of socially desirable and democratically 
determined investment and production goals. Private profitability should not be 
the sole [criterion] for measuring contribution to social need . . . The alternative 
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is a system where community based initiatives and entrepreneurship form the 
basis of a rational economic policy for full employment. Planning to meet 
human/social needs becomes the function of economic policy. 

(Social Planning Council of Metropolitan Toronto. Brief, November 9. 1983. p. 79.) 

The current approach in business circles of advocating a reduced role for 
government in the economy does not make sense in light of these impending 
issues. To the extent that business cannot reasonably be expected to promote the 
public interest at the expense of markets and profits . . . it is the responsibility 
of government to provide /business interests] with incentives and constraints 
that will ensure that their actions also serve the public's well-being. When this 
is not possible, government has to perform these functions itself. That includes 
making public investments when private investments are insufficient to keep the 
economy at a high employment level. 

(Canadian Mental Health Association, Brief. October 31, 1983, pp. 18-19.) 

Those who favour an active role for government in directing industrial policy 
have seldom been any more specific than those who consider that 
government's role should be limited. Nonetheless, the following excerpts from 
briefs to this Commission give some flavour of what the assumption of an 
activist role by government would involve: 

In a democratic political system only government can have the power. and only 
government can be entrusted with the responsibility to maintain economic 
stability and employment, and secure a fair distribution of income. 

(United Steelworkers of America, Brief, October 28, 1983, p. 10.) 

The impact of new technology is so widespread and impacts in so many ways 
that it will take government action to create the kind of framework that we 
think is necessary to cope in the years ahead. In our view, it is really a case of 
the government acting in advance to maximize our ability to build a fair and 
just society of opportunity. (Communications Workers of Canada. Transcript, 

Edmonton. November 15. 1983 [vol. 46). p. 9421.) 

We . . . propose that the Commission clearly recognize the increased role which 
government must assume in economic affairs in order to ensure a society of 
equity and security. as well as initiative, from which no one will be left out. Let 
the Commission clearly define the share of responsibility which should fall to 
the federal, provincial, and municipal governments respectively. Let the 
Commission at the same time declare that the federal government must in 
addition be ultimately responsible for making sure that the provinces, and 
through them the municipalities. assume and faithfully discharge the share of 
responsibility which falls to them, and that they do so in such a way that 
minimum acceptable standards are retained throughout the country. 

(Ontario Public Service Employees Union, Brief, November 16, 1983, p. 49.) 

A regeneration of dynamism in industry . . . cannot, in our opinion, rest 
principally on the initiative of private enterprise. To the contrary, the success of 
such a strategy implies an extension and a deepening of economic intervention 
by the state. (Centrule de I'enseignement du Quibec, Brief, November 23, 1983, p. 61 .) 
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Clearly, Canadians have widely divergent views about the extent to which 
government should involve itself in the promotion of economic growth and 
employment. It would seem, in fact, that relatively few observers recognize 
the existence of any viable middle position between a strict "hands-off' 
approach to industrial policy and a highly interventionist approach. Yet it is 
reasonably certain that neither of the extreme positions is tenable. A 
fundamental change is taking place in the world economy, a change that casts 
doubt on the wisdom of the hands-off approach. Commissioners recognize 
that opposition to a more active role for government arises, in no small 
measure, from adverse experience with the growth in government intervention 
since- the early 1960s. It is precisely because intervention has often been 
unsuccessful that we have undertaken to consider what can be done to develop 
a sounder and more fruitful working relationship between government and the 
private sector. 

At the same time, our analysis leads us to conclude that governments 
generally lack the capability to orchestrate, or even formulate, a comprehen- 
sive, detailed, industrial strategy of the kind advocated by the more ardent 
interventionists. Even if a detailed strategy were possible, it would not be 
desirable. The world is just too complex, and the need for flexibility and 
adaptability too great, to justify confining the private sector in such a strait- 
jacket. 

Canadian Industrial Policy in Historical Perspective 
Canadian industrial policy has evolved through four general phases in 
rcsponse to changing circumstances at home and abroad. In the period from 
1867 to 1914, a substantial emphasis was placed on tariff protection and the 
subsidization of secondary industry, and major investments were made in 
infrastructure in transportation and other areas. During the years between the 
two World Wars, the catastrophic impact of the Great Depression led to a 
focus on policies aimed at restoring and sustaining demand. Between 1945 
and 1957, industrial policy, broadly defined, included macro-economic 
stabilization policies devised in the Keynesian tradition, concerted moves to 
reconstruct the peacetime economy, strong incentives for foreign investors, 
and a second National Policy that relied heavily on a new underpinning of 
social welfare programs. Finally, the period from 1957 to the present has 
witnessed a series of moves towards freer international trade and towards 
continental integration of certain sectors such as the automotive industry, 
defence production, and crude oil and natural gas production. This period was 
marked by growing domestic ownership of the Canadian economy and, in the 
1960s and early 1 WOs, by increased government involvement in promoting 
development in slow-growth regions. In addition, government provided more 
assistance for industries and for particular companies confronted by severe 
competition at home or abroad, by obsolescence or by declining demand; it 
also provided increasing support for existing or new companies to enable them 
to keep pace with rapidly emerging economic developments around the globe. 
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Federal Industrial Policies 

In the 1950s, federal industrial policy included encouragement to foreign, 
primarily American, direct investment and a continuation of Canada's efforts, 
in concert with those of other countries, to entrench a stable international 
monetary system and a liberal trade regime. These moves generated 
considerable prosperity, but they also led to growing concern about the 
extensive degree of foreign ownership in both the manufacturing and the 
resource sectors. 

The election in 1957 of the Conservative government of Prime Minister 
John Diefenbaker resulted, in part, from the disaffection of some regions that 
had not shared fully in the post-war prosperity. The Diefenbaker government 
sought to make industrial policy more directly responsive to regional 
concerns. The National Oil Policy of 1961 strengthened the petroleum sector 
in  the Western provinces. The government also sought to shift trade away 
from its growing dependence on the United States. Nevertheless, it quickly 
became involved in decisions that reflected the changing structural realities of 
the North American economy. Thus the cancellation of the Avro Arrow 
aircraft program led ultimately to the Canada-US. Defence Production Pact, 
under which Canada obtained guaranteed access to the American defence- 
procurement market. 

The early and middle 1960s brought a renewed emphasis on the manufac- 
turing sector. This emphasis was reflected in the establishment of a new 
Department of Industry, and it was made even more evident in the 
negotiation by the Pearson government of the Canada-U.S. Auto Pact. The 
1960s also produced further tariff reductions under the Kenne'dy Round of 
negotiations under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). In 
the middle and late 1960s, there was a growing debate on the underlying 
technological competitiveness of the Canadian economy; much of this debate 
centred on the question of "science policy" and the adequacy of Canada's 
research and development (R&D) incentives. Fundamental changes were 
made in the nature and extent of federal support for employment training and 
education. Before the decade ended, the federal government had created the 
Department of Regional Economic Expansion (DREE), which was to provide a 
focus for the development and co-ordination of regional policy. Meanwhile 
the establishment of the Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs 
prepared the ground for a sustained effort to develop more effective 
competition policies. 

The growth in  federal support for employment training and education was 
dramatic. An initial increase in federal grants to universities culminated in a 
1967 federal-provincial agreement under which the Government of Canada 
would provide 50 per cent of the operating costs of post-secondary educa- 
tional institutions through a combination of cash grants and the surrender of 
tax points. Under the Technical and Vocational Training Act of 1960 and the 
programs that succeeded it, the federal government encouraged job training, 
first through a shared-cost program and then, beginning in the late 1960s, 
through the purchase of accommodation and courses from the growing 
provincial certificate- or diploma-granting institutions. 



It was only in the 1970s, however, that the federal government came to 
identify its evolving bundle of policies as an industrial strategy. In 1972, Jean- 
Luc PCpin, then Minister of Industry, Trade and Commerce, announced that 
he and his department were embarking on the development of a "better" 
industrial strategy, which he described as an "ensemble of coordinated 
objectives and instruments, i.e., policies, programs and institutions."' 

External shocks of varying orders of rapidity and magnitude confirmed the 
need for a more closely co-ordinated approach. These shocks included the 
policies initiated by President Richard Nixon in an effort to deal with 
pressing U.S. balance-of-payments problems and the 1973-74 crisis imposed 
by the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). Canada's 
evolving industrial strategy focused heavily on the development of a 
secondary manufacturing sector. Increasingly, the federal government 
undertook various kinds of consultation with key interests, including business, 
labour and the provincial governments. 

A number of other political and economic developments during the 1970s 
had a bearing on industrial strategy and its evolution. The Foreign 
Investment Review Agency (FIRA) was established to advise the government 
on whether or not to authorize foreign investments in Canada, and to 
negotiate terms that would maximize the benefits available to this country 

I from such investment. The Tokyo Round of GATT negotiations, which took 
place between 1973 and 1979, had a significant effect on the industrial 
climate, as did the controls imposed on profits and incomes under the Anti- 
Inflation Program of 1975-78. 

The federal government experimented with other policy initiatives, as well. 
The Canada Development Corporation, which was established in 1971 with a 
provision for mixed public and private ownership, subsequently acquired 
assets in many sectors of the economy. In the same year, the Government of 
Canada sought to devise better policies on science and technology by creating 
a Ministry of State for Science and Technology. In 1975, with the creation of 
Petro-Canada, it moved directly into oil and gas exploration, production and 
marketing. 

Despite all these activities, federal industrial policy had little clear focus 
during most of the 1970s, nor did the exercise launched early in the decade by 
Mr. PCpin result in the emergence of a comprehensive statement of the 
government's industrial strategy during the 1970s. Federal support for 
Canada's economy represented "a patchwork of industry-by-industry and 
some across-the-board incentives and programs, produced without much 
consultation with business and l a b ~ u r . " ~  Responsibility for industrial policies 
was scattered across several government departments. 

In the late 1970s, the Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce 
attempted to build a consultative process from the bottom up. This initiative 
involved discussions of the process at a First Ministers' Conference in  
February 1978, followed by the establishment of 23 sectoral task forces 
covering 21 manufacturing industries, plus construction and tourism. The 
task forces were composed of representatives of business, labour, the federal 
and provincial governments, and the academic community. In their reports, 
they proposed a strategy for the development of each sector. Many of them 



called for increased government assistance for their respective sectors through 
tax breaks and other measures. 

The sector task forces, which became known as "Tier 1 committees", were 
succeeded by the so-called "Tier 2 committee", which was directed to make 
recommendations that cut across sectoral lines and involved broad economic 
policy issues. However, by the time the Tier 2 committee reported, in the fall 
of 1978, the federal government had embarked on a series of budget cuts and 
other restraint measures which greatly reduced the prospects for substantial 
new assistance to industry. The emergence of a powerful small-business lobby 
further changed the political calculus of industrial policy, since it demanded 
greater attention to the needs of smaller firms and the fast-growing service 
sector. The small-business sector was very sensitive to regulatory and tax 
burdens. 

In 1978, the federal government assigned the task of co-ordinating 
development spending to a new committee of the Cabinet, the Board of 
Economic Development Ministers (BEDM)~.  This committee was to be headed 
by a president and served by a new central agency, the Ministry of State for 
Economic Development (MSED). In 1980, amid growing economic difficulties, 
the minister responsible for MSED, Senator H.A. (Bud) Olson, announced an 
agenda for economic development that attempted to shift emphasis from the 
needs of specific industries to the strength of basic factors of production, such 
as human resources, capital and technology. 

Internal government debate about appropriate development strategies in 
light of changing circumstances subsequently gathered new momentum. This 
debate not only involved renewed concerns about the extent and utility of 
government intervention, but also reflected the broader controversy taking 
shape over such matters as the Constitution and federal-provincial relations 
generally. All of this boiled down to a battle between the proponents of rival 
concepts of the nature of Canada and the way in which the country should 
evolve in the future. The outcome of the debate was a statement on economic 
development presented in the November 198 1 budget. The 198 1 "Economic 
Statement" was related to the National Energy Program introduced a year 
earlier. It was based on'the fundamental view that Canada's opportunities lay 
in the development of its rich bounty of natural resources. The statement did 
not ignore manufacturing, but it linked future development in this sector to 
the need for manufactured goods produced by the rapidly growing resource 
industries. By this means, its proponents sought to bridge the interests of 
Atlantic, Central and Western Canada. The approach was influenced by the 
(Blair-Carr) Task Force on Major  project^,^ which recommended the 
establishment of an Office of Regional and Industrial Benefits withiri the 
Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce. 

Soon, however, the worsening of Canada's economic situation brought the 
new strategy into disrepute. The break in world oil prices after 1981, the 
escalating federal budget deficit, soaring inflation and record levels for 
interest rates combined to produce a totally different context for policy 
measures. The downward movement of world oil prices, in combination with 
other economic factors, resulted in the abandonment or suspension of many of 
the energy megaprojects and cast doubt on the fundamental assumption that 
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lay behind the new industrial strategy. This assumption consisted of the view 
that a permanent improvement had taken place in the terms of trade for 
natural resources in relation to those for manufactured goods. The Economic 
Statement seemed to demonstrate the difficulties of attempting to combine 
political and economic objectives in a concerted industrial strategy and, 
indeed, of formulating any type of strategy that would prove effective for an 
extended period in an uncertain and changing world. 

Provincial Industrial Policies 

During the 1960s and 1970s, industrial policy questions involved federal- 
provincial relationships of increasing complexity. Alternative strategic 
approaches-particularly insofar as they meant a choice between giving 
priority to the manufacturing sector and giving it to the resource 
sectors - inevitably favoured some regions over others. 

Even without the constitutional division of powers between the two levels of 
government, it would have been difficult to devise industrial policies that 
would bridge the different interests of different regions and, at the same time, 
ensure that benefits would be widely distributed. As matters stood, these 
constitutional divisions complicated the situation even further. First, they 
enabled provinces to pursue industrial strategies designed to maximize 
benefits for their own citizens. This consideration naturally raised concerns 
about interprovincial competition and internal barriers to trade which could 
reduce the efficiency of the economy as a whole. 

Secondly, provincial control over so many of the jurisdictional areas critical 
to economic development policy, such as natural resources, education, labour 
relations and securities regulation, meant that a high degree of co-operation 
and co-ordination would be necessary if effective national policies were to be 
formulated and implemented. These policies would, in fact, have to be devised 
jointly by federal and provincial governments, and they would be very hard to 
develop in the context of the heightened interregional and intergovernmental 
conflict of the 1970s. The circumstances gave rise to a paradox. Regional 
diversity required that policies be devised to assist specific regions of the 
country. However, decisions involving such allocations-whether an auto 
plant was to be built in Quebec or in Ontario, for example, or how the 
counterpart of industrial benefits deriving from Canada's acquisition of a new 
U.S.-designed jet fighter were to be distributed among the regions - became 
matters of continuing controversy. 

During the 1970s, many provincial governments intensified their attempts 
to promote economic development. They were able to do this because of the 
growth that had taken place in their financial and bureaucratic resources 
during the 1950s and 1960s. Massive energy revenues dramatically expanded 
the resources available to the Prairie provinces, especially Alberta, and 
became the basis of aggressive strategies to diversify those provinces' 
economies. The range of policy tools also expanded. In particular, the 
provinces began to make much more active use of public enterprise to 
promote regional development. Of 233 provincial Crown corporations 
identified in 1983, 76 had been created after 1960, and 48 after 1970. 
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In addition, the provinces introduced policies that were aimed, much more 
explicitly than any provincial policies in the past, at counteracting the adverse 
effects on their economies of both the forces of the market-place and the 
'policies of the federal government. The concept of their pursuing only 
activities in which their own regions had a comparative advantage was 
partially rejected. More and more provinces sought to use their resources to 
broaden their economic bases. Moreover, some provincial policies were 
introduced to counter federal policies that were seen to be discriminatory or 
ineffective. Throughout the 1970s, it was a matter of vigorous debate whether 
the condition of the outlying provinces was simply a consequence of 
impersonal market forces or the result of the misapplication of federal power. 

Whatever the cause of regional disparities, provincial policies were directed 
to redressing them and .to forcing changes in the regional distribution of 
private investment. The champions of this approach saw the province, rather 
than the nation, as the economic unit in which wealth was to be maximized. 
As Premier William Bennett of British Columbia told the 1978 First 
Ministers' Conference on the economy: 

In listening to my fellow First Ministers here, I must say that what has come 
out clearly to me, is . . . that we are not a single national economy; we are a 
country with distinct regions, with distinct economies unique to themselves. that 
need the attention and cooperation of the governments in meeting their own 
specific aspirations and needs.5 

The provinces' industrial policies varied with their economic conditions and 
needs, their available resources, the ideologies of their governments, and the 
pressures that private interests brought to bear on their leaders. The goal of 
the Western provinces was to use the new revenues provided by the energy 
boom to strengthen and diversify their economies, to redress their historic 
economic and political grievances, and to force a shift in political power. 
Alberta and Saskatchewan had, perhaps, the most explicit and concerted 
provincial industrial policies of the 1970s. 

Alberta's plans for diversification emphasized the encouragement of local 
processing of energy and agricultural resources. The province hoped that this 
strategy would result in expansion of industry, growth in employment, and 
the enhancement of its political power and influence. The provincial 
government adopted many means to promote these goals. One such means 
was the Alberta Heritage Savings and Trust Fund, into which the province 
funnelled about 30 per cent of its annual oil and gas revenues in order to 
create a large pool of capital for subsequent investment. By 1984, the fund 
held $13.7 billion in total assets. 

Another provincial undertaking was the joint public-private Alberta 
Energy Company Ltd. In 1974, the province acquired Pacific Western 
Airlines, a company that it considered could play an important part in 
reinforcing its position as the "gateway to the North". The government also 
actively supported the transformation of Alberta Gas Trunk Line Ltd. into 
Nova, an Alberta Corporation. The original company was established in the 
1950s to gather and distribute gas inside the province and to deliver it to 
other pipelines for transmission beyond its borders. The change of name 
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reflected the company's rapidly expanding interests in major petroleum- 
related projects across North America and around the world. Two new 
agencies, the Alberta Oil Sands Technology and Research Authority and the 
Alberta Research Council, were set up to encourage the processing of 
Alberta's resources within the province. Through these and other agencies, 
development funds were channelled into such areas as petrochemicals, 
tourism, forestry, high technology and medical research. The province 
encouraged small business through changes in the corporate tax system and 
other measures; it also promoted the transfer to the province of head-office 
activity, particularly in the oil and gas industry. 

Saskatchewan developed an explicit industrial strategy based on a high 
degree of public ownership. Its New Democratic Party (NDP) government 
took control of a significant part of the potash industry in the 1970s, and 
played a major entrepreneurial role in other resource sectors, including oil, 
mining and, especially, uranium. It promoted industrial development through 
the Saskatchewan Economic Development Corporation and a variety of other 
means, including support for research and for expansion of the West's largest 
steel maker, Interprovincial Steel. In 1983, Saskatchewan, like Alberta, 
established a heritage fund. 

British Columbia's industrial policy has traditionally focused on the 
development of such resource sectors as mining and forestry. The province 
has undertaken major rail and highway projects and aggressive development 
of its hydro resources. In the 1970s, it, too, began to press for diversification 
of its economy through stimulation of manufacturing and promotion of high- 
technology industries. Manitoba governments have been active in promoting 
forestry and power developments in the North, and have also established a 
wide variety of programs to aid manufacturing. 

On the east coast, Newfoundland has emulated the strategy of Alberta and 
Saskatchewan, seeking to obtain greater control over its own resources as a 
means of promoting economic development. After experiencing a series of 
failures in earlier development projects, such as the Come-by-Chance oil 
refinery and the Stephenville Linerboard mill, the province's industrial policy 
now emphasizes the further processing of its resource endowments. In 
addition, the manufacturing sector is being encouraged to produce goods, 
such as fishing equipment, complementary to the province's industrial 
structure. The Newfoundland government has argued that in order to pursue 
the development of "Newfoundland for Newfoundlanders" and to preserve 
the fabric of the maritime rural community, it is vital for the province both to 
control its offshore oil and gas development and to exercise greater control 
over the fishery. 

Nova Scotia's industrial policies have concentrated on the long-standing 
problems of the Cape Breton coal and steel industry, and on the development 
of manufacturing, especially in the Halifax-Dartmouth and Strait of Canso 
areas. The province has sought to link development to the offshore resources 
of fish and oil, and to promote diversification of its industries into high- 
technology manufacturing. A similar mix of incentives, subsidies, grants, 
provision of infrastructure, and procurement policies has been used in Prince 
Edward Island and New Brunswick, but generally these provinces have not 
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acted as aggressively as a number of others. One indication of this restraint is 
that in 1980, when Newfoundland had 42 provincial Crown corporations, the 
largest number in the country, each of the other three Atlantic provinces had 
fewer Crown corporations than any of the remaining provinces. 

If the primary goal for Western and Eastern Canada is to shift economic 
development in their direction and end their dependent status, the challenge 
for Central Canada is to preserve and expand its manufacturing economy in a 
changing world economy. Between 1970 and 1977, Ontario's share of gross 
domestic product (GDP) dropped from 41.9 per cent to 39.2 per cent; its 
growth rate was among the lowest in the country. Both Ontario and Quebec 
experienced major structural shifts as a result of changes in economic 
patterns in the United States and in the world at large. Measures taken by 
Ontario to encourage industry have included the founding of an Employment 
Development Fund which, among its other projects, has helped the Ford 
Motor Company to build an engine plant in the province and promoted 
capital investment in pulp and paper. In 1981, Ontario brought all of its 
industrial development activities under the umbrella of a cabinet committee, 
the Board of Industrial Leadership and Development (BILD). The province 
planned to concentrate on resource development, development of rail and 
urban transit technology, and increased nuclear generation and rail 
electrification, which would minimize its dependence on imported oil. It also 
established several technology-development centres to encourage advances in 
computer technology and related fields. The provincial government, however, 
has avoided any claim that it is following a grand industrial strategy. 

Since the early 1960s, the makers of Quebec's industrial policy have sought 
both to promote the growth of the province's economy and to increase 
francophone participation in that economy. In pursuit of these goals, the 
Quebec government has stressed the function of provincial Crown corpora- 
tions. Hydro-QuCbec and the James Bay Development Corporation have 
made hydro development a major engine for growth. Francophone participa- 
tion in industry has been strongly encouraged by Crown corporations active in 
the financial sector. Important Crown corporations include the Sociftk 
gfnfrale definancement, an investment and holding corporation; the Sociitt 
de dkveloppement industriel du Qutbec, which provides development loans 
and grants; and the Caisse de dkp6t et placement du Qutbec, which manages 
the assets of the Quebec Pension Plan (QPP). Through these agencies, Quebec 
has invested in a wide variety of provincial industries. Besides trying to 
support traditional industries, the province has done more in recent years to 
promote technologically advanced industries. It has also gone further than 
most provinces, through a series of economic "summits" and related 
activities, in building mechanisms for consultation between government and 
the private sector. 

Financial Support for Industrial Development 
Table 9-1 gives an indication of the overall importance of direct financial 
assistance by the federal government to the manufacturing sector during the 
1960 - 80 period. Federal financial assistance in the form of various subsidies 
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TABLE 9-1 Federal Grants to the Manufacturing Sector 

Grants Grants as a 
Total: Relative Percentage Grants as a 

Total: Millions of to of Total Percentage of 
Millions of Constant Value Federal Manufacturing 

Year Current % 1971 % Added Expenditures Investment 

Source: Andr6 Blais, Philippe Faucher, and Robert Young, "L'Aide financitre directe du 
gouvernement fidtral i I'industrie canadienne, 1960-1980, Notes de recherche 12 
(Montreal: Universitk de Montrtal, DCpartement de science politique, 1983). 

and grants increased rapidly during the 1960s. Financial assistance in real 
terms (that is, discounting inflation) peaked in the early 1970s and fell 
steadily until 1979-80. In that year, direct financial assistance to the 
manufacturing sector accounted for less than 1 per cent of total federal 
expenditures; it also accounted for less than 1 per cent of total value added in 
the manufacturing sector. On the other hand, federal financial assistance 
constituted as much as 5.6 per cent of manufacturing investment in the early 
1970s; in 1979-80, the figure was 3.5 per cent. 

The overview of federal financial assistance to the manufacturing sector 
presented in Table 9-1 incorporates many programs. Almost all of these 
programs have been substantially modified or restructured over time, but only 
a very few of them have been phased out. The majority of the programs are 
discretionary rather than automatic: that is, instead of providing funds on the 
basis of some prescribed formula, they require firms to persuade the 
administering department that the project for which assistance is requested 
could not be undertaken in the absence of support. Most automatic-assistance 
programs are related to research and development, training and the 
shipbuilding industry. During the 1960s and 1970s, a disproportionate share 
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of financial assistance went to declining sectors, slow-growth provinces, and 
big business. 

At present, the single most important federal financial assistance scheme is 
the Industrial and Regional Development Program (IRDP). Assistance under 
the IRDP is available for each stage of project development: innovation, plant 
establishment or modernization and expansion, marketing, and restructuring. 
The program uses an indexed tier system that distinguishes census regions on 
the basis of a number of economic measures. The rate of subsidy varies 
between 25 and 75 pe; cent, depending on the employment and income levels 
of the census region and the financial capacity of the province. Estimated 
expenditures for 1984 - 85 stand at about $470 million. Other major federal 
subsidy programs include the Defence Industry Productivity Program, the 
Shipbuilding Industry Assistance Program, the National Industrial Training 
Program, and the Canadian Industrial Renewal Program. 

The estimated value of federal corporate tax incentives is shown in 
Table 9-2. Over the 1960s and 1970s, the value of these tax incentives 
increased almost tenfold even in constant dollar terms. Still, their value was 
small relative to total value added in the manufacturing sector. In the mid- 
1960s, corporate tax incentives exceeded 2 per cent of total value added, but 
they fell sharply in importance thereafter. New measures introduced in the 
1970s reinforced the importance of corporate tax incentives, returning them 
to the 2 per cent level by 1979. The contribution of corporate tax incentives to 
investment decisions is difficult to assess because these incentives often 
change substantially over time. Indeed, some observers argue that the 
uncertainty generated by frequent modifications to the corporate tax law 
significantly discourages investment. Within the manufacturing sector, only 
industries related to resource processing benefit disproportionately from tax 
incentives. Furthermore, the effective tax rate does not vary significantly 
according to the size of the firm. Thus the corporate tax system is largely 
neutral as an industrial policy instrument within the manufacturing sector, 
even though some tax incentives are substantial. 

At least since the early 1970s, however, the Canadian tax system has 
tended to favour investment in manufacturing plant and equipment. 
Investment in most service sectors does not generally bring any special tax 
advantages. The fact that small business, which does receive relatively 
favourable tax treatment, accounts for a large share in many service sectors 
may mean that the average effective tax rates on the return to capital may be 
no higher in the service sector than they are in the manufacturing sector. 
Three provisions of the corporate tax system are of key importance: 
accelerated capital-cost allowances for machinery and equipment used in 
manufacturing processes; a preferential rate of tax for manufacturing 
corporations; and the investment tax credit, which varies from 7 per cent to 
50 per cent, depending on the region and the nature of the business 
investment. 

Gauging the nature and overall extent of provincial initiatives is difficult. 
The provinces vary widely in both their fiscal and their political capacity to 
engage in activist industrial policy. In part, because the Atlantic provinces 
and Manitoba are more dependent than the other provinces on federal 
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TABLE 9-2 Federal Corporate Tax Incentives: Manufacturing Sector 

General Tax Incentives Selective Tax Incentives 

Millions % Percentage Millions % Percentage 

Year Total: Tax Benefit Total: Tax Benefit 
Total: Constant Relative to Total: Constant Relative to 

Current % 1971 %" Value Added Current % 1971 %' Value Added 

Source: Andre Blais, Philippe Faucher, Robert Young, and Roger Pouport, "Les avantages 
fiscaux du gouvernernent fedtral a I'industrie manufacturiere canadienne", Notes de 
recherche 13 (Montreal: Universitt de Montrtal, Dtpartement de science politique, 
1983). 

a. Deflated by the Consumer Price Index. 

transfer payments, they simply have less financial room for manaeuvre. This 
Commission's research on federal and provincial budgeting shows that the 
share of provincial spending (in per capita constant dollars) devoted to 
economic-development activities declined markedly in most provinces between 
1960 and the mid-1970s, and has increased only slightly since then.6 This is a 
somewhat surprising trend, given the provinces' recent efforts to develop their 
economies. Many of these efforts, however, have employed regulatory and 
other instruments, as well as expenditure. Part V l  of this report analyses the 
implications for the economic union of provincial industrial policy initiatives. 
The analysis concludes that the impediments to the movement of labour, 
capital, and goods and services within Canada do not, at least as yet, seriously 
injure our overall competitive position. In any event, national policies, such as 
the policy of holding domestic oil price below world price, have played a more 
pervasive role in influencing resource allocation. 
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Industrial Policy In Canada and Abroad' 
The debate over how best to bolster industrial growth and development is by 
no means unique to Canada. Virtually every advanced country, including the 
United States, is undergoing the same searching process. Many of the 
submissions to this Commission expressed an interest in what Canadians 
might learn from the successes and failures resulting from other countries' 
efforts to strengthen their industrial bases. It is important, of course, to 
remember that many approaches which work well abroad might not be 
successfully transplanted to Canada without considerable adaptation and 
modification. Even so, it is still well worthwhile to compare with our own the 
approaches adopted by other nations. Not surprisingly, given Japan's 
miraculous flowering as an industrial nation, both its national approaches to 
industrial development and the management practices of individual Japanese 
companies and industries have attracted considerable attention. Other 
countries, too, have developed policies and programs that are worthy of study. 

Any comparison of industrial policies among countries is complicated by 
several factors. First, there are many kinds of industrial policy instruments: 
these can be applied in varying degrees and in different combinations, and the 
data relating to them can be assembled in different ways. Moreover, as 
Commissioners have already noted, the distinction between economic- 
development policy and industrial policy as such is not always clear. Again, in 
the view of a number of observers, the manner in which policies are 
determined and implemented is at least as important as the policies 
themselves. 

In the review that follows, Commissioners do not attempt to make a precise 
distinction between general policies and instruments used to achieve 
particular goals. We seek, instead, to compare developments in other 
countries with developments in Canada, in five broad areas of relevance to 
industrial policy: regional development, policies intended to encourage 
economic openness to the world economy, technological progress, direct 
government involvement, and institutional-regulatory/framework areas such 
as competition policy and banking. Last, but certainly not least, we consider 
efforts to direct measures to specific firms. Our review ends with an attempt 
to summarize the overall orientation of various national industrial policies 
and to relate this summary to the economic performance of Canada and 
certain other industrial countries. 

Regional Policies 

National governments differ in the emphasis they place on regional 
development policies. The United States, for example, offers no explicit 
regional development incentives, although most other industrial countries do 
so. The U.S. Congress has used the defence budget and major agencies such 

I as the National Aeronautics and Space Agency (NASA) to pursue the same 
kind of regional development results as Canada has pursued through explicit 
regional development programs. 
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Britain's regional development incentives have their roots in policies 
formulated in the 1920s to retard the decline of the textile, shipbuilding and 
coal-mining industries in northern England and Scotland. Since that time, 
policies of providing aid to depressed regions have been formalized in 
legislation that has created a hierarchy of assisted regions. The principal tool 
for regional assistance in the United Kingdom is the non-discretionary 
regional development grant. The grant is received automatically by any firm 
in possession of an Industrial Development Certification. Its level is equal to a 
proportion of qualifying assets, which varies with the location of a given firm. 
The regions that receive the greatest assistance are called "Special 
Development Areas" (SDAS); Development Areas (DAS) and Intermediate 
Areas (IAs) receive lower levels of assistance. 

Forty-nine per cent of the aid granted to industries in -West Germany is 
channelled through regional development programs that are funded equally 
by the federal and state governments. The emphasis of regional development 
programs has shifted from assistance aimed at sustaining particular 
enterprises to measures specifically designed to promote increased produc- 
tivity and investment. All programs are open to both foreign and domestic 
enterprises. Over the past decade, the average annual budget for regional 
programs has been $4 billion (in 1980 U.S. $), or 15 per cent of total German 
industrial investment during this period. Assistance is distributed to regions 
and not to specific industries, with special emphasis on the Ruhr, the Eastern 
Border Zone, and West Berlin. The Program for the Improvement of 
Regional Economic Structure identifies less-developed regions on the basis of 
employment opportunities, income per capita, and the level of regional 
infrastructure. 

Accelerated depreciation allowances of up to 50 per cent of the value of 
assets are available to operations in the Eastern Border Zone and West 
Berlin. The allowance is limited to new depreciable investment. In addition to 
an investment allowance, projects may also receive a discretionary investment 
grant. Ceilings for the grant are set at 15 per cent of investment if  the project 
is in a normal growth area, 20 per cent if it is in  an area fairly close to the 
eastern border, and 25 per cent if it is in the border zone. The condition for 
assistance is that the project create 50 new jobs or provide a 15 per cent 
increase in the employment level of a firm. 

Another West German program provides aid to regional industry 
associations. Applications for aid must be approved by a bank, and the bank 
must commit a substantial proportion of the funds required. This condition 
ensures an important role for private sector institutions in the provision of 
regional aid. The proposal is reviewed by the Ministry of ~conomics, and 
assistance takes the form of a loan made by the firm's bank and guaranteed 
by the government; the private sector lenders assume the responsibility for 
administering the investment. 

Sweden grants low-interest loans and subsidies of up to 30 per cent of 
investment in the northern part of the country. France has a detailed set of 
regional development incentives, including regional development grants tiered 
by region and by the number of jobs created. A more recent program offers 
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forgivable loans (prgts participatifs) for business locating in regions 
dominated by declining industries. Japan maintains a subsidy system that 
awards up to 50 per cent of the cost of relocating in one of 3000 designated 
locations outside the largest metropolitan areas. 

The major analysis of Canadian regional policy appears in Part vl of this 
Report and need not be anticipated here. It is sufficient in this context for 
Commissioners to make the point that although resources devoted to overt 
regional policy do not represent a large part of federal spending in Canada, 
regional policy as an implicit goal of other policies is extensive, as we have 
seen earlier in this chapter. 

Policies Indicative of the Degree of Openness 
to the World Economy 
Three policy areas are particularly indicative of the degree to which countries 
are prepared to encourage the openness of their economies to the world 
economy. They are tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade, foreign-investment 
restrictions, and export-promotion measures. 

Table 9-3 summarizes international differences in tariff rates. Australia 
and, to a lesser extent, Canada have above-average tariff rates. Although 
nominal Japanese tariff rates are below European Community (EC) levels, the 
effective protection accorded Japanese industry during earlier periods was 
relatively high by international standards, and it is probably still higher than 
the nominal tariff rates suggest. Countries also shield their industries behind 
non-tariff barriers (NTBS). A complaint frequently levelled against Japan is 
that its trade and distribution system makes virtually impossible the 

TABLE 9-3 Average Industrial Tariff Levels 

"World" Weightsc 

No Trade Own Imports Import 
Weightingg Country Weights Weights 

Simple Import on BTN on Each BTN 
Average Weightingb Aggregatesd Commoditye 

Country 

Australia 
Dutiable8 
Totalh 

New Zealand 
Dutiable 
Total 

European Community 
Dutiable 
Total 

1976 
Ave. 

28.8 
16.9 

31.4 
24.3 

8.8 
8.0 

Finalf 
Ave. 

28.0 
16.5 

28.3 
2 1.9 

6.0 
6.5 

1976 
Ave. 

29.1 
15.4 

28.6 
19.7 

9.8 
6.3 

Final 
Ave. 

28.1 
15.1 

25.5 
17.6 

7.2 
4.6 

1976 
Ave. 

27.8 
13.3 

33.0 
20.5 

9.5 
7.0 

Final 
Ave. 

26.7 
12.8 

30.4 
18.7 

7.0 
5.2 

1976 
Ave. 

26.4 
13.0 

30.2 
18.0 

9.6 
6.9 

Final 
Ave. 

25.2 
12.6 

27.5 
16.3 

7.1 
5.1 
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TABLE 9-3 (cont'd.) 

"World" Weightsc 

N o  Trade Own Imports Import 
Weightingm Country Weights Weights 

Simple Import on BTN on Each BTN 
Average Weightingb Aggregatesd Commoditye 

1976 Finalf 1976 Final 1976 Final 1976 Final 
Country Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. Ave. 

United S ta tes  
Dutiable 
Total  

Japani  
Dutiable 
Total  

C a n a d a  
Dutiable 
Total  

Austr ia  
Dutiable 
Total  

Finland 
Dutiable 
Total  

Norway 
Dutiable 
Tota l  

Sweden 
Dutiable 
Total  

Switzerland 
Dutiable 
Total  

Source: Mancur Olson, The Rise and Decline of Nations: Economic Growth. Stagflation, and 
Social Rigidities (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1982). p. 134. 

a. An average of tariff levels on the assumption that all commodities are of equal significance. 
b. The relative weight attributed to each tariff is given by the imports of that commodity in 

relation to the total imports of the country concerned. 
c. The significance of each tariff determined by world imports of the commodity, or aggregate of 

commodities, to which the tariff applies. World imports are the imports of the countries listed 
and the European Community. 

d. BTN = Brussels Tariff Nomenclature. The weight attributed to each tariff is given by the 
world imports of the BTN class of commodities in which it falls. 

e. Each tariff weighted by world imports of that particular commodity: the maximum attainable 
disaggregation. 

f. "Final" means after the Tokyo Round of tariff reductions. 
g. Average tariff rates considering only those commodities on which tariffs are levied. 
h. Average tariff levels of duty-free commodities, as well as those to which duties apply. 
i. Some anecdotal evidence, as  well as  casual impressions of the relatively high costs that 

Japanese consumers must pay for many imported goods, and the fact that agriculture tariffs 
are not included beg the question whether these figures may give the impression that the level 
of protection is lower than it actually is. This is a matter in need of further research. 
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introduction of foreign goods into its market. Alternatively, a country may 
establish environmental or safety standards for goods that foreign firms find 
difficult to meet, or it may impose strict quotas on the value or quantity of 
imported goods. Thus Canada, like many other countries, sets quotas for 
imports of textiles, shoes and Japanese automobiles. 

Like imports, foreign direct investment can be controlled in a number of 
different ways. Countries can prohibit or limit the participation of foreign- 
owned firms in specific areas of activity, such as banking or communications. 
They can screen direct investments and require investors to make certain 
undertakings regarding local sourcing, exporting, employment maintenance 
and technology transfer. Finally, countries can control the type of direct 
investment that is allowed (such as minority-interest or joint-venture 
investment) or the terms on which direct investment is permitted (say, by 
imposing dividend restrictions). Moreover, foreign investors are subject not 
only to national investment-review mechanisms, but also, to general 
investment regulations, local government restrictions, and implicit restrictions 
arising from the public ownership of various sectors such as transportation 
and utilities. 

Until recently, Japan was unique among the industrial nations in the extent 
to which it excluded foreign investment. Its stringency was particularly 
apparent in areas that its government had singled out as targets for growth, 
including telecommunications and computer technology. Restraints on 
foreign investment included the designation of the percentage of foreign 
ownership permitted any given firm in each industry and of the approval 
required for each investment proposal. Approval was provided only after 
certain criteria were met; these included limitations on the scale of output and 
provisions for the appointment of Japanese directors in joint ventures. 

These restrictions were relaxed, however, in response to intense interna- 
tional pressure; among other measures, some countries imposed limits on 
Japanese investment in their domestic economies. By 1976, Japan permitted 
foreign ownership in most industries, but it restricted foreign ownership in 
mining to 50 per cent and severely limited foreign participation in agriculture, 
forestry, fisheries and petroleum. Validation is still required for foreign 
investment, but it is usually automatic. The foreign presence in the Japanese 
economy is increasing with the relaxation of restrictions. 

At the other end of the spectrum are Germany and the United States, the 
only large industrial nations that have not subjected incoming investment to a 
formal review process at any time during the post-Second World War period. 
Both countries do, however, sometimes restrict foreign investment in indirect 
ways, notably under national security legislation. In response to several large 
investments undertaken in the mid-1970s by interests in the countries that are 
members of the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), 
West German authorities have established an informal notification system 
whereby banks and major companies report large impending foreign 
acquisitions to the government. In  a few instances, the government has quietly 
encouraged a purchase by German investors to forestall foreign acquisitions. 
Banks have increased their industrial shareholdings for the same purpose. 



Australia's method of screening foreign investment is similar to that 
followed, until very recently, by Canada. The Australian Foreign Investment 
Review Board (FIRB) advises the government on the desirability of foreign 
investrnept ventures in that country. It also ensures that Australian investors 
will have a chance to participate with foreign investors in the ownership of 
natural resources and industries. The FlRB has four main tasks: to inhibit 
foreign investment in real estate/property, except for immediate residential 
purposes; to screen all foreign investment in non-bank financial intermediar- 
ies and insurance companies where the growth rate of assets is in excess of 15 
per cent per annum; to examine all new business proposals where the foreign 
investment is greater than $5 million; and to require minimum Australian 
participation levels in mining ventures within Australia. 

France also reviews all foreign direct investment, although investment from 
other EEC countries requires only prior notification to the Minister of 
Economics. Investment originating from non-EEC countries requires the 
authorization of the Minister of Economics, whether the investment is 
foreign-based or made by French companies under foreign control. 
Investment is judged by its contribution to output, employment, exports and 
improved technology. Foreign direct investment will be prohibited if, because 
of the amount involved, or of other factors, a specific transaction or transfer 
would have an exceptionally detrimental effect on the interests of F r a n ~ e . ~  

France generally welcomes foreign investment in depressed areas and in 
growth industries, but resists foreign dominance. In an effort to restrict or 
reduce the role of wholly foreign-owned firms, the French government has, on 
occasion, subsidized joint foreign-domestic ventures, such as the computer 
firm C11 Honeywell Bull. Thus France's policy towards foreign investment is 
highly pragmatic: France imposes restrictions only if such investment raises 
concerns about national independence. 

Foreign investment in Canada and foreign control of sectors of the 
Canadian economy have long been contentious political issues in this country. 
Public opi'hon has shifted several times since the Second World War, and 
each shift has influenced the broad pattern of our industrial policy. A 
subsequent section of this chapter outlines in some detail the measures used to 
control foreign investment in Canada. It is sufficient here to note that during 
the 1970s and early 1980s, the federal government intensified its efforts to 
"Canadianize" sectors of the economy. While some observers dispute the 
efficacy of these initiatives, the degree of foreign ownership and control of the 
Canadian economy has, in fact, fallen significantly over the past two decades. 
This fall has been particularly significant in the petroleum sector, but the 
manufacturing sector, too, has experienced a considerable degree of 
"Canadianization". More than 50 per cent of all major sectors of the 
economy is now owned by Canadians. Indeed, in recent years, Canadians 
have been net exporters of capital. In part, at least, this shift has been a result 
of the acquisition by Canadian companies of interests previously owned by 
foreigners. Nevertheless, reinvestment of internally generated funds by 
foreign-owned corporations operating in Canada continues to be an important 
factor in maintaining the latter's presence in Canada. 
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One partial measure of the restrictions imposed on foreign direct 
investment by a given country is the prevailing level of foreign investment in 
that country. It should be noted, however, that the level of foreign investment 
reflects both the restrictions imposed on would-be foreign investors by the 
country in question and its overall attractiveness to foreign companies as a 
site for investment. 

In 1978, as Table 9-4 shows, Canada absorbed 17.7 per cent of all foreign 
direct investment in the developed market economies. Some 16.7 per cent was 
in the United States, 13 per cent in Britain, and 12 per cent in West 
Germany. Canada's ratio of foreign direct investment inflows to capital 
formation was above average until 1974 and, as Table 9-5 demonstrates, has 
been about average since then. By contrast, the stock of foreign-owned assets 
in Sweden is relatively small, and foreign direct investment provides only a 
small part of Swedish capital formation. Foreign investment appears to have 
become relatively more important in recent years as a source of new capital in 
France. 

The government of virtually every industrial country is heavily involved in 
export promotion. All governments provide industry with the services of trade 
officers and commercial intelligence gathering. All engage in export financing 
at concessionary rates. Some countries have gone much further, by such 
means as treating export income more favourably than other income, for tax 
purposes. 

The proponents of certain new theories of trade maintain that export 
promotion need not involve the ongoing subsidization of export activity. 
Domestic procurement policies may provide a local firm with the volume of 
production it needs to move further up the learning curve than would-be 
competitors abroad and perhaps, in this way, securing a long-term cost 
advantage over them. Current export success may correlate less with current 
export-promotion activities than with past subsidy or domestic market- 
restructuring policies. 

The instruments used by the U.S. federal government to promote exports 
include the Export-Import Bank, the Overseas Private Investment Corpora- 
tion, and a provision allowing U S .  exporters to establish Foreign Sales 
Corporations (FSCS) as a means of securing favourable tax treatment on 
export earnings. Most U.S. export-assistance programs provide subsidized 
loans, loan guarantees, insurance and tax reductions, rather than direct 
subsidies. According to some assessments, the programs have had a minimal 
effect on the improvement of the long-term competitiveness of U.S. industry. 
They have made U.S. exports marginally more attractive than they would 
otherwise be and have helped U.S. manufacturers to conduct business abroad. 
However, the programs have not been integrated into a coherent export 
strategy, nor have they been carefully targeted to assist businesses for which 
such funding would be critical. 

The Export-Import Bank was established in 1934 to help foreign buyers 
purchase U.S. exports. The Bank has recently focused its efforts on 
facilitating aircraft sales; in the past, agricultural products, communications 
equipment, electric power plants, and mining and manufacturing equipment 
have received assistance. The Overseas Private Investment,. Corporation 
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TABLE 9-4 Stock of Direct Investment from and in Developed Market Economiesa 

Stock of Direct Investment Abroad Stock of Inward Direct Investment 

1967 1973 1978 1967 1973 1978 

Region or country % Billion Percentage $ Billion Percentage % Billion Percentage % Billion Percentage % Billion Percentage % Billion Percentage 

North America 
Canada 
United States 

Western Europeb 
Belgium and 

Luxembourg 
France 
Germany, 

Federal 
Republic of 

Italy 
Netherlands 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
United 

Kingdom 
Japan 

Southern hemis- 
pherec 

Australia 
South Africa 

Total 

Source: United Nations Centre on Transnational Corporations, Salient Features and Trends in Foreign Direct Investment (New York: United Nations. 1983). p. 34 

a.  The estimated stock figures for the Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, Norway, Portugal (until 1975). Spain and the United Kingdom excluded reinvested earnings. 
b. Stock estimates for Austria, Denmark. Finland, Norway, Portugal and Spain are included in the estimated stock for Western Europe. 
c. Stock estimates for New Zealand are included in the estimated stock for the southern hemisphere. 



TABLE 9-5 Flow of Direct Investment into Developed Market Economies 
as a Percentage of Gross Fixed Capital Formation, 1960-1979 

- -  

Regionorcountry 19601961196219631964196519661967196819691970197119721973197419751976197719781979 

North America 
Canada 
United States 

Western Europe 
Belgium and 

Luxembourg 
France 
Germany, Federal 

Republic of 
Italy 
Netherlands 
Sweden 
United Kingdom 

Japan 

Southern hemisphere 
Australia 

Total 

Source: United Nations Centre on Transnational Corporations, Salient Features and Trends in Foreign Direct Investment (New York: United Nations, 1983), p. 44. 



(OPIC), established in 1969, seeks to expand direct U.S. investment in 
developing countries. OPIC encourages capital exports by insuring U.S. 
investors against political risks such as expropriation in foreign countries. 
Under the provisions of the Internal Revenue Code relating to Foreign Sales 
Corporations, certain categories of domestic corporations selling products in 
foreign markets are to be treated for tax purposes as foreign corporations. 
The effect is to allow deferral of federal income tax on the corporation's 
current income. 

Australia's Export Finance and Insurance Corporation provides insurance 
on credit extended by exporters, guarantees loans made for exports, and 
makes export loans itself. To develop export markets, Australia also makes 
direct grants to exporters. 

Japan makes use of both direct and indirect methods of export promotion. 
Between the end of the Second World War and the early 1970s, the Japanese 
government stimulated exports, restricted manufactured imports, and 
facilitated large-scale imports of raw material. Tax incentives and accelerated 
depreciation effectively shielded significant portions of export revenue from 
taxation. The Japan Development Bank and Japan's Export-Import Bank 
provided long-term credit for export-related investment at reduced rates. 
High duties and quotas blocked imported manufactured goods where Japan 
perceived itself as uncompetitive. 

Since the early 1970s, international pressure has induced Japanese policy 
makers gradually to liberalize trade and open their country's economy. Broad 
export incentives have been curtailed; the tax incentives still in place apply 
only to exports by small businesses and to overseas investment. The principle 
arm of the Japanese government in promoting trade, the Ministry of 
International Trade and Industry (MITI),  no longer directly assists exports, 
although certain other government policies and practices continue to support 
knowledge-intensive industries. Japan's Export-Import Bank aggressively 
finances and insures exports of factory systems, a rapidly growing part of 
trade. 

Many observers argue that the basis of current Japanese export-promotion 
strategy is initial protection of the domestic market for a chosen range of 
products. The products selected for support are those that have high-income 
elasticities of demand: that is to say, demand for these products grows 
significantly faster than the income of potential purchasers. In addition, the 
products - which may be based on technology imported from other industrial 
countries-tend to be of a kind that can be turned out with increasing 
efficiency and, hence, lower cost, as a result of lessons learned from practical 
production experience. The government provides producers with sufficient 
protection to enable them to develop large-scale production for the domestic 
market. By the time the producers move into the export market, they have 
acquired the experience necessary to give them an advantage over would-be 
competitors. 

France provides both direct and indirect export assistance, although it has 
not been as successful as Japan with the indirect approach. From 1975 to 
1977, the French government directly financed overseas trade (through long- 
term credits and general interest subsidies) in the amount of some ten billion 
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francs, almost 2 per cent of the value of its total exports in 1977. It also 
channels subsidized export finance through the banking system (mainly 
through the Credit national) and credit agencies such as the Compagnie 
fran~aise d'assurance pour le commerce extirieur (COFACE) .  Government 
assistance extended through COFACE may cover up to 70 per cent of the cost 
of additional productive capacity for enterprises that undertake to increase 
foreign sales by a specified amount. A similar role is assigned to the Banque 
fran~aise du commerce exttrieur. The French government also provides 
"mixed credits", a combination of commercial credits and development aid 
for developing nations. Finally, France pursues a policy of exporting complete 
plants to developing countries. In 1977, sales of these plants, totalling 26 
billion francs, amounted to one-third of French capital-goods exports. The 
plants are usually sold on favourable terms, and their sales may lead to re- 
exports in sectors such as steel. 

Given these developments elsewhere and the importance of international 
markets, Canada has been obliged to expand its own policies for export 
promotion. Instruments used to promote and develop export markets include 
the services of trade commissioners, the international marketing and trade- 
relations divisions of the Department of External Affairs, the industry-sector 
branches of the Department of Regional Industrial Expansion ( D R I E ) ,  and 
various market-intelligence, promotional and aid-related programs. Both the 
Canadian Commercial Corporation ( C C C )  and the Export Development 
Corporation ( E D C )  play vital roles in facilitating export transactions. The CCC 
acts as the principal mechanism for government-to-government sales from 
Canada, while the EDC acts as the principal mechanism for insuring the 
export sales of Canadian firms against non-payment by foreign buyers. The 
EDC also facilitates medium- to long-term export financing for foreign buyers 
of Canadian capital goods and services. This financing includes crtdit mixte: 
export financing which mixes highly concessional financing with conventional 
export financing to produce very low, blended, interest rates. Canada uses this 
device to counter crtdit mixte terms offered by competitors. 

Policies Relating to Technological Progress 

Governments can support technological progress and innovation directly, 
through research and development ( R & D )  grants, contracts and tax 
incentives, or indirectly, by facilitating the acquisition of technology. These 
kinds of support are connected with basic policies to assist education, 
especially to produce qualified scientists and engineers. 

Chapter 8 compared Canadian research and development ( R & D )  
expenditures with those of a number of other nations. The data indicated that 
while total Canadian outlays as a proportion of national output have 
generally been below those of the other major members of the Organisation 
for Economic Co-operation and Development ( O E C D ) ,  the disparity appeared 
to be smaller when R&D expenditures on defence and space were deleted. 
Table 9-6 indicates the proportion of research and development financed 
directly by government. Again, Canada's rank is ,relatively low, while the 
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United States, the United Kingdom, Norway, and Portugal all provide 
relatively high levels of direct support. 

The Japanese support level for R&D shown in Table 9-6 seems to be fairly 
low. One reason may be that research support is often conveyed in the form of 
low-interest, partially forgivable loans. An example is provided by the Very 
Large Scale Integrated Chip project completed by five Japanese electronic 
companies in 1979. The project cost $308 million, of which $132 million was 
a government loan repayable out of profits over a five-year period beginning 
in 1983. Often, according to one observer, the five-year period is used for 
product development, and repayment is usually a small fraction of the loan.3 

Sweden, the United States, Japan, and Singapore currently provide 
significant R&D tax incentives. Canada has offered an R&D tax incentive of 
one kind or another since 1962. 

An assessment of overall support levels is exceedingly difficult to make 
because its validity depends on the subsidy element in R&D contracts, the tax 
treatment of subsidy income, the definition of R&D for tax purposes, and the 
opportunities for transferring unused tax savings (credits) either to other tax 
years or to other taxpayers. In general, industry observers conclude that 
overall support levels, broadly defined, are relatively high in West Germany, 
Japan and the United States. In testimony before the Senate Committee on 
National Finance, Bernard Ness, the president of Canada Wire and Cable, 
stated that: 

Combined tax and non-tax support covers only 19 per cent of industrial R&D 

expenses in Canada, compared to 38 per cent in the United States and on a scale 
between 25 and 34 per cent in Germany, France and the United Kingdom4 

Recent Canadian commentaries have noted that the direction of R&D efforts 
is as important as the amount spent.5 There are, however, wide variations in 
the way in which research and development are directed in different 
countries. In the United States, which provides little in the way of direct 
grants, government R&D contracts are driven largely by defence and space 
requirements, and are generally awarded to individual firms. In France, most 
R&D assistance is targeted to strategic sectors considered worthy of support 
by the government. Another program provides forgivable loans to firms with 
fewer than 200 employees to enable them to introduce new products or 
processes. The West German government allocates R&D support with the help 
of an advisory committee from industry and labour. Selection criteria are 
oriented less to particular sectors than to the relative extent of expenditure 
and risk that a given project involves. The greater the risk and the R&D cost 
relative to the applicant's resources, the more likely is approval. Finally, 
Japanese R&D support in the form of grants and forgivable loans is 
channelled both to individual firms and to research associations made up of 
three or more co-operating firms and approved by the Agency for Industrial 
Science and Technology. R&D priorities are set on the basis of agreement 
reached between interested firms and the government. 

In Canada, the National Research Council (NRC) provides substantial 
support to industrial development in many forms. Approximately half of its 
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TABLE 9-6 Resources Devoted to R&D Since 1980 (NSE + SSH) 

United States Japan 
United 

Germany France Kingdom 

- - 

GERD 
Million national currency 73 724 82017 89 522 5982356 6 528 700 38 351 41 300 43000 62471 73 000 6 205 
Million United States dollars PPP 73 724 82017 89 522 27 104 30961 15488 17353 - 10827 11987 11304 
Annual average percentage increase 

(1975 price) 5.2 4.4 4.7 11.1 7.2 2.8 2.8 1.1 7 .O 3.9 2.1 
Percentage of GDP 2.52 2.7 2.73 2.38 2.47 2.49 2.58 2.58 2.01 2.06 2.42 

Sector of performance (percentage) 
Business enterprise 70.3 72.0 72.1 60.7 - 68.3 69.7 69.7 58.9 59.4 62.9 
Government 12.1 11.6 12.0 11.1 - 14.3 13.8 13.9 23.6 - - 
Higher education 14.4 13.4 13.0 24.2 - 16.3 16.0 15.9 16.4 - - 
Private non-profit 3.2 3 .O 2.9 4.1 - 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.1 - - 

GERD 100 100 100 100 - 100 100 100 100 100 100 
- -- -- 

Source of funds (percentage) 
Business enterprise 
Public 

Government direct 
General university funds 

Other national sources 
Abroad 

GERD 

Total R&D Personnel 
Number in mE - - - 64 977 - 371 548 - - 249 000 - - 
Average annual percentage increase - - - 3.1 - 1.1 - - 3.9 - - 
Per thousand of total labour force - - - 11.4 - 13.6 - 10.7 - - - 



Sector of employment (percentage) 
Business enterprise - - - 56.1 - 65.3 - - 51.3 - - 
Government - - - 8.3 - 14.4 - - 24.8 - - 
Higher education - - - 3.3 - 19.7 - - 22.2 - - 
Private non-profit - - - 2.6 - 0.7 - - 1.8 - - 

Total R&D Personnel - - - 100 - 100 - - 100 - - 

Total RSE 
RSE/University graduates in FTE 691 400 723 000 750 000 392 625 406 042 128 162 - - 85 500 - - 
RSE/University graduates as %of 

total R&D personnel - - - 60.5 - 34.5 - - 34.5 - - 

RSE by sector of employment 
(percentage) 
Business enterprise 72.3 73.4 74.1 49.1 - 60.1 - - 4 1 - 
Government 9.5 9.1 8.8 7.4 - 15.2 - - 18.4 - - 
Higher education 14.3 13.8 13.5 41.6 - 23.6 - - 38.2 - 
Private non-profit 3.9 3.7 3.6 1.9 - 1.1 - - 2.3 - - 
Total RSE 100 100 100 100 - 100 - - 100 - - 



TABLE 9-6 (Cont'd) 

Italy Canada Netherlands Sweden* Norway Finland Portugal Ireland 

1981 1982d 1981/82 1982/83 1981 1981 1981 1981 1980 1981 1982 

GERD 
Million national currency 4055335 5080438 4244 5117 6643 12740 4214 2483 4119 83 98 
Million United States dollars PPP 4 595 5219 3423 3998 2 526 2 227 625 572 126 157 169 
Annual average percentage increase 

(1 975 price) 18.3 6.8 8.7 9.5 - 0.9 10.0 1.1 8.1 7.6 5.9 0.9 
Percentage of GDP 1.01 I .08 1.22 1.39 1.88 2.23 1.28 1.17 0.33 0.79 0.79 

Sector of performance (percentage) 
Business enterprise 56.4 56.8 47.2 50.3 53.3 66.6 52.1 57.1 28.6 43.6 43.6 
Government 25.7 26.7 25.2 24.6 20.8 6.4 18.4 25.8 47.3 39.3 39.3 
Higher education 17.9 16.5 26.8 24.4 23.2 26.8 29 16.5 19.9 16 16 
Private non-profit - - 0.7 0.7 2.8 0.3 0.5 0.6 4.2 1.1 1.1 

GERD 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Source of funds (percentage) 
Business enterprise 50.1 48.7 39.3 41.8 46.3 57.3 40.1 54.2 26.6 37.7 37.7 
Public 47.2 49.2 41.4 40.1 47.2 39.9 57.2 43.6 66.8 56.5 56.5 

Government direct - - - - 26.1 21.4 34.4 31.2 - 45.6 45.6 
General university funds - - - 21.1 18.5 22.8 12.3 - 10.8 10.8 

Other national sources 0 0 15.8 14.5 1.3 1.3 1.4 1.2 4.7 1.1 1 . 1  
Abroad 2.7 2 3.4 3.6 5.2 1.5 1.4 I 1.9 4.8 4.8 

CERD 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

Total R&D Personnel 
Number in FTE 102 836 - 65712 - 54470 43114 14843 17650 7711 5474 5449 
Average annual percentage increase 7.3 - 7.7 - 1.7 8.8 -1.1 5.1 8.6 - 5.7 -0.5 
Per thousand of total labour force 4.5 - 5.5 - 10.1 10 7.5 7.3 1 .8 4.3 4.2 



Sector of employment (percentage) 
Business enterprise 49 - 46.6 .- 49.8 63.4 45 47.4 18.4 
Government 19.8 - 30.7 - 23.4 7.6 21 29.8 48.1 
Higher education 31.2 - 21.6 - 24 28.8 33.3 22.1 30.8 
Private non-profit - - I - 2.8 0.2 0.8 0.7 2.6 

Total R&D Personnel 100 - 100 - 100 100 100 100 100 

Total RSE 
RSEjUniversity graduates in FTE 52 060 - 29 670 - 19436 15235 7496 - 2 663 
RSE/University graduates as %of 

total R&D personnel 50.6 - 45.2 - 35.7 35.3 50.5 - 34.5 

RSE by sector of employment 
(percentage) 
Business enterprise 
Government 
Higher education 
Private non-profit 
Total RSE 

Source: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, Science Resources, Newsletter (Paris: OECD, 1984), no. 8, pp. 4-5. 

Note: GERD = Gross Domestic Expenditure on R&D 
PPP = Purchasing Power Parity 
FTE = Full-Time Equivalent 
RSE = Researchers, Scientists and Engineers 
NSE = Natural Sciences & Engineering 
SSH = Social Sciences and Humanities. 

a .  NSE only. Growth rates are slighty overestimated because of increased coverage of H E  and BE sectors since 1979 
b. National estimates. 
c. Preliminary. Partially OECD estimates. 
d. Preliminary. 



current $400 million budget is directly allocated to industry-related programs 
(broadly defined); another $100 million provides supporting services and 
facilities. The N R C  undertakes extensive research and development itself and 
in co-operation with industry. It also provides information about existing 
technologies (particularly to small and medium-sized companies) through its 
Technical Inquiry and Field Advisory Service. A number of other federal 
departments and agencies also provide technical assistance to firms, as do 
most provincial governments. At both the federal and the provincial levels, 
technical assistance is primarily directed at small firms. 

The Federal Business Development Bank, through its Counselling 
Assistance to Small Enterprise (CASE) program, provides both counselling 
and training assistance to managers; in fiscal 1984, more than 13 000 firms 
benefited from the program. The bank also provides business-management 
seminars, ownerlmanager courses, and management clinics; more than 68 000 
Canadian business people participated in these activities in 1984. 

Japan's technology-acquisition (TA) activities have attracted considerable 
attention. Japan has promoted the acquisition of new technology from abroad 
through a variety of means, including the provision of translations of foreign 
technical literature, the regular dispatch of large missions abroad, interna- 
tional exchanges of academics, industrial co-operation agreements, the 
licensing of pilot plants, and the approval of foreign direct investment. Its use 
of such methods enabled it to close many technological gaps between itself 
and the United States, at a fraction of the cost of the R&D expenditures in the 
latter country. The Agency of Industrial Science and Technology is 
responsible both for Japan's technology-acquisition arrangements at the 
government level and for its national R&D effort. In 1983, it had a budget of 
$600 million and supported nearly 4000 researchers in 116 institutions. The 
Japan External Trade Organization is the government's commercial 
intelligence service. More than 600 of its employees were stationed in 56 
foregn countries in the early 1980s. 

At the company level, technological acquisition in Japan involves a 
thorough scanning of foreign technological information from patent offices, 
trade conventions and academic journals. Almost 1000 Japanese companies 
are said to engage in these activities; over 500 have stationed or sent research 
staff offshore, and almost 400 engage the services of universities and research 
agencies. The most sophisticated information gatherers are the nine general 
trading companies that operate globally, trading in virtually everything, 
including technology. Another source of information scanning is provided by 
government-supported research institutes, which supply subscribers with a 
continuous flow of information concerning important developments. 

The Korean technology-acquisition effort, remarkable for its speed and 
size, is based in large part on the Japanese model. Nine general trading 
companies dominate the private sector's technology-acquisition effort. The 
Korean Technological Development Corporation is a technology venture- 
capital company that promotes close associations between foreign sources of 
high technology and Korean manufacturers. Another organization, the 
Korean Technology Advancement Corporation, arranges technology imports 
and joint ventures, and exports the technologies developed by the state-run 
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contract-research institute, the Korean Institute of Science and Technology. 
Both the Korean Trade Promotion Corporation, which forms part of the 
Ministry of Commerce, and the Ministry of Finance maintain technology 
officers abroad to provide intelligence on new technological developments. 

The technology-acquisition effort in Sweden rests on three pillars: the "Big 
13" indigenous multi-nationals that sell, operate and acquire technologies 
abroad; industrial research institutes and associations, particularly in 
pharmaceuticals, transport equipment, and electrical machinery; and the 
government. The Board for Technological Development has the responsibility 
for promoting the technological development of small and medium-sized 
firms. With a staff of 125 (1 98 l) ,  it follows foreign technology developments, 
co-operates with foreign governments and companies, and supports collective 
research on an industry-wide basis. Sweden also makes extensive use of its 
patent office and technical universities as information sources. In addition, it 
maintains technological attach& in eight cities abroad. 

France relies largely on indigenous multi-nationals, foreign multi-nationals 
and government agencies for its technological acquisition. The Agence 
nationale de la valorisation de la recherche has the mandate to commercial- 
ize French inventions both within France and abroad and, more generally, to 
disseminate innovation throughout the French economy. It has a staff of 200 
and works closely with the Centre national de la recherche scientifique. 
France also maintains a long-range technology-assessment capacity in the 
form of the Centre d'ttudes des syst2mes et des technologies avanctes, which 
has the responsibility to ensure that the nation develops a capability in 
emerging technologies. 

Direct Government Involvement: Public Enterprise 
and Government Procurement 

Among the more direct vehicles of government involvement in industrial 
policy are public enterprise and government procurement. As Figure 9- 1 
shows, the use of public enterprise as a policy instrument varies among 
countries with market economies. At one extreme is the United States, which 
has very few public enterprises. At the other extreme is Austria, where nearly 
all of the utilities, oil refineries, coal mines, railways, steel mills, airlines, and 
motor-vehicle plants are publicly owned. Japan and Canada have relatively 
low levels of public enterprise. In Japan, complete or partial public ownership 
is confined to telecommunications, the railways and the airlines; in  Canada, 
electrical utilities, railways, airlines and the telecommunications industry 
exhibit substantial degrees of public ownership. In both Britain and Italy, by 
contrast, the level of public ownership is relatively high. Figure 9-1 shows that 
telecommunications, railways, electrical utilities, and airlines are in state 
hands in many countries, and that some less-developed countries (LDCs), such 
as Mexico, Brazil and India, rely quite heavily on state enterprise. 

It is worth observing that until recently, public ownership was an explicit 
component of industrial strategy in Britain, where it was used to sustain 
declining sectors, such as shipbuilding and coal mining, and to bail out 
companies in difficulty, such as the automobile and steel industries. The 
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FIGURE 9-1 The Extent of Public Enterprise in Eighteen Countries 

WHO OWNS Privately owned: all or nearly all 
HOW MUCH? 0 

Publicly owned: 25% 50% 9 75% all or nearly all 

Source: Cited in J.R.S.  Prichard (ed.). Crown Corporations in Canada 
(Toronto: Butterworth 1983). p.106. 

na - not applicable or negligible production. 
* including Conrail. 

present Conservative government has embarked on a course of selling off 
certain of its interests in state enterprises. France has used nationalization to 
bail out its steel industry and to create a "national champion". Sweden has 
employed public enterprise to bail out its shipbuilding industry. 

In Canada, both the federal and the provincial governments use Crown 
corporations as instruments of industrial policy. In 1981, Crown corporations 
had revenues of $40 billion, an amount equal to 13 per cent of Canada's gross 
national product. Total assets of Crown corporations in the same year 
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amounted to $140 billion, that is, to 11 per cent of total corporate assets. In 
1983, Crown corporations accounted for 20 per cent of total investment in 
Canada and for about 3 per cent of total employment. That they represent a 
significant element in the economy is readily apparent from these statistics. 

Provincial Crown corporations figure more prominently than their federal 
counterparts, accounting for more than 50 per cent of total public enterprise 
sales and employment, and about 70 per cent of assets and investment. The 
most important provincial enterprises are the Crown-owned electrical utilities. 
Power utilities account for more than 60 per cent of the assets of provincial 
Crown corporations and more than 40 per cent of the assets of all Crown 
corporations. Public enterprise has been growing in importance, particularly 
at the provincial level. The emergence of enterprises owned jointly by 
government and private interests, such as the Canada Development 
Corporation, has added to government involvement in investment and asset 
holding. In 1981, government equity investments in mixed enterprises 
amounted to about 7.5 per cent of total equity capital in Canada; an 
estimated 5 per cent of all assets of non-financial corporations were held by 
mixed enterprises. 

Both .levels of government have used public enterprises in order to fulfil 
basic infrastructure requirements. Thus some 50 per cent of the federal 
government's public enterprises, in terms of assets and revenues, are 
concentrated in the transportation sector. There is relatively little Crown- 
corporation activity in the manufacturing sector, although government 
participation in this sector has been increasing in recent years. Crown 
corporations such as the Federal Business Development Branch and the 
Export Development Corporation serve to assist all sectors in business 
development and marketing. 

Government procurement policy can be a powerful tool of industrial policy. 
Through procurement, governments can guarantee a cash flow to the 
innovator, provide a demonstration of the innovation in action, and assist 
private companies by assuming some of the risk associated with innovation. A 
number of studies have pointed to "procurement pull" as a useful alternative 
to "subsidy push" in encouraging innovation. 

Some analysts have cited government procurement as the principal and, 
historically, the most effective instrument of U.S. industrial policy. 
Important - indeed, critical -commercial developments in aircraft, aircraft 
engines, semi-conductors, and computers have flowed from defence and space 
procurement. In one view: 

Government purchases have been used to subsidize and shape the development 
of emerging products and markets by providing the stimulus of large demand in 
early stages of products. The impact has been pronounced in the elecfronics and 
aerospace sectors. Government purchases in 1977 accounted for 56 percent of 
total aircraji shipments, and 57 percent of radio and television communications 
e q ~ i p m e n t . ~  

As a rule, procurement practices implicitly or explicitly favour domestic 
suppliers. The three levels of government in Canada purchase an estimated 
$40 billion-worth of final goods and services annually, excluding the wages of 
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government employees, but including capital formation; the federal 
government accounts for about $16 billion-worth of the total amount. All 
levels of government use their purchases of goods and services to pursue 
industrial policy objectives, particularly assistance to domestic or local 
manufacturers. Before the introduction of the recent Agreement on 
Government Procurement within the General Agreement on Tariffs and 
Trade (GATT), the federal Department of Supply and Services routinely gave 
priority to Canadian-based manufacturers. If there were three or more 
Canadian vendors, they were used exclusively, and the item required was not 
put to international tender. Even when bids were put to international tender, 
Canadian bids were given a 10 per cent preference rating. On the whole, only 
about 20 per cent of total federal procurement was open to foreign suppliers. 
The incremental cost to the federal government of favouring Canadian 
suppliers over foreign suppliers has been estimated at an annual cost of $250 
million, which is substantially less than the cost of federal direct subsidies or 
tax incentives to industry. 

How the GATT Agreement on Government Procurement will affect federal 
procurement policy is still uncertain. The agreement excludes defence 
procurement and certain purchases by Crown corporations. Preliminary 
estimates indicate that the GATT stipulations will open a further 10 per cent 
of federal procurement to foreign suppliers. The agreement does not apply to. 
provincial or local governments. 

The available information on provincial procurement policy is quite 
fragmentary. While all provinces extend some degree of preference to local 
suppliers, only Newfoundland, Nova Scotia and British Columbia grant 
outright preference under all circumstances. It is not clear to what extent 
provincial government policies extend to Crown corporations and to 
provincially funded institutions such as hospitals. Ontario's procurement 
policies are perhaps the most subtle: for example, its Crown corporation, the 
Urban Transportation Development Corporation (UTDC) effectively 
dominates the available markets in Ontario, thanks, in part, to provincial 
government pressure on municipalities. Quebec's policy is perhaps the most 
comprehensive: it grants a general price preference to Quebec suppliers and, 
in certain circumstances, restricts bidding to those suppliers. In general, 
provincial procurement policies parallel those of the federal government. 

Institutional-Regulatory Framework Policies: 
Competition Policy and Banking Policy 

Two types of industrial policy are essentially institutional and regulatory: 
competition policy and banking policy. 

While most observers agree that competition is essential to the proper 
functioning of a market economy, there is less agreement about the 
relationship between industrial structure and competition. Some analysts 
believe that in countries with small domestic markets, such as Canada, the 
extent of industrial concentration should not be a matter of concern, since 
only large firms can achieve the economies of scale and muster the financial 
resources necessary for effective competition with giant foreign companies. 
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Other analysts argue that a lack of competition from domestic sources, in 
industries not subject to foreign competition, could very well add to the costs 
and reduce the competitiveness of industries that are confronted by foreign 
competition at home or abroad. 

There are two basic policy approaches to competition: that of "managed" 
competition, as practised in Japan and most European countries, and that of 
"maximum" competition, as practised - at least until recently - in the United 
States. One observer makes the following distinction between the two 
approaches: 

Less obvious perhaps, is the notion of "managed competition" as compared to 
maximum competition. With the former, a company might be encouraged to 
give up marginal products or product lines to better concentrate on what it does 
best while other domestic firms in the same industry were also encouraged to 
make similar concessions. The result would be a narrower line for all firms, 
permitting a higher level of resource commitment behind each remaining 
product -market. 

"Managed competition" requires government to play a role in mediating 
decisions about who would give up what. and it or an industry association would 
monitor compliance . . . The continued industrial restructuring in Japan is a 
case in which government policies combine with corporate strategy to ensure 
rapid adjustment for targeted industries. It contrasts sharply with American 
practice which assumes that the maximum degree of competition is best. even i/ 
that means five gas stations on a corner instead of four, with decisions to  
withdraw left to  the competitors to  be made in i~o la t ion .~  

The Japanese approach to cartels and mergers has been summed up in this 
way: 

In 1953, Japan followed the German lead and amended [its legislation] to 
permit depression cartels, rationalization cartels and export cartels. Japan was 
less concerned with a restrictive definition of mergers and a focus on the 
domestic market structure than with international competitiveness and the 
exploitation of scale economies. Despite recent tightening of legislation, this 
attitude  persist^.^ 

The American approach is fundamentally different. According to one 
observer, anti-monopoly law "lies at the heart of the American socio-political 
philosophy 'which believes in the decentralisation of power and .  . . the 
economic freedom and opportunity for new men, new ideas and new 
organisations to spearhead the forces of progres~'."~ 

Canada's competition policy is largely embodied in the Combines 
Investigation Act, which is administered by the Bureau of Competition Policy 
of the Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs. The Bureau 
investigates such prohibited practices as corporate mergers and monopolies 
that operate, or are likely to operate, to the "detriment" of the "interest of 
the public", conspiracies to restrain competition, and other activities that 
work against competition. The Bureau also monitors resale-price practices, 
trade discrimination and misleading advertising. Another agency, the 
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Restrictive Trade Practices Commission, has power to inquire into, and order 
the discontinuation of, certain potentially anti-competitive trade practices. 

In a 1969 report, the Economic Council of Canada stressed the limitations 
of Canadian competition policy and law.'' Over the last four decades, the 
Crown has successfully prosecuted only one monopoly case; no merger cases 
have been successfully prosecuted. Recent decisions of the Supreme Court of 
Canada have reputedly made it more difficult to secure indictments involving 
conspiracies to restrict competition by a variety of means. During the past 15 
years, the federal government has made several unsuccessful attempts to 
revise and strengthen the Combines Investigations Act. A subsequent section 
of this chapter outlines this Commission's views on the direction that 
Canadian competition policy ought to take in the future. 

In some countries, the banking system plays an important role in industrial 
policy. One analyst distinguishes between countries (Japan, West Germany 
and France) in which the banking system holds considerable equity in 
industrial corporations and countries (the United States, Britain and Canada) 
in which the banking system holds little or no industrial equity.I1 

Japanese industry is financed primarily by bank loans; only 20 per cent of 
total investment is held in equity or common shares. Large firms are 
organized into banking groups in association with one or another of the 13 
largest commercial banks. Each banking group has a trading company that 
acts as a go-between, importing goods and services for sale in Japan and 
exporting the group's products. Credit is extended with relative ease to the 
banking group's affiliates. The bank can help nurse a troubled firm back to 
health by assuming management of the debtor's finances and imposing 
compromises on other creditors within the group. Ties between the bank and 
its corporate customers are increased by the bank's ability to invest in shares 
in non-financial companies, by cross-directorship, and by the temporary 
assignment of bank employees to the businesses of bank customers. The close 
affiliation between the banks and industrial companies provides a focal point 
around which the capital market can design reorganization plans. It is also 
reputed to serve as a means of reducing the cost of capital to industrial firms. 
One observer estimates that in recent years, the cost of capital to the 
Japanese electronics industry has averaged some 4 percentage points less than 
the cost of capital to that industry in the United States.'* 

West German banks play a major role in industrial investment. Govern- 
ment assistance to industry generally requires bank approval, and the banks 
themselves usually participate financially in subsidized projects. The 
interdependence between the banks and industry is enhanced by the presence 
of bank representatives on the boards of corporations and by extensive bank 
ownership of company shares. Moreover, almost 85 per cent of the 
shareholders in Germany deposit their shares with' the "big three" banks, 
Deutsche, Dresdner, and Commerzbank, under trust agreements that assign 
their proxies to the banks. In 1980, the banks controlled 70 per cent of the 
shares of the 425 largest firms in Germany. This voting power gives the banks 
a strong role in crisis management. The banks also serve as an "early warning 
system", identifying problems in industry as they develop and taking the 
initiative to resolve them. The banks' role in the reconstruction of failing 
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industries or firms is facilitated by the fact that they face less pressure than 
does the government to protect employment or to satisfy interest groups. 

France has a durable tradition of private bank involvement in the initiation 
and management of business, and the banks frequently serve as intermediar- 
ies in industrial reorganization. Private banks are often shareholders in firms, 
an arrangement that ensures their interest in helping these companies through 
times of crisis. For its part, the French government involves itself in both 
crisis management and business funding generally, through its own financial 
institutions, which account for 80 per cent of the funding of French industry. 
Specialized intermediaries under the Direction du Trksor (the Treasury), 
such as the Crkdit national, the Economic and Social Development Fund, and 
the French Bank for Foreign Trade, have become the major actors in 
organizing the funds of new firms. The Direction du Trksor is also the agency 
responsible for implementing government financial instruments such as 
regional development grants. 

Canada's Bank Act secures a capital market in which the banks hold little 
or no industrial equity. Like American and British banks, Canadian banks are 
not intimately involved in the management of firms to which they have loaned 
money. 

Canadian governments are quite heavily involved in both direct lending and 
loan guarantees. The Federal Business Development Bank (FBDB), for 
example, lends to small and medium-sized businesses that are unable to 
obtain financing from other sources under reasonable terms and conditions. 
In March 1984, the FBDB's outstanding loans amounted to $1.7 billion. The 
federal government also provides loan guarantees through the Small Business 
Loans Act and the Industrial Regional Development Program. Finally, the 
Crown-owned Export Development Corporation (EDC) plays a vital role in 
supporting the export of a number of Canadian products. It provides 
insurance to Canadian firms against non-payment by foreign buyers, credit 
guarantees and direct financing. The EDC normally assumes 90 per cent of 
the commercial and political risks of insolvency or default, blockage of funds, 
war or rebellion, and cancellation of import licences or export permits. The 
EDC's total liability on insurance and guarantees outstanding at the end of 
1983 amounted to $2.7 billion, while its loans receivable totalled more than 
$6 billion. Provincial governments also provide loans and loan guarantees in 
order to promote the growth of secondary manufacturing within their 
borders. 

In 1980, the estimated total stock of loans, loan guarantees and loan 
insurance made available by government to the private sector came close to 
$50 billion." However, 60 per cent of this total applied to the housing sector 
and 10 per cent to the resource sector. Furthermore, the actual value of the 
subsidy implicit in a $100 loan approximates only $10; that in  a guarantee of 
a $100 loan approximates only $1. The federal government accounts for some 
80 per cent of total government assistance in the form of loans and loan 
guarantees. While its assistance is theoretically geared to small firms, in total 
dollar-volume terms there appears to be a bias in favour of big firms. Loans 
and loan guarantees are more widely dispersed across industry sectors than 
are direct subsidies, and the poorer provinces appear to be favoured. 
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Firm-Specific Policies 

Last, but hardly least, in our review of industrial policies are policies directed 
to specific firms. Firm-specific subsidies are used both to promote successful 
firms-that is, as part of a strategy of "picking winnersw-and, somewhat 
more often perhaps, to bail out troubled firms or forestall prospective trouble. 
Two countries, France and Japan, are notable for directing support to specific 
firms in pursuit of a strategy of trying to pick winners. Two other countries, 
Britain and Sweden, have made extensive use of firm-specific assistance, 
primarily in order to prop up hard-pressed companies. 

Britain's case illustrates the danger of providing substantial subsidies to 
firms confronted by the prospect of a continuously bleak future. The support 
of ailing industries and firms absorbs the lion's share of Britain's industrial 
assistance budget, creating a serious drag on the economy and severely 
impeding the adjustment process that must eventually take place in response 
to changing economic circumstances. While British government assistance to 
floundering firms appears to have been motivated primarily by employment 
considerations, it has also been triggered by trade, defence, technological and 
regional considerations. According to some observers, however, government- 
led rescues of the motor-vehicle and shipbuilding industries in the late 1970s 
failed to stem the tide of competing imports into the country; they merely 
forestalled inevitable plant closures and worker lay-offs.I4 

In France, a highly explicit targeting mechanism - the Comiti d'orienta- 
tion pour le diveloppement des industries stratigiques - directs support to 
specific products, firms, and industries. The support devices include R&D 
contracts, procurement (purchase agreements), export financing and 
promotion, favoured treatment through the largely government-owned 
banking system, and subsidization. Some analysts conclude that French firm- 
specific assistance has been only modestly successful, owing to a choice of 
targets for prestige rather than economic reasons, an unwillingness to 
abandon failures, and the use of assistance to forestall adjustment.I5 

Japan maintains an explicit system of assistance to smaller businesses faced 
with trade-, technology- and environment-related adjustment problems or raw 
material shortages. On presentation of an acceptable adjustment plan, a firm 
becomes entitled to low-interest loans, guaranteed loans and tax incentives. 

Japan assists larger enterprises in a number of ways. Historically, such 
assistance has involved import protection, but this protection is less rigorous 
now than it was in the past. Assistance to firms continues to involve 
procurement preferences, the sanctioning of specialization arrangements and 
joint research projects, the support (through forgivable loans) of research, 
and favourable tax treatment of investment. Unlike France, Japan sets its 
priorities on a collaborative basis: government is the senior, but not 
necessarily the dominant, partner. There is generally no question of choosing 
a national champion, as France has attempted to do. When mistakes occur, or 
when a good choice is undone by events, the Japanese show no hesitation 
about abandoning or severely curtailing the activity in question. Japan has 
retreated from ventures in a wide range of industries, including aluminum, 
petrochemicals, shipbuilding, cement, textiles, coal and steel. Finally, the 
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choice of investments is governed by "rate-of-return" criteria, rather than by 
prestige, political pressures or employment considerations. By rate-of-return 
criteria, we mean that investments are channelled into areas where, because 
of potential market growth and the protection from new entry afforded by the 
learning curve, sustained high profits are likely. 

Governments in Canada are extensively involved in providing assistance to 
specific firms in distress. Firms in the aeronautics, shipbuilding and 
automobile industries have received substantial assistance; 25 shipbuilding 
companies have been granted almost $2 billion over the past ten years. Firms 
in the textile, shoe and furniture industries have also received direct-grant 
assistance or other forms of financial support, but the main form of assistance 
to these industries has been the maintenance of tariffs and quotas. While 
firms in distress have absorbed the lion's share of government assistance, 
support has also been given to firms at the forefront of new technology. Three 
notable successes to date are Spar Aerospace Ltd., CAE Electronics Ltd., and 
Pratt and Whitney Aircraft. Inevitably, however, some firms that have been 
supported as potential winners have turned out to be losers. 

Overall Policy Orientation and Performance 

The range of industrial policy instruments and the combinations in which 
various countries employ them defy ready summarization. Table 9-7 attempts 
no more than to indicate, very generally, the degree of emphasis that several 
countries have given to each of the major types of industrial policy. Certain 
points that emerge from the table are worth noting. For example, no country 
other than the United States is classified as having a "strong" competition 
policy. No country other than Japan has maintained stringent restrictions on 
foreign investment, and these restrictions Japan is currently relaxing. France, 
West Germany, Britain and Canada give a higher priority to regional 
development than do most other countries. 

A qualitative assessment of the effects of the various policy choices on 
national performance points to the following conclusions. 

Trade policy. Australia, France and Japan have employed protectionist 
strategies in the recent past. Australia's economic record has been rather 
weak over the past decade or so, while Japan has performed relatively 
strongly. France's performance has been mixed: strong initially, but weaker in 
recent years. Some observers argue that Japan's trade policies did much to 
protect infant industries from competition in the domestic market during 
their development phase and thus prepare them for entry into the interna- 
tional market. Britain, which has generally maintained a free-trade stance, 
has lost much of both its domestic and its export markets for manufactured 
goods during the post-Second World War period. West Germany, which has 
adopted trade policies similar to Britain's, has performed relatively well. 

Foreign investment policy. Until recently, Japan has severely restricted 
foreign investment while maintaining very high levels of domestic savings and 
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TABLE 9-7 Mix o f  Industrial Policy Instruments of  Selected Countries 

United States Britain Australia Japan France Germany Sweden Canada 

Emphasis Emphasis Emphasis Emphasis Emphasis Emphasis Emphasis Emphasis 
Strong Weak Strong Weak Strong Weak Strong Weak Strong Weak Strong Weak Strong Weak Strong Weak 

Competition policy 

Labour-adjustment 
policies 

Trade protection 

Regional development 
policies 

Government R&D 
expenditures 

Public ownership 

Firm-specific subsidies 

State influence on credit 
allocation 

Social security policies 

Foreign investment 
restrictions 

Source: Marsha Chandler and Michael J. Trebilcock, "Comparative Survey of Industrial Policies in Selected OECD Countries", in Economics oflndustrial Policy and 
Strategy, vol. 5 ,  prepared for the Royal Commission on the Economic Union and Development Prospects for Canada (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 
1985). 



capital investment. Other countries have been much more permissive in 
accepting foreign investment; some have performed well, some poorly. 

Firm-specific policies. Many analysts point to Japan's apparently 
successful use of selective strategies to promote high-growth firms and 
industries. France's use of firm- and industry-specific policies has had very 
mixed results, including major failures in computers, electronics and aircraft 
manufacturing. West Germany, which has enjoyed a reasonably high rate of 
growth, has generally avoided selective support to firms or industries; instead, 
it has concentrated on promoting conditions conducive to market-led 
adjustment. In Britain, where growth has been low, the government has 
tended to use selective support to bail out ailing firms or industries, a policy 
that has often entailed nationalization. In some instances, the bail-outs have 
been for basic industries such as steel, autos and ship-building; in others, the 
assistance has gone to high-technology "industries of the future" such as 
aerospace, for such projects as those undertaken by Rolls-Royce and the 
development of the Concorde. Canada's use of selective intervention has been 
similar. 

Research and development. The importance to economic growth of 
expenditures on R&D is hotly debated. The question of the appropriate public 
policy for a small country such as Canada, which cannot engage in large-scale 
technology races with larger economies, is even more controversial. The 
experience of other countries offers little clear guidance toward a resolution 
of this issue. Japan has one of the lowest levels of reported government 
expenditures on R&D among the major OECD countries, and it has spent 
significantly less, in total, on R&D as a proportion of economic output than 
has Britain. Making use of others' investments in technology through 
adoption or adaptation of their innovation clearly has some advantages over 
domestic investment in original research and development. Of course, such a 
practice would be counter-productive if all countries followed it. 

Competition policy. This is another variable that yields ambiguous 
results. The United States has traditionally maintained a vigorous anti-trust 
policy in order to foster domestic competition, while most European countries 
and Japan have a very weak anti-trust tradition. Indeed, the latter countries 
have adopted policies in many sectors that encourage mergers, consolidations 
and concentration. 

It is evident that the relationships between these industrial policies and 
economic performance tend to be conflicting and contradictory. Japan's 
notably successful performance seems to reflect a variety of factors: the 
combined efforts of industry and government to enable the nation to catch up 
with more advanced industrial countries; a high level of capital investment 
and, in all probability, a unique policy-making system that appears to be very 
much in tune with the national temperament and ideally suited to achieving 
national aspirations. The utility of all of these factors may be reinforced by 
Japan's strategy of concentrating substantial resources on the development of 
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particular industries or sectors which it has singled out as prospective areas of 
strong growth. 

Of course, national strategies alone do not account for the differences in 
national growth rates. Nor is economic growth the only possible basis for a 
comparison of national economic policies. One study distinguishes between 
national strategies that aim primarily at redistributing income and those that 
encourage work, savings and investment. The study concludes, as Figure 9-2 
shows, that the advanced North American and Western E'uropean nations 
tend to be marked by high levels of income redistribution, low rates of savings 
and investment, and significant disincentives to work, while the reverse is true 
of countries in the Far East.I6 

FIGURE 9-2 Country Strategy 
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Source: Bruce R. Scott, "National Strategies: Key to International Competition", in U S .  
Competitiveness in the World Economy (Boston: Harvard Business School Press, 1985), 
p. 127. 
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It does not necessarily follow that a high level of income redistribution 
results in low economic growth. Indeed, some economists have argued that up 
to a point, income redistribution can help to promote growth by reducing 
resistance to necessary economic change.17 A study which relates national 
economic growth to a country's standing in the industrial hierarchy and to 
factors such as population growth, income transfers, and the growth of 
government, concludes that countries with relatively large income transfers 
tend to grow faster than those with relatively small income  transfer^.'^ The 
same study also found a correlation between the age of the political structures 
of various countries and their rate of economic growth: countries with more 
mature structures grow more slowly. It is a matter of debate, however, 
whether much weight should be attached to this conclusion. 

Another approach to an international measure of economic performance is 
to compare not just policy instruments and their effects, but also the links 

Japan 
Hong Kong 
Korea 
Singapore 
Taiwan 

Many LDC's 
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between political institutions per se and, therefore, the inherent structure of 
political representation. Studies on the political dimensions of general 
economic development policies, deficits and taxation, and labour-market 
policies suggest a strong association between the degree of sustained 
representation of labour in government and the degree of concrete policy 
commitment to training and job-creation programs. The more highly 
sustained the representation of labour, either indirectly or through political 
parties, the greater is the relative commitment to employment and employ- 
ment-adjustment goals.I9 

None of these comparative studies reveals any single policy or any single 
variable that convincingly explains why some countries succeed in promoting 
economic development and others do not. Nor does a mix of economic and 
political factors alone provide an adequate basis of comparison. The list of 
possible factors is endless, and comparisons between apparently similar 
practices can be misleading. It is possible, for example, that Japan's 
commitment to a form of guaranteed employment should be viewed as a 
unique product of its culture, rather than as a product of its economic or 
industrial policy. 

Whether this review of international industrial policies suggests a need for 
more (or more intelligent) intervention or for less intervention and a 
willingness to let market forces guide the economy is a question we shall 
address later. One thing, however, is clear: if we Canadians are to meet 
successfully the challenges confronting our industrial sector, future 
development must be more responsive to international competitive conditions 
than to internal political pressures to protect the status quo. Faced as we are 
with increasingly strong competition in domestic and international markets, it 
is in the interest of business, labour and government alike to bolster the 
ability of Canadian industry to meet and match that competition. 

Canada's industrial policy record is mixed. Our overall economic 
performance since 1945, which has certainly been influenced to some degree 
by our industrial policies, has been good in some dimensions and poor in 
others. We have successfully reallocated output and employment among 
major sectors of the economy in response to changing economic circum- 
stances, paralleling the performance of nations, such as Japan and West 
Germany, which have been held up as models of adaptability. Within the 
manufacturing sector, we have reallocated labour in the same direction as the 
"~ucces~ful" countries, but not to as great an extent. Furthermore, our 
employment-growth record has been exceptionally strong. On the other hand, 
over the past ten years or so, our rate of productivity growth has been low 
relative to the rates in other industrial market economies. In addition, during 
the same period, the benefits we derive from our natural resource wealth have 
continued to wane in importance; the reasons for this decline include slow 
growth abroad, technological changes that reduced demand for certain 
commodities, and competition from less-developed countries. This trend, in 
turn, has placed a greater burden on productive investment in areas where 
international competition is already tough and is expected to become tougher 
still. 
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It has been all too easy to find grounds for criticizing a broad range of 
government initiatives in the area of industrial policy. The recently amended 
federal tax provisions that permitted the sale of R&D tax credits by one firm 
to another proved to be an idea that, however well motivated, was misapplied. 
Several new ventures which the federal government has backed as potential 
"winners" have turned out to be "losers", although there have also been some 
success stories. Efforts to bail out high-profile firms through loans, grants, 
equity infusions and outright take-overs have produced a few notable 
successes and some striking failures. Extensive government support, in the 
form of quotas and subsidies, of faltering industries such as textiles, shoes and 
shipbuilding has added to the costs of the economy, undermined" its 
international competitiveness in other areas, and impeded the adjustment to 
changing economic circumstances that is essential if Canada is to maintain a 
healthy growth of output and incomes. 

We Commissioners appreciate the difficulty of the position in which 
governments find themselves. To allow a company to fail or an industry to 
wither away without extending a helping hand exposes a government to 
criticism for ignoring the hardship experienced by the workers in that 
company or that industry and by the communities in which they live. Yet, as 
we have just indicated, when governments do extend aid in such circum- 
stances, they become subject to criticism for impeding, often at considerable 
cost, an adjustment process that ultimately must be undertaken. 

A balanced approach is in order, for there is neither an obvious standard of 
success nor broad consensus on how to achieve it. Indeed, the criteria of 
success vary from sector to sector. From a national perspective, success does 
not require the preservation of specific activities or industries, but individuals 
involved in failing industries may understandably hold a contrary view. What 
we must acknowledge is that all countries make mistakes in the exercise of 
industrial policy, for no country has perfected the ideal mix of policy 
instruments. Resource misallocation is an inevitable consequence of 
government support programs, just as resource misallocation is an inevitable 
consequence of private sector decisions. The challenge for Canada is to do at 
least as well as its major competitors in the exercise of industrial policy. 
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Reorienting Canada's Industrial Policies 
Commissioners believe that a reorientation of Canada's industrial policies is 
imperative if Canada is to avoid being out-performed by other industrialized 
nations or by newly industrializing nations (NICs). We define industrial policy 
broadly: that is, we include all government efforts to promote growth, 
productivity and the competitiveness of Canadian industries. While industrial 
policy must draw constantly from Canadian experience and the experience of 
Canada's major competitors, it must also adapt constantly to changing 
circumstances at home and abroad. At the same time, it must exhibit a 
reasonable degree of stability and predictability. 

A Market-Oriented Framework For Industrial Policy 
, . 

In considering the critical issue of industrial policy, we are mindful of the 
wide range of views expressed by Canadians to this Commission about the 
proper role for government in formulating and implementing such a policy for 
Canada. The fundamental questions are these: Should government confine 
itself to a rather passive role in facilitating industrial growth and development 
by the private sector? Or should it intervene actively and directly in private 
investment decisions, in order to encourage the development of companies or 
industries that it has singled out as potential winners and the phasing out of 
demonstrated losers? A research paper prepared for this Commission' sums 
up the arguments for and against the latter approach. It cites objections to a 
targeted industrial policy on the grounds of: 

The alleged difficulty of picking winners over losers 
The inherent discrimination involved in the process of government 
intervention in the private sector 
The erosion of the vital market function in the allocation of economic 
resources. 

It argues for a targeted industrial policy on the grounds that: 

Governments have a reasonable probability of success in distinguishing 
between winners and losers. 
Selection must be made in order to fulfil regional employment objectives 
and obtain entry into specific markets. 
Necessary scale economies require that the development of a new product 
or process be undertaken by a single firm. 

It is probably true that most Canadian economists have doubts about the 
ability of governments to pick potential winners and to help them gain a 
comparative advantage on the international stage. If all countries were to 
pursue this strategy, the benefits to each nation would, on average, simply 
match the costs of entering the game. Nevertheless, the study cited above 
concludes that Canadian governments should intervene aggressively to 
support firms singled out as potential winners; its rationale is that such help is 
necessary to overcome the impediments to private sector initiatives that result 
from Canada's regional diversity and the smallness of its domestic market. 
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Quite apart from the economic cases for and against a targeted industrial 
policy, the practical problems of implementation are considerable. The 
adoption of a targeted industrial policy requires government to establish 
selection criteria that will identify which sectors or firms should be supported, 
and which should be allowed to disappear or be deliberately phased out. 
While many attempts have been made to define selection criteria, no 
convincing formula has emerged. It is clear in retrospect that if some of the 
criteria suggested in the past by various government departments had been 
adopted, they would have led to an unreasonable proportion of bad 
investments. Picking winners is an extremely difficult business, particularly 
since enterprises that look promising today may be made obsolete by 
changing conditions tomorrow. 

France and Japan are the two countries that have most explicitly and 
extensively adopted targeted industrial strategies. As we noted earlier, the 
French experience has been mixed at best; success has been especially elusive 
in areas, such as electronics, where international competition is intense. 
France's industrial targeting appears to have been blurred by considerations 
of prestige and by a desire to protect declining industries. 

Japan's experience with targeted industrial strategies has also been mixed. 
A number of targeted sectors-the microchip industry, for one 
example-have experienced a high rate of success. Moreover, Japan has 
shown no reluctance to abandon losing industries, such as aluminum, 
petrochemicals and shipbuilding. It is by no means clear, however, how much 
the Japanese success story owes to the targeting of government support per 
se. It now seems evident that Japan's support for the steel industry was 
misdirected, in view of the changes in economic conditions that were taking 
place at the time. Where targeting has been successful, it is not evident that 
the benefits have exceeded the opportunity costs (that is, the costs of forgoing 
more lucrative investment opportunities) associated with the targeted support. 
Most observers conclude that Japan's success is the result of many factors, 
not the least of which is the quality of management of individual firms. 

Experience with targeted industrial strategies provides many illustrations of 
the difficulties of picking "winners" and the inherent administrative 
complexity of implementing such strategies. A comprehensive study of 
alternative support strategies in the United States concludes that U.S. 
support for applied research of general application has been effective, while 
research directed more narrowly to the proprietary-commercial area has not. 
The study extends its conclusions to Europe's experience: 

The lesson here is a general one . . . There are many other studied cases, most of 
these European, in which government has tried to identify and support 
particular products that it was hoped would ultimately prove to be commercial 
successes. While there are few successes, the batting average has been very low, 
except when the government in question has been willing to subsidize or require 
the procurement of the completed product as well as the R&D on 

Some observers argue that the difficulty of picking "winners" arises from a 
lack of responsiveness and flexibility, and that the problem can be remedied 
by administrative changes. The view of this Commission is that the failures 
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observed over time are attributable to fundamental problems in the selection 
system, and that there is no quick administrative solution. 

The determination of whether a given activity is a potential winner can also 
be a very slow business, not because of bureaucratic inefficiency, but because 
of the nature of the activity itself. The difficulty of targeting industrial policy 
support for proprietary technologies provides an illustration of this point. 
Generic technologies, such as those related to producing spring-wheat strains 
or dryland-cultivation techniques, provide benefits to a readily identifiable 
group of beneficiaries: for example, farmers who own wheat-growing land. On 
the other hand, the beneficiaries of the subsidization of a proprietary 
technology may be as few as one individual: the owner of the firm involved. 
The choice of generic R&D projects can be guided by sector representatives 
acting in concert with academics and other researchers. In contrast, it is very 
difficult to decide which proprietary technology to support on the basis of the 
agreement of informed, but objective, parties, for the informed parties are not 
disinterested. Consequently, the decision-making process is almost certain to 
be ponderous and slow. 

In view of the practical difficulties of developing a targeted approach to 
industrial policy, this Commission does not recommend such an approach for 
Canada. Rapidly changing international and domestic circumstances demand 
a highly flexible and adaptive economic system; it is very doubtful whether 
governments can respond to such situations better than private enterprise can. 
The fact that many of the components of industrial policy are under 
provincial or federal-provincial jurisdiction is a further argument against 
attempting to pursue a closely orchestrated industrial policy. 

There can be no argument about the need for closer consultation and co- 
ordination among governments, business, and labour. Part V l  of this Report 
proposes a number of institutional changes designed to enhance the 
effectiveness of Canada's economic management. A targeted industrial 
policy, however, would require a much more intensive involvement of the 
government bureaucracy in making decisions about private investment than 
Commissioners are prepared to recommend. 

In our judgement, Canada's approach to industrial policy should become 
more highly market-oriented than it is at present, rather than move toward 
still more intensive government intervention. Commissioners believe that 
more reliance should be placed on the ability of basic market forces to 
determine which industries and companies deserve to prosper. While there are 
several reasons why a strict hands-off approach is neither feasible nor 
desirable, governments have, in our view, intervened in the market-place too 
often and too extensively over the past several years. 

Canadian governments should not, of course, close the book on the question 
of targeted industrial policies. While there is little evidence to suggest that 
targeted strategies are effective in Canada or elsewhere, we can all be sure 
that governments around the world will continue to experiment with policies 
to improve their trade prospects. As the international climate of competition 
becomes more intense, sometimes as a result of attempts at targeting by other 
countries, the pressures on Canada to experiment will grow. Such experi- 
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ments will be high-risk endeavours in a high-risk world. Until we have more 
-confidence in the feasibility and suitability of a targeted approach to 
industrial policy, and until we have more knowledge of the adjustments likely 
to arise out of a more open trade environment with the United States, this 
Commission recommends that Canada place deep reliance on market forces 
in allocating Canada's human, capital, and natural resources. 

In keeping with this emphasis on market mechanisms, Canada should 
develop a clearly defined framework for an industrial policy that would 
facilitate both private sector decision making and co-ordination of its 
decisions with government policies and programs. This framework should 
identify the objectives of industrial policy, the main factors to be taken into 
account in devising and implementing industrial policy, and the key initiatives 
to be undertaken in relation to each of these factors. It is to a consideration of 
such a framework that we now turn. 

Productivity and Competitiveness as Strategic Objectives 

In a small, open economy, industrial policy and trade policy are almost 
synonymous. Both should be anchored in a clearly defined set of objectives or 
goals. Conventionally, these goals are more or less as follows: 

A high growth rate in average real income 
Stability in real income over time and in all regions 
An opportunity for stable and "meaningful" employment for all citizens 
A reasonably equitable distribution of income. 

While we Commissioners endorse this set of objectives, we recognize that it 
does not provide an operational framework for the implementation of an 
industrial policy. Thus, we would hope that the four goals outlined above 
would be furthered by the definition of a common strategic objective that 
would provide a consistent basis for the policies and programs of the 1 1  
governments across Canada. 

What should the common strategic objective be? We believe that it should 
be related to the fundamental purpose of industrial policy, the collective label 
given to government efforts to promote the growth, productivity and 
competitive performance of the Canadian economy. Concern for productivity 
and competitiveness has been a compelling theme in the hearings and 
submissions to this Commission, and we are convinced that their significant 
improvement must be the fundamental objective of our future industrial 
policy. 

The recent resurgence of interest in industrial policy derives, in large part, 
from the relatively poor performance of the Canadian economy in recent 
years, particularly its low rate of productivity growth. This poor performance 
is especially troubling in light of the tough international competition facing 
Canadian manufacturing firms and some resource sectors, such as forestry 
and mining. Additional interest in industrial policy stems from deep concern 
about unemployment which, over the next decade, is expected to fall only 
slowly from its present high level. While this Commission is of the view that 
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high current rates of unemployment are largely a cyclical problem and, 
hence, are best resolved through the traditional tools of demand-management 
policy, complementary industrial and related adjustment policies could help 
to accelerate the creation of new jobs. 

Fears that Canadians are losing out in international markets are fed by an 
international trading environment that has become increasingly competitive. 
These fears are also fostered by a growing resort to non-tariff barriers (NTBS), 
such as quotas and voluntary restraints on exports. This tendency is 
particularly dangerous to Canada because it is the only major industrialized 
country without guaranteed access to a market of 100 million people or more. 
Another source of concern is the success of the newly industrialized countries 
in building on their labour-cost advantage in the production of standardized 
products and, increasingly, of more sophisticated products, to become major 
competitors in the international market-place. 

If Canadian industry is to survive and prosper, it must be able to compete 
effectively with foreign interests both at home and abroad. This means at 
least three things. In the first place, Canadian firms must look outward on the 
rest of the world. They must search out markets wherever they can find them. 
They must undertake research and development (R&D) in areas where 
Canada has a special edge, and seek out the technological advances being 
made abroad that we must adopt or adapt in order to remain competitive. 
Secondly, government must encourage competitiveness in the Canadian 
market-place, particularly among firms that are shielded from foreign 
competition, in order to limit the costs of Canadian companies that are 
competing with foreign firms at home and abroad. Governments must also 
avoid hampering the competitiveness of Canadian firms by burdening them 
with excessive taxes or undue regulatory requirements. Thirdly, both industry 
and government must recognize the many factors that could alter Canada's 
competitive position. These factors include changes in the exchange rate, 
which have consequences for the economy as a whole, and changes that affect 
the fortunes of particular firms or industries. Changes of either kind impose 
problems of adjustment for which solutions have to be found. 

Commissioners are, of course, concerned about competitiveness, not for its 
own sake, but because it is essential to the growth and development of the 
Canadian economy: to the expansion of output, the increase of employment, 
and the rise of real incomes. The same considerations are the basis of our 
concern about productivity, that is, the efficiency with which Canada 
produces goods and services; this has an important bearing on the country's 
international competitiveness. A recent submission to a forum known as the 
Berkeley Roundtable on the International Economy described competitive- 
ness this way: 

A nation's competitiveness is the degree to which it can, under free and fair 
market conditions, produce goods and services that meet the test of interna- 

tional markets while simulraneously expanding the real incomes of its citizens. 

International competitiveness at the national level is based on superior 
productivity performance and the economy's ability to shift output to high 

productivity activities, which in turn can generate high levels of real wages. 
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Competitiveness is associated with rising living standards, expanding 
employment opportunities, and the ability of a nation to maintain its 
international obligations. It is not just a measure of the nation's ability to sell 
abroad, and to maintain a trade equilibrium. The very poorest countries in the 
world are often able to do that quite well. Rather, it is the nation's ability to 
stay ahead technologically and commercially in those commodities and services 
likely to constitute a larger share of world consumption and value added in the 
future.3 

In the broadest terms, then, competitiveness is simply effective resource use. 
An empirical approach to the measurement of competitiveness defined in this 
broad manner can be found in the European Management Forum's Report on 
International Industrial Compet i t ivene~s .~  The report ranked Canada seventh 
of 22 countries in 1984, eleventh in 1983, and sixth in 1982. Areas in which 
Canada ranked relatively poorly in 1984 were innovative orientation, outward 
orientation, socio-political consensus and stability, economic dynamism, state 
interference and industrial efficiency. The last factor is deemed to depend on 
employee productivity and costs, price stability, investment rates, employee 
motivation and turnover, and corporate profits and taxation. While one might 
quarrel with the mixture of opinion and hard data on which these rankings 
are based, the report does remind us of the variety of influences that may 
bear on a nation's competitive position. 

A narrower, more specific, measure of a nation's competitive position is its 
relative cost or unit-cost position. While it would be desirable to assess all of 
the costs related to production, costs related to labour are the easiest to 
compare internationally. Since labour costs account for such a large share of 
total production costs, this is not a major limitation. The competitive position 
of a country is significantly influenced by its relative labour costs. At the 
same time, it is necessary to bear in mind that what is important is the 
combined productivity of all the factors of production. A country that deploys 
its labour and its capital more efficiently than another country may have 
lower labour costs and yet sustain a higher wage rate. To account for the 
productivity factor, international cost comparisons are usually made in terms 
of unit-labour costs, that is, the cost of labour needed to produce a unit of 
output. 

Since international trade is particularly competitive in the field of 
manufactured goods, and since trade in these goods is of growing importance, 
comparisons of manufacturing-unit labour costs among countries are 
especially pertinent. Unfortunately, the available comparisons do not show 
very consistent results for Canada. 

One of the best-known measures of competitiveness in manufacturing is 
prepared by the International Monetary Fund (IMF);  the Fund shows relative 
unit-labour costs in manufacturing activity as adjusted for exchange-rate 
changes and short-term cyclical variations in productivity performance. Table 
9-8 provides the IMF indices for Canada and its two most important trading 
partners, the United States and Japan. According to this table, Canada's 
competitive position relative to the rest of the world deteriorated sharply - by 
almost 20 per cent, in fact-between 1980 and 1983. The position of the 
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United States deteriorated even more sharply, by 33 per cent. The consider- 
able appreciation of the U.S. dollar and the related appreciation of the 
Canadian dollar against other currencies were the essential reasons for this 
deterioration. The table indicates that over a longer term - that is, since 1975 
or even 1970-Canada's relative position has not changed materially. The 
competitive position of the United States has followed a more volatile pattern. 
Moreover, the table indicates that Japan, too, has suffered a decline in its 
relative competitive position, albeit a modest one. 

TABLE 9-8 Indexs of Changing Competitive Position 
of the Manufacturing Sector: Selected Countries 

1983 Compared 1983 Compared 1983 Compared 
Country to 1970 to 1975 to 1980 

Canada 98.0 98.6 1 18.4 

United States 92.0 130.0 132.9 

Japan 105.6 95.4 108.9 

Source: International Monetary Fund, International Financial Statistics January 1985 
(Washington, D.C.: IMF. 1985). 

a. Index relative to specified base year: less than 100 indicates an improvement in the 
competitive position; more than 100 indicates a deterioration in the competitive position. 

While the IMF data indicate that Canada's competitive position deteri- 
orated quite sharply in the early 1980s, an alternative measure of competi- 
tiveness, developed by Morgan Guaranty Trust and highly regarded, suggests 
that the decline was much less pronounced. Indeed, the Morgan Guaranty 
Trust index, which measures real effective exchange rates for non-food 
manufacturers, suggests that since 1975, Canada's competitive position has 
strengthened appreciably, by some 10 per cent. This finding is consistent with 
the fact that many Canadian firms and industries are successfully meeting 
foreign competition in both domestic and international markets. It is also 
consistent with the substantial increase in Canada's trade surplus since 1979. 

Despite the continuing increase in Canada's overall commodity-trade 
surplus, there is still concern about Canada's international competitiveness, 
particularly in the manufacturing sector. This concern arises, in part, from 
certain comparisons of actual unit-labour costs in various countries, as 
compared to relative changes in such unit costs as those provided by the IMF 

and Morgan Guaranty Trust figures. 
What are the absolute differences in unit-labour costs between Canada and 

other OECD countries? One submission to this Commission describes Canada 
as a very high-cost c o ~ n t r y . ~  According to Table 9-9, which summarizes the 
findings presented in this submission, unit-labour costs in Canada's 
manufacturing sector were almost 30 per cent above those in the United 
States in 1983. Canada has the second-highest unit-labour costs of the nine 
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TABLE 9-9 Labour Costs per Unit in Manufacturing, 
Selected Countries, 1983 

United Kingdom 136.0 
Canada 129.3 
Italy 107.2 
Belgium 106.3 
United Statesa 100.0 
Germany 92.3 
France 86.5 
Sweden 73.3 
Japan 61.2 

Source: Donald J. Daly, "Cost Competitiveness and Canada's Challenges and Choices", a Brief 
to the Royal Commission on the Economic Union and Development Prospects for 
Canada, July 1984, p. 3a. 

Methods: These estimates incorporate the net effects of output per hour in real terms, total 
compensation per hour, and the 1983 exchange rates. This covers a major part of costs 
for GDP in manufacturing, and costs per unit for capital and depreciation can be 
approximated for some countries. The results are updates of the methods used in D.J. 
Daly, Canada's Comparative Advantage (Ottawa: Economic Council of Canada, 
1979); A.D. Roy, "Labour Productivity in 1980: An International Comparison", 
National Institute Economic Review (August 1982), p. 35; updated by U S .  Bureau of 
Labor Statistics, News. "International Comparisons of Manufacturing Productivity 
and Labor Cost Trends, Preliminary Measures for 1983" (May 3 1, 1984). 

a. United States = 100.0 

countries listed in the table, and these costs are more than twice as high as 
Japan's. On the other hand, a calculation by Data Resources Inc., presented 
in Table 9-10, indicates that Canada is a higher-cost producer than Japan, 
France, Italy and Germany, but a lower-cost producer than the United 
States. Thus, one study shows that Canada's manufacturing unit-labour costs 
are higher than those of its major trading partner, the United States, while 
the other shows that they are not. By one measure, Canada's position appears 
to have deteriorated seriously since 1980. By another measure, Canada's 
position has actually improved, a conclusion that seems to tally with the 
recent growth of Canada's manufacturing export trade. Neither index takes 
resource exports into account, and therefore neither reflects the major 
problems that have appeared for our forestry and mining sectors. Both studies 
agree, however, that unit-labour costs are higher in Canada than they are in 
most of the other major OECD countries. There can be little doubt that 
Canada is a high-cost country, at least in comparison with Japan and insofar 
as the manufacturing sector as a whole is concerned. Nevertheless, we must 
be very careful in drawing conclusions from this last observation. High unit- 
labour costs may indicate success, in the form either of strong world demand 
for our products or of high-wage/employment alternatives outside the 
manufacturing sector. They may also indicate a past failure to keep wage 
settlements in line with productivity growth. 

For a given firm or industry, failure to keep unit costs in line with those of 
foreign competitors will result in a declining share of both foreign and 
domestic markets. Sometimes a firm can remedy the problem by reducing 
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TABLE 9-10 Unit Labour-Costs Multiples of United States Levels 

Country 1968 1975 1982 

United States 1 .OO 1 .OO 

Canada 0.90 1.03 

France 0.60 0.85 

United Kingdom 0.56 0.88 

Germany 0.52 0.98 

Italy 0.50 0.88 

Japan 0.40 0.66 

Source: Roger Brinner and Nigel Gault, "U.S. Manufacturing Costs 
Competition", Data Resources Review (October 1983). p. 1.13. 

TABLE 9-11 Trade Balances in Manufacturing 

and International 

Industry 

[(Exports - Imports)/(Exports+Imports)] x 100 

Average 
1966 1975 1980 1982 1983 196682 

Food & beverage 
Rubber & plastics 
Leather 
Textiles 
Knitting mills 
Clothing 
Wood 
Furniture and 

fixtures 
Paper and allied 
Printing and 

publishing 
Primary metals 
Fabricated metals 
Machinery 
Transportation 
Equipment 

electrical 
products 

' Non-metallic 
minerals 

Petroleum and 
coal products 

Chemicals 
Miscellaneous 

manufacturing 

Source: Canada, Department of Regional Industrial Expansion, Economic Analysis and 
Strategic Planning, "Trade in Manufactured Products 1983" (Ottawa: The Department, 
1984). 
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costs through such means as the rationalization of production, the introduc- 
tion of state-of-the-art technologies, and the renegotiation of labour 
agreements. At other times, these measures will not be sufficient to provide a 
remedy, and the options for government are either to provide some degree of 
protection from foreign competition or to facilitate the orderly withdrawal of 
resources from the industry in question. If unit-cost comparisons are 
interpreted correctly, especially at the product or firm level, they can be an 
early-warning signal of adjustment problems ahead. 

For the nation, failure to keep real unit costs in line with those of our major 
competitors will result in deteriorating trade balances and, ultimately, in a 
devaluation of the Canadian dollar and the decline in living standards that 
devaluation entails. Table 9-1 1 reports Canadian manufacturing trade 
balances (calculated as total exports minus total imports, divided by the sum 
of exports and imports) on an industry basis for the years 1966 to 1983. 
There is no general deterioration here. Indeed, in 14 of 19 industries, the 
trade balance was more favourable both in 1982 and in 1983 than it was over 
the 1966-82 period as a whole. The industries in which trade-balance data 
indicate a poor and deteriorating competitive position are leather, textiles, 
knitting mills and clothing. The problems which these industries face have 
been widely documented. 

The trade balances of selected high-technology industries appear in Table 
9-12. Most of the balances are negative and some, such as the balance for 
radio and television receivers, are close to the minimum value of -100, 
,indicating that exports are very small relative to imports. The 1982 balance 
was more favourable than the 1966 - 82 mean in seven cases, less favourable 
in one (that is, office and store machinery, which includes computers), and 
about the same in one. 

The trade-balance data appear to reflect a modest improvement, in recent 
years, in the competitive positions of most Canadian manufacturing 
industries. It is possible, however, that the data reflect the weak domestic 
demand -and the consequent weak demand for imports-in 1982 and 1983, 
rather than any underlying improvement in competitiveness. There is nothing 
inherently disturbing about a negative trade balance in any particular 
industry. If, however, the industries in which Canada has a negative balance 
constitute a growing fraction of our trade, our aggregate trade balance will 
deteriorate over time, raising the possibility of further depreciation of the 
Canadian dollar. 

Another way to assess changes in national competitiveness is to measure 
changes in estimated national shares of world markets. An increase in a 
country's world-market share for a particular product implies an increase in 
its competitiveness in that product. To measure the size (in terms of sales) of 
the world market for a particular product is difficult, and so investigators 
employ a variety of market-share proxies. One proxy is the Canadian share of 
OECD exports as reported by the Department of Finance in its Economic 
Review. Canadian shares by broad product group are reported in Table 9- 13. 
It is notable that the Canadian share of all exports declined by 1 percentage 
point over the period 1972-83. This decline appears to have been a 
consequence of' the relative decline in Canadian exports of fuels and crude 
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TABLE 9-12 Trade Balances in Selected "High-Tech" Industries 

[(Exports - Imports)/(Exports + Imports)] x 100 

Average 
Industry 1966 1975 1980 1982 1966 -1982 

Aircraft and parts 

Scientific and 
professional 
instruments 

Office and store 
machinery 

Household radio and 
television receivers 

Communications 
equipment 

Electrical industrial 
equipment 

Plastics 

Pharmaceuticals 

Industrial chemicals 
- - 

Source: Donald D. McFetridge, "The Economics of Industrial Structure: An Overview", in 
Canadian Industry in Transifion, vol. 2, prepared for the Royal Commission on the 
Economic Union and Development Prospects for Canada (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1985). 

materials. The Canadian share of OECD-manufactured exports did not 
change. 

Another market-share proxy consists of Canadian exports as a proportion 
of the exports of the world's three largest exporters, excluding Canada. 
According to this measure, the relationship between market share and 
competitiveness is as follows: 

Relative market share is related to the ability to reduce costs and improve 
competitive position. Other factors that need to be taken into account are the 
relative maturity of the industry and the responsiveness of the industry to 
technology-based cost reduction. High relative share at the country level confers 
external economies to its firms because it facilitates development of technical 
infrastructure services such as professional associations and engineering 
consultants and managerial infrastructure such as international marketing 
services and strategic management capabil i t ie~.~ 

Table 9-14 shows changes in the average relative market shares of various 
Canadian industries between the periods 1971-76 and 1976 - 81. The table 
appears to indicate a decline in competitiveness between the first period and 
the second, since Canada lost export share (relative to the largest three 
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TABLE 9-13 Share of OECD Exports, 1972-83. 

Year 

- - 

Tota? 
Other O E a  

Canada U.S.A. Japan EEC OECDb Exports 

Food, beverage 
and tobacco 
(SITC 1) 

1972 
1973 
1974 

1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 

1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 

Crude materials 
(SITC 2,4) 

1972 
1973 
1974 

1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 

1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 

Fuels (SITC 3) 

1972 
1973 
1974 

1975 
1976 
1977 
1 978 
1979 

1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 

Chapter 9 

(per cent) 

2 
2 
2 

1 
2 
1 
1 
1 

I 
2 
1 
1 

3 
3 
3 

3 
2 
2 
2 
2 

2 
2 
2 
2 

1 
1 
1 

1 
0 
0 
1 
I 

1 
1 
0 
1 

(billions 
of 

U.S. %) 

27.3 
42.2 
49.5 

55.7 
58.4 
62.8 
77.3 
92.7 

110.5 
112.4 
102.3 
99.1 

19.0 
28.6 
38.1 

33.2 
38.1 
43.0 
48.7 
64.0 

71.7 
64.0 
57.0 
57.2 

9.1 
13.3 
24.8 

27.3 
9.1 

33.4 
37.9 
59.9 

83.4 
89.7 
89.9 
85.5 
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TABLE 9-13 (cont'd.) 

Year 

Total 
Other OECD 

Canada U S A .  Japan EEC OECD~ exports 

Machinery and 
transport 
equipment 
(SITC 7) 

1972 
1973 
1974 

1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 

1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 

Fabricated materials 
and manufactured 
goods 
(SITC 5,6,8,9)  

1972 
1973 
1974 

1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 

1980 
1981 
1982 
1983 

Total 

1972 
1973 
1974 

1975 
1976 
1977 
1978 
1979 

(per cent) 
(billions 

of 
U.S. %) 
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TABLE 9-13 (cont'd.) 

Year 

Total 
Other OECD 

Canada U.S.A. Japan EEC OECDb exports 

(billions 
(per cent) of 

U.S. %) 

Source: Canada, Finance Canada, Economic Review. April 1984 (Ottawa: Minister of Supply 
and Services Canada, 1984), pp. 235-36. 

Note: Balances may not be the sum of detail because of rounding. 
SITC = Standard International Trade Classification. 

a. 1983 figures are estimates based on partial data. 
b. Excludes Australia, Ireland, New Zealand, Portugal, Spain. Switzerland, Turkey and 

Yugoslavia. 

exporters) in most of the categories listed. The largest losses were in crude 
petroleum, non-ferrous ores, non-ferrous metals and motor vehicles. Gains 
occurred in three sectors: electric power, canned meats and coal. 

Care must be taken in interpreting these results. They do not necessarily 
imply that in absolute terms, Canada's share of world output or exports has 
changed, but only that it has changed relative to the largest three exporters in 
each industry. They may imply that Canadian penetration of a given market 
has changed relative to penetration by one of the three largest exporters, or 
that countries historically served by Canada have grown more slowly than 
countries served by some or all of the three largest exporters. Nonetheless, 
Table 9-14 suggests that there has been some deterioration in Canada's 
competitive position. The analysts responsible for the foregoing assessment 
offer the following conclusion: 

This analysis of the changes in the Canadian industrial portjblio leads one to 
conclude that the country's manufacturing industries face a dgficult Juture. 
There is a heavy reliance on slow (and occasionally negative) growth industries. 
More importantly, even in these slow growth areas, Relative Market Share has 
deteriorated, indicating that the country's overall competitive position has 
weakened. Finally, the relative reduction of the proportion of the portfolio in the 
high growthlhigh share area of the matrix is a sign of serious structural 
weakness.' 

A nation with larger shares of rapidly growing markets might expect to see its 
currency appreciate in real terms and to exberience the improvement in living 
standards that appreciation entails. 
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TABLE 9-14 Relative Market Shares of Canadian Industries 

Relative Market Sharem 

Industry 
Average 
1976 - 81 9% Changeb 

Commodity sector 
Non-ferrous ores 
Meat, poultry & fish 
Basic iron & steel 
Lumber & wood materials 
Pulp & paper 
Coal & lignite 
lron ore & scrap 
Non-ferrous metals 
Petroleum derivatives 

Sunset sector 
Heavy electrical equipment 
Yarn & fabrics 
Clothing 
Leather products, furs 
Confectionaries 
Hosiery & knitwear 
Foundry products 
lron & steel products 

Hi-tech sector 
Light electrical equipment 
Telecommunication product 
Precision instruments 
Chemicals 
Aerospace 
Pharmaceuticals 
Computers & office equipment 
Consumer electronics 
Photographic equipment 
Special & misc. machines 

Transport equipment sector 
Commercial vehicles & railway equipment 
Agricultural machinery 
Motor vehicles (private) 
Spare parts (motor vehicles) 
Rubber products 

Capital-intensive sector 
Cigarettes, tobacco products 
Metal products 
Paints & pigments 
Fertilizers 
Cement 
Watches & clocks 
Glass & glassware 
Canned preserved fruits 
Beverages (incl. alcoholic) 
Ships & boats 
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TABLE 9-14 (cont'd.) 

Relative Market Share' 

Industry 
Average 
1976-81 9% Changeb 

Cosmetics & toiletries 
Plastics & synthetic fibers 
Household appliances 
Other raw materials 

Labour-intensive sector 
Clay & pottery products 
Furniture & misc. wood products 
Plastic products 
Electronic components 
Misc. leisure products 
Printed matter 
Carpets & misc. textiles 
Miscellaneous 

Energy sector 
Electric power 
Coke, coal derivatives 
Crude petroleum 

Natural gas 

Renewable resources 
Canned preserved meat 
Cereals 
Flour, other milled products 
Other agricultural products 
Dairy products, fats 
Animal feeds 
Fuel wood, charcoal 
Raw materials from agriculture 

Source: Joseph R. D'Cruz and James D. Fleck, "Improving the Competitiveness of the Canadian 
Industrial Portfolio", Business Quarterly 49 (Fall 1984), p. 74. 

a. Relative Market Share shows Canada's share of world exports divided by the combined share 
of the three largest exporting countries for that industry, other than Canada. 

b. % Change shows the difference between 1976-8 1 and 197 1-76. 

Thus market-share analysis can be useful, in conjunction with other types 
of analysis, as a tool for forecasting future trends. Such analysis has also been 
put to prescriptive uses. The authors of the analysis we have just mentioned 
and other economists argue that an "ideal portfolio" of exports would involve 
large shares of rapidly growing markets and small shares of slowly growing 
markets. Moreover, an economy that is properly adjusting to changing 
circumstances will, in their view, show increasing shares in faster-growth 
markets and declining shares in slower-growth markets: "What is disturbing 
is the lack of evidence of change in the composition of the Canadian portfolio. 
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Over time, a healthy economy should shift away from slow growth, mature 
industries and towards faster growing industries."* While these analysts 
conclude that Canada should pursue a targeted industrial policy to encourage 
growth of exports in areas of potential high growth, Commissioners are not 
persuaded, as we shall explain later, that this is a role governments can play 
effectively. We are convinced that the private sector will move, in time, into 
areas of growing opportunity, particularly if governments do not impede the 
adjustment process and provide a generally supportive environment. 

Overall, then, recent analysis of Canada's competitive position suggests the 
following conclusions: 

Canadian unit costs in manufacturing appear to have stayed in line with 
the unit costs of our trading partners over the longer term. However, some 
deterioration in Canada's position may have occurred since 1980, largely as 
a result of the appreciation of our dollar' relative to currencies other than 
the U.S. dollar. 
Canada's labour costs have generally been higher than labour costs in 
Japan and in much of Europe. Studies conflict in their conclusions about 
our cost position compared to that of the United States. 
Manufacturing trade balances expressed as a proportion of total trade were 
generally more positive (or less negative) in recent years (1982, 1983) than 
their long-term average. The exceptions are the balances for textiles, 
clothing and footwear. The pattern of improving, though still largely 
negative, trade balances also holds in high-technology industries. 
Canada's overall share of OECD exports declined slightly between 1972 and 
1983. This decline was concentrated in crude materials and fuel exports. 
Canadian exports declined, relative to those of the three largest exporting 
countries, in most industries between the periods 1971-76 and 1976-81. 
The declines were largest in several of the raw-materials sectors. 

These observations do not imply that declines in real income or adjustment 
problems of a catastrophic nature are on the horizon for Canada, but neither 
do they present a picture of an economy poised for dramatic income gains. 

Productivity growth is the ultimate harbinger of things to come. The 
forecasts for the Canadian economy reviewed in Chapter 7 indicate that 
productivity growth will average between 1 and 1.5 per cent until the end of 
this century. This represents a substantial improvement over the 1973-81 
period, but it is not guaranteed; in any event, we shall benefit if we can do 
better. 

Commissioners have drawn attention in this Report to new sources of 
international competition, notably the newly industrializing countries of East 
Asia. We have also drawn attention to the rapidity with which technological 
innovation and the mass-production techniques of industrialized countries are 
being adopted globally. International trade competition is undoubtedly 
intensifying. We have already argued that Canada should not try to shelter 
itself from this competition; instead, we Canadians should actively seek a 
more liberalized trade environment and a more liberal trade arrangement 
with the United States. 
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If we are to meet these challenges successfully, the fundamental strategic 
objectives of industrial policy must be enhanced productivity growth and a 
stronger competitive position. Accomplishing these objectives means, in turn, 
strengthening the environment for the efficient allocation of resources and 
adjustment to new realities. It also means strengthening the basic factors in 
the economic processes of production and marketing. 

A Macro-economic Framework 
to Support Industrial Development 

Private enterprise is the dominant driving force behind our economic system. 
In order to function efficiently and effectively, however, it must be supported 
by macro-economic measures, including fiscal and monetary policies designed 
to promote steady growth of output and employment in a context of relative 
price stability. 

While stable output, employment and prices must be maintained if the 
private sector is to function effectively, government has only a limited ability 
to ensure this stability. Canada is subject to external shocks that government 
can cushion, but that it cannot prevent. The Canadian economy's extreme 
vulnerability to the international business cycle was emphasized by the 198 1- 
82 recession. Of all the OECD countries, Canada suffered the worst decline in 
output during that recession. Nor is Canada vulnerable only to swings in the 
business cycle. Changing commodity prices, exchange-rate fluctuations, the 
vagaries of weather conditions, and a host of other factors can have a very 
unsettling and costly impact on Canada's economy. The 1973 and 1979 hikes 
in world oil prices, imposed by members of the Organization of Petroleum 
Exporting Countries (OPEC), had and continue to have profound effects on 
this country. The inflation spiral and the productivity slow-down date from 
the onset of sharply higher world oil prices, although the price rise was by no 
means the sole source of these developments. U.S. monetary policy is an 
external factor that has major implications for interest rates in Canada, 
which in turn have major implications for the functioning of our economy. 

Chapter 10 examines at length the various constraints on the exercise of 
macro-economic demand-management policy in Canada. The examination 
points out the limits on what may be achieved through monetary and fiscal 
policy in an economy as open as Canada's. It also argues that to be effective, 
demand management should be exercised within a medium- to long-term 
frame of reference. 

While monetary and fiscal policy cannot provide a wholly stable domestic 
economic environment, they can, on occasion, add to the instability of the 
environment. For example, of the 19 federal budgets introduced between 
1968 and 1984, all but five announced new housing programs or revised 
existing ones. Many of the programs were designed to stimulate the housing 
industry and, consequently, overall economic demand. Unfortunately, these 
programs often drove up new housing starts to an unsustainable level. Slumps 
in construction followed. Some years ago, the Economic Council of Canada 
concluded that greater stability in construction activity was important as a 
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means of promoting productivity growth in the i n d ~ s t r y . ~  A longer-term 
framework for government housing policy could help to provide the stability 
required to promote productivity growth and thus complement the objective 
of industrial policy. 

Federal budgets and mini-budgets have appeared with increasing frequency 
over the past decade. At times they have put forward proposals that were 
sweeping in concept and complex in administrative detail. The 1980 federal 
budget, which introduced the National Energy Program (NEP), illustrates this 
point. The NEP precipitated a considerable outflow of direct-investment 
capital as Canadians acquired interests, previously held by foreigners, in the 
petroleum industry. Although interest rates were already high enough to 
cause serious problems, they were driven still higher by the heavy borrowing 
undertaken to finance these acquisitions. This was only one of the unsettling 
consequences of the sweeping changes introduced by the NEP. 

The frequency of changes in the tax laws over the past several years may 
also serve to undermine measures designed to encourage capital investment. It 
is clear, at least, that the carry-over of proposed tax legislation from one 
session of Parliament to the next has created an uncertainty about the status 
of many of the proposed new measures that can only impede capital 
investment and innovation in the private sector. 

The principle that flexibility and adaptability are essential in a rapidly 
changing world extends to the exercise of macro-economic policies. As much 
as possible, however, governments should try to provide consistency in the 
overall macro-economic and micro-economic framework; unnecessary 
changes should be avoided, and unavoidable changes should reflect a 
medium- to long-term perspective. By taking this approach, governments 
would facilitate both decision making in the private sector and consultation 
between the private sector and the public sector. The private sector, in turn, 
must be consistent in its proposals for government initiatives. 

A Commitment to Freer Trade 

Commissioners have already pointed out that commercial policy constitutes a 
critical part of industrial policy in a small open economy such as Canada's. 
Part I 1  of this Report outlined our reasons for supporting continued efforts 
both to reduce multilateral trade barriers and to establish much freer 
trade - if not free trade- with the United States. We are saying, in short, that 
a key component of Canada's industrial policy should be a commitment to 
freer trade, which should be matched by a freer flow of capital investment 
than there has been over the past decade or so. 

The question of whether to opt for free trade or for protectionism is 
undoubtedly the key issue to be resolved in forming an industrial policy. This 
issue is brought more sharply into focus by the growing use of import quotas, 
export subsidies, dumping duties and restrictive government-procurement 
policies. The post-war trend toward freer trade has been threatened in recent 
years by a tendency toward "managed" trade. Given the domination of a 
number of industries by oligopolistic multi-national corporations, this is a 
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tendency that can have a particularly adverse effect on a country such as 
Canada. 

To the greatest extent possible, Canada should avoid engaging in negative 
defensive competition with other countries in an effort to promote particular 
exports. Such an approach might serve only to encourage capital investment 
in areas where Canada has no comparative advantage. Rather than engaging 
in expensive international contests that depend ultimately on the amount of 
subsidy each nation is prepared to provide to a .given industry-a game in 
which all contestants are losers-we should continue to work with other 
nations to build on the remarkable trade-liberalization achievements of,the 
post-Second World War period. 

Because the process of revising the framework of multilateral trade is 
cumbersome, involving as it does so many countries, and because Canada's 
trade is overwhelmingly with the United States, Commissioners have argued 
that there would be great merit in making a special bilateral effort to achieve 
freer trade with our neighbour to the south. In our view, a commitment to 
freer trade-on a multilateral basis if possible, but at least with the United 
States-would provide the single most important incentive for private 
enterprise in Canada to become more efficient, more innovative and, hence, 
more competitive. 

Canadian corporations vary as widely as corporations elsewhere in the 
world in their ability to anticipate and respond to change and opportunity. 
The best of these companies are probably as able as the best anywhere, and it 
is likely that the same comparison also holds true of the worst: Under the 
protection of tariffs, quotas and other forms of support, some Canadian 
managements have become complacent. As data to which we.shall refer later 
indicate, many Canadian firms are less subject to competitive market forces 
than are their American counterparts. As a consequence, Canadian firms 
may be less prepared to abandon losing operations and more likely to turn to 
government when they are in trouble. Of course, many Canadian companies 
have broken out of this pattern, and many American- firms exhibit some 
degree of inertia. In general, however, adjustment in Canada has tended to be 
slower than is desirable in terms of economic efficiency. 

Increased competition from the world in general, and the United States in 
particular, would work powerfully to induce Canadians to allocate, our 
human, capital and natural resources in ways that would improve the 
country's productivity. As Commissioners have already indicated, govern- 
ments in Canada should not attempt to shield domestic ~industiy from the 
forces of change and the reallocation of resources that change inevitably 
involves; instead, they should work with industry to help it to adapt to change 
as easily as possible. The institution by governments of measures to facilitate 
the adjustment process should constitute a major component of industrial 
policy. 

If Canada is seen to vacillate on its commitment to freer trade relations, its 
ability to persuade other countries to move forward in this direction will be 
greatly diminished. Vacillation would also encourage domestic industry to 
seek shelter from the harsh discipline of international competition by pressing 
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government for various forms of assistance. The message from government 
should be consistent and fair: the primary objective of industrial policy and 
trade policy will be to enhance the ability of the Canadian economy to 
respond to competitive market forces. 

Since Canada's industrial policy and trade stance are so closely inter- 
twined, a commitment to freer trade must be accompanied by a commitment 
to "level the playing field". If we achieve a free-trade arrangement with the 
United States, Canadian firms must receive effective access to all markets. 
The Canadian tax structure must allow domestic industry to compete 
effectively with foreign firms, and the regulatory framework must not unduly 
impede the restructuring of industry that is a necessary part of the adjust- 
ment process. In other words, it would be even more important in an 
environment of free or freer trade with the United States than it is now for 
certain of our policies to be sufficiently similar to those of the U.S. 
government to enable us to be reasonably competitive. This does not mean 
that all aspects of our industrial policy would have to approximate that of the 
United States. It is instructive to recall that France and West Germany have 
very different approaches to industrial policy: France favours a targeted 
approach, while West German policy is more market oriented. That such 
different approaches to industrial policy are permissible within a common 
market should allay fears that Canada would be unable to pursue indepen- 
dent policies in a less binding trade association with the United States. It is 
necessary to distinguish those areas of policy, such as taxation, where a 
parallel approach is required for competitive reasons, from those areas where 
a different approach is required because of differences in the economic 
structures or the natures of the two countries. 

A commitment to freer trade cannot, of course, ignore the realities of the 
efforts of other countries to promote their exports. A widespread form of 
promotion is the provision of export insurance and financing, often at 
subsidized rates. In general, governments play an increasingly active role in 
international business transactions. They often justify this activity by 
reference to the similar actions of other governments. 

The Export Development Corporation (EDC), established by the federal 
government in 1969, is the principal Canadian government agency involved in 
export insurance and financing. The Canadian Wheat Board and other 
Crown corporations also extend credit to purchasers of Canadian exports. 
However, the key role in the financing of Canadian trade is played by the 
commercial banks. Ninety per cent of our export trade relies on short-term 
financing, an area dominated by commercial bank activity. 

The Export Development Corporation, which finances about 5 per cent of 
exports, concentrates on medium- and long-term financing to maturity, 
granted at a fixed price. Commercial banks may compete with the EDC in 
offering medium-term financing and may co-operate with the EDC in offering 
long-term financing of various types. The EDC directs the bulk of its financing 
to the support of export sales to countries in Africa, Eastern Europe and 
South America. 

There are clearly dangers in unrestrained competition among countries in 
subsidizing exports. Recognizing these dangers, the OECD countries have 
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agreed on minimum rates for export financing. In this Commission's view, 
Canada should continue to support efforts to further limit subsidy activity. 
Meanwhile, the realities of competition for export markets must be faced. If 
other countries subsidize the financing of their exports in markets where 
Canadians wish to sell, the Canadian government must consider similar 
action. It must be careful, however, to ensure that the amount of the subsidy 
is consistent with the benefits obtained. It is not desirable to subsidize the 
exports of Canadian products unable to meet competitive prices even in the 
absence of export subsidies by other countries. 

While export subsidization may be a legitimate defensive action in some 
situations, other means of meeting competition should be considered. Is there 
scope, for instance, for a more efficient design of existing programs? A 
research paper prepared for this Commission argues that private institutions 
can undertake most of what is now done by the EDC.IO According to this 
study, the EDC could leave short- and medium-term insurance to the private 
sector, while providing re-insurance and acting as an insurer of last resort for 
large or very risky projects. 

A recent federal government consultation paper considers the possible 
results of increased involvement of the private sector in export finance and 
insurance." It concludes that the cost of government subsidies to the private 
financial institutions would likely be greater than the implicit subsidy 
associated with the working capital extended to the EDC. However, the 
greater cost could be offset by the increased volume of exports that might 
accrue to Canadian exporters from the improved services offers by chartered 
banks. 

One possibility, then, would be to channel all subsidies for export finance 
through private financial institutions. The role of the EDC would be to 
administer the subsidy mechanism, to monitor the benefits of the subsidies, 
and to continue to discharge some of its guarantee and insurance functions. 
While this possibility merits serious consideration, the difficulty of regulating 
the required subsidies poses tough political and administrative problems. 
Commissioners therefore recommend caution in moving toward "privatiza- 
tion" of the functions carried out by the EDC. While increased involvement of 
financial intermediaries would appear desirable, it must be noted that their 
involvement is already extensive. At issue are those cases in which market 
'failure is likely, and in which national interests are not likely to be served by 
market forces. Government participation through the EDC and other such 
agencies would appear warranted; other countries have apparently reached 
this conclusion, since they have maintained similar agencies. 

A Commitment to Strengthening Canada's Labour, Capital, 
Technology and Management Inputs 
Measures for improving the training and adaptability of Canada's labour 
force are proposed elsewhere in this Report. Commissioners' recommenda- 
tions include the institution of new means for financing post-secondary 
education; less emphasis on institutional training and more emphasis on on- 
the-job training; greater incentives for retraining and mobility; and greater 
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incentives, through gain sharing, for consultation between management and 
labour on wage levels and productivity initiatives. In Chapter 8, we have 
already addressed the questions of capital formation, technological progress, 
management and entrepreneurship. Since in that chapter we did not address 
these important elements of our economy in the framework of an industrial 
policy, it may be helpful to summarize briefly here our main conclusions with 
respect to them. 

Capital Formation 

While some recent studies have suggested that taxation of savings and 
investments may impede the growth of the capital stock, the portion of capital 
investment undertaken in Canada over the past few decades in relation to 
gross national product (GNP) has been reasonably satisfactory by OECD 
standards. Commissioners' studies indicate that the government should review 
the effect of the tax system on savings and investment, to see, in particular, 
whether it encourages unproductive forms of savings and investment, and to 
assess the adequacy of allowances for inflation. The reviewers should also 
consider the effects of shifting the basis of personal and corporate tax from 
net income to expenditures, as we shall explain more fully below. 

Research and Development 

A target level of expenditures on research and development (R&D) in relation 
to G N P  would not, in Commissioners' view, be a particularly useful element of 
industrial policy. The effectiveness of R&D expenditures is much more 
important than their quantity. To increase the effectiveness of R&D, we have 
advocated that governments consider several steps. They should ensure that 
existing incentives are available to all businesses by refunding to taxpayers 
credits which the latter cannot claim, under present arrangements, if they 
lack taxable income. They should broaden the definition of R&D, even though 
the change might cause administrative problems, and reduce the rate of tax 
subsidy. They should ensure that adequate resources are devoted to obtaining 
information about foreign technological developments. Canada should 
maintain a network of contacts with experts in other countries and should 
establish a more frequent Canadian presence in new technological develop- 
ment. Governments should also increase the exposure of domestic industry to 
international competition. 

Acquisition of Technology 

New technologies are being shared more and more on a world-wide basis, and 
the originating country often has little lead time over other countries to 
exploit the benefits of its discoveries. Canada draws extensively from the 
world pool of new technologies, in part through foreign investment by multi- 
nationals. Within Canada, new technologies seem to spread more slowly 
among manufacturing industries than in other countries. One means of 
speeding up the process is to provide the spur of liberalized trade and 



increased competition. In addition, minimizing barriers to the flow of direct 
investment would also encourage early Canadian adoption of new technology. 

Public policy in the area of education, together with measures that 
encouraged the gathering and dissemination of information on new advances 
in technology, could also contribute to improved technological adaptation in 
Canada. Greater emphasis on science, engineering and business courses in 
post-secondary education may be necessary. Universities should be more 
active in undertaking R&D that has a commercial potential. The National 
Research Council's initiatives in gathering and disseminating information 
could provide a model to be followed by other similar organizations. In other 
countries, technology brokers, contract-research organizations, and "think 
tanks" have played a pivotal role in the acquisition of technology. Both 
Canada's private and public sectors should involve themselves more actively 
in these types of endeavours. The recent establishment of the Canadian 
Institute for Advanced Research is an example of private sector initiative, 
undertaken with public sector support, which will help Canada move to the 
forefront of technological innovation. 

Management and Entrepreneurship 

Increased international competition would make all the more compelling 
Canada's need to develop business management that can match the best in 
the world. In addition, it would itself act as a sharp stimulus to the 
improvement of the quality of Canadian management. While government can 
help to up-grade management by reorienting assistance to small business and 
increasing support to education in business administration, the responsibility 
for improvement rests principally with business itself. 

Entrepreneurship plays a key part in developing our economy. While small 
business is a vital source of entrepreneurship, there are other sources, too, 
which require encouragement. Some tax changes might encourage venture- 
capital activity. Relaxing regulatory restrictions might increase equity 
investment by financial intermediaries in small and medium-sized firms; in 
addition, the federal government should change the tax system to encourage 
companies to issue equity capital (as opposed to debt) and investors to hold 
such shares. 

Other adjustments respecting small business and entrepreneurship include 
review of the capital-gains tax (especially the deemed realization of capital 
gains when the proprietor of a family business dies), a greater degree of 
neutrality in the tax system, and greater awareness of the problems of access 
to government subsidies. In addition, governments should recognize that 
requirements imposed in connection with the administration of social benefit 
programs pose particular problems for small firms. 

A Commitment to Framework Policies that Encourage 
Adaptation and the Efficient Allocation of Resources 
We Commissioners have repeatedly urged that governments pursue an 
industrial policy that relies heavily on the responsiveness of the private sector 
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to market forces, rather than on active intervention by government in the 
market-place. Moreover, we strongly believe that this approach must be 
complemented by measures which will encourage the process of adjustment to 
new competitive forces in a way that is consistent with the efficient use of our 
scarce human, capital and natural resources. 

Tax Policy' * 
The tax system is one of the most important determinants of economic growth 
over the longer term. When the Royal Commission on Taxation (the Carter 
Commission) reported in 1966, one of the foremost goals of policy analysts 
was the establishment of a tax system that was equitable in its treatment of 
different groups. While equity remains an important goal, tax specialists now 
stress the need for a system that is calculated to encourage economic 
efficiency. This shift in emphasis is partially explained by a growing 
awareness of the constraints imposed by Canada's exposure to large 
international capital flows, which can be strongly influenced by the tax 
system. 

In designing tax measures, governments must consider their effect on both 
the allocation of resources and the distribution of income. This Commission 
has focused its attention on those features of the tax system that appear to 
detract unnecessarily from the long-run growth of gross national product 
(GNP), and on those income features that have little to do with distribution 
goals or that could be altered and still be consistent with such goals. To 
understand the issues involved, it is necessary to be aware of some very 
general relationships between the tax system and economic growth. Personal 
and corporate-income taxes that accrue from income derived from capital 
may reduce savings and investment and, hence, the capital stock; since the 
size of the capital stock is an important determinant of potential output, it 
follows that taxes of this kind can affect Canada's growth. 

Tax measures that are biased against risky undertakings may cause 
investors to direct an undue share of resources toward mature stable 
industries. Taxes on wage income can influence the incentive to work, while 
payroll taxes, such as those that support Unemployment Insurance and 
pension funds, can induce firms to substitute capital for labour. Commodity 
taxes favour some commodities, and thus some lines of production, over 
others. Some taxes, such as those on alcohol and tobacco, may be deliberately 
used to discourage production and consumption. Finally, economic growth 
can be influenced by the relative complexity of the tax system. 

Personal income taxes, including payroll taxes, drive a wedge between the 
value of output produced by a factor of production and the net return 
received by the owner. Consequently, less of the factor may be supplied than 
is desirable. Both the U.S. Treasury's Blueprints for Basic Tax ReformI3 of 
1977 and the United Kingdom's Meade ReportI4 of 1978 recommended 
adoption of a tax system based on consumer expenditures, referred to 
hereafter as a "consumption tax". A consumption tax, which would replace 
the existing personal and corporate income taxes, would be based on what one 
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removed from the "social pot" rather than on what one contributed in the 
form of income. Unlike existing levies on consumption, such as the retail sales 
tax, a consumption tax would not be imposed on individual items of purchase. 
It would be calculated on the basis of total income over the year, adjusted for 
the change in registered savings; the resulting figure would represent total 
consumption during the period. 

Consumption taxation, unlike income taxation, does not distort savings. An 
income tax, by taxing the returns to saving, raises the "price" of future 
consumption relative to present consumption and thus favours the latter. 
Under a consumption tax, present and future consumption bear the same rate 
of tax. The consumption tax, therefore, does not influence the timing of 
consumption or the level of savings and investment. Replacement of the 
income tax by a consumption tax would also result in an increase in the 
labour supply and in the rate of return on investment. It would appear then, 
that to move from an income-based tax to a consumption-based tax could 
result in substantial efficiency gains and a major boost to GNP. One 
econometric calculation made in the United States has estimated that a 
switch to a consumption tax could lead to a sustained increase in GNP of as 
much as 10 per cent.I5 The gains in the more open Canadian economy would 
probably be smaller. 

The consumption tax is often criticized on the grounds that because it 
would exempt capital income, it would be regressive. This argument overlooks 
the fact that the rate structure of a tax is independent of the base. The 
desired degree of progressivity can be achieved through a consumption 
tax-as it can be achieved through an income tax-by altering the rate 
structure. During the transition from an income-based tax to a consumption- 
based tax, some taxpayers would gain and some would lose; transition 
provisions could moderate this result, but it would remain a problem. 

On balance, there appears to be merit in the concept of a consumption- 
based personal tax system. The present system's provision for Registered 
Retirement Savings Plans (RRSPS) and Registered Pension Plans (RPPS) has 
already moved it some distance in the direction of a personal consumption 
tax, and to ease or remove the present restrictions on RRSPs and RPPs would 
be a logical step in extending this process. Current restrictions exclude these 
funds from the benefit of the dividend tax credit, thus creating a significant 
incentive to hold debt rather than equity. This is an example of a tax 
disincentive to equity investment in Canada. 

Certain features of the current personal income-tax system introduce 
distortions by unduly favouring particular types of savings. Thus, until the 
May 1985 budget measures, contributions to a Registered Home Ownership 
Savings Plan (RHOSP) were sheltered (up .to a limit), and withdrawals 
remained untaxed if they were used to purchase housing. Other provisions of 
the present system that may be overly generous to capital income are the 
$1000 pension-income deduction and the Quebec Stock Savings Plan. 

A feature of the existing corporate income-tax system that distorts resource 
allocation is its lack of indexation provisions for inflation. Although ad hoc 
adjustments such as accelerated capital-cost allowances help to offset the 
effects of inflation on the cost of capital, such adjustments are not sensitive to 
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the level of inflation. Inventories, in particular, have been severely hit by high 
effective tax rates during periods of rapid inflation. The simple remedy would 
be to index to the general price level the capital-cost allowance and the first- 
in/first-out cost of inventory. Alternatively, the problem relating to 
inventories could be solved by allowing the last-inlfirst-out approach to 
inventory accounting. 

Because the corporate income-tax system does little to take into account 
the degree of risk associated with a given rate of return, it is, in effect, biased 
in favour of "safe" investments. Various measures have been introduced to 
compensate for this shortcoming, but their effect is selective. For resource 
industries, these measures include fast write-offs for exploration and 
development expenses. Other tax measures, such as the investment tax credit 
and accelerated capital-cost allowances, help to offset risk associated with 
R&D expenditures and investment in manufacturing. The current provisions 
of the capital gains tax are, however, biased against risk-taking; this bias is 
illustrated by the fact that capital gains are fully subject to tax, while limits 
are imposed on the amount of capital losses that may be claimed against 
other income. 

In view of the extent to which the present corporate-tax system distorts 
investment, this Commission has concluded that governments, in consultation 
with business, should consider adoption of an alternative means of calculating 
the corporate-tax base. Fundamentally, the corporate-tax base is currently 
defined as accruing revenue less current costs plus the cost of depreciation 
and interest on debt: that is, the inherent rental cost of a firm's capital. The 
alternative Commissioners suggest for consideration is adoption of a cash- 
flow method of defining the tax base. According to this method, the tax base 
is defined as revenues less all input expenses on a cash-flow basis. Thus 
capital investment would be immediately deductible, but no deductions would 
be permitted for interest or depreciation. Achievement of the full benefits of 
this approach would require a provision for the refundability of "negative 
taxes": that is, the refundability of any excess of deductions over taxable 
income. Full refundability would ensure the neutrality of the tax, reduce 
discrimination against risky ventures, and make it easier for firms to finance 
investment. 

Research carried out for this Commission indicates that other features of 
the existing tax system have further adverse economic effects. Resource taxes 
based on production rather than on earnings discourage output from high-cost 
sources. The federal sales tax on manufactured goods creates an incentive for 
retailers to undertake the production of the goods they sell, an arrangement 
which may not serve the best interests of the economy as a whole. Price 
regulation can be a form of taxation, and its effects are often as distortive as 
those of the tax system itself. Thus, for example, when provincial utilities sell 
electricity to consumers at prices below its real value, this effective transfer of 
resource rents to power users rather than to provincial treasuries benefits 
larger consumers at the expense of smaller ones, distorting the allocation of 
electricity. The same point applies to the federal government's policy, now 
being abandoned, of setting the price of domestic oil sold in the Canadian 
market below the prevailing world price. 
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In its broadest form, then, the tax system has a powerful influence on the 
allocation of resources in our society, and on the extent to which these 
resources are produced and consumed. This Commission considers it 
important that the disincentives inherent in the tax system be replaced with 
measures that will encourage the efficient allocation of productive resources 
and the adoption of new processes, products and services. In our view, such 
measures are necessary components of any industrial policy that will enable 
Canada to meet its strategic objectives. Tax measures, however, are 
extremely complex and sensitive, demanding a great deal of analysis and 
consultation before policy changes are formally presented in Parliament. 

The Regulatovy Fvamewovk 

Varying kinds and degrees of regulation by government departments and 
agencies affect extensive sectors of the Canadian economy: financial 
institutions, investment dealers, transportation, communications, agriculture 
and energy, to name only a few. The exercise of such regulation has an 
important bearing on the allocation of economic resources. Regulatory 
requirements should, therefore, be as consistent as possible with what 
Commissioners consider ought to be the primary objective of Canadian 
industrial policy: fostering the growth of productivity and competitiveness. 

Over a period of some years, complaints have been growing, in some 
quarters, that Canada is overregulated. Submissions to this Commission 

/ frequently repeated these complaints. These allegations beg certain questions: 
Is there more regulation in Canada ./than in most other countries? Has /. 
regulation increased at a faster pace In Canada than in other countries in 
recent years? Do the nature of Canada and our traditions and values suggest 
the need for a more extensive regulatory framework than that required by 
other countries, including the United States? The answers are important 
because excessive or misdirected regulation can constrain competition and 
restrict improvements in productivity. 

Since so much of Canada's trade is with the United States, the most 
pertinent international comparison of our regulatory framework is with that 
of our major trade partner. A 1980 study represents the most thorough 
attempt to determine the extent and/or intensity of economic regulation in 
Canada compared with that in the United States.I6 The study concluded that 
the scope of federal regulatory activity in Canada is similar to that in the 
United States. It found dramatic differences, however, in the statutory 
restrictions placed on regulators, which are much greater in the United States 
than they are in Canada. Resources devoted to the enforcement of regulations 
at the federal leve! were proportionately higher in Canada both in 1970-7 1 
and in 1977-78. The authors of this study concluded that the intensity of 
enforcement of regulations was about the same in the two countries. The rate 
of growth of federal regulatory activity during the 1970s was roughly the 
same in both countries, although employment growth among federal 
regulators was greater in the United States. 

According to this 1980 report, as of the late 1970s, a moderately larger 
proportion of the gross domestic product (GDP) was generated in sectors 
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subject to price or entry controls in Canada than was so generated in the 
United States. Most of the difference was the result of the greater promi- 
nence in Canada of regulated sectors, such as transportation, rather than the 
result of a greater degree of regulation. An exception is the agricultural 
sector, which is more highly regulated by marketing boards in Canada than in 
the United States. A survey paper" prepared for this Commission estimated 
that in 1978, 31 per cent of Canadian GDP was subject to price, output or 
entry controls, and that this proportion had increased to 34 per cent by 1980. 

There are other differences, too, between the Canadian and American 
situations. Canada often regulates largely state-owned industries, such as 
railways, airlines and telecommunications, while the U S .  Administration 
does not generally undertake this responsibility. Moreover, although 
Canadian regulation is at least as broad as that of our neighbour, there may 
be a difference in the burden it imposes. The types of programs that 
American business people find the most onerous-occupational health and 
safety, fair employment practices, and environmental protection -have 
tended to receive less emphasis in Canada. 

Regulatory activities that are more extensive in Canada have usually 
involved specific industries, such as airline and railway transportation, and 
areas of agriculture under the control of marketing boards. Many observers 
have argued that a desire to increase profitability often motivates regulation 
of particular industries. In this respect, regulation in Canada may be less 
burdensome, from the point of view of those regulated, than it is in the United 
States. 

Since publication of the 1980 study mentioned above, the regulatory 
picture has changed considerably: there has been a move toward deregulation 
in  the United States and, to a much lesser extent, in Canada. A more recent 
studyla calculated that the proportion of U.S. economic activity carried out 
under "effectively competitive conditions" rose from 56 per cent in 1958 to 77 
per cent in 1980. The study attributed the increase in competition to the 
decreasing importance of scale economies in manufacturing, rising 
competition from imports, and anti-trust activity and deregulation. The 
author was unable to measure the contribution of the decline in scale 
economies to the increase in competition. He estimated by abstraction, 
however, that import competition accounted for 37 per cent, anti-trust for 40 
per cent, and deregulation for 23 per cent of the remaining increase in 
competition between 1958 and 1980. 

Since the mid- 1 WOs, U.S. deregulation has affected the following 
industries: telephone equipment, railroad transportation, trucking, air 
transportation, long-distance telephone service, banking, and security and 
commodity brokers. The study just referred to concluded that U.S. anti-trust 
authorities spurred deregulation: 

It was Antitrust Division pressure that led the Securities and Exchange 

Commission to abolish the fixing of stock-broker's fees in 1975. New 
competition in the telephone sector has partly been created by antitrust cases 

and pressure on the Federal Communication Commission. The deregulation of 

banking entry and pricing has also been advanced by a variety of antitrust 
actions.19 
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Canadian officials have acted in a similar matter. As a result of the 1975 
amendments to the Combines Investigation Act, the Director of Investigation 
and Research can appear before marketing boards and regulatory tribunals to 
represent the public's interest in competition. The Director's intervention has 
led to some deregulation. The Economic Council of Canada has argued that 
the regulatory process may not adequately recognize the public interest in 
free competition. The Director can, by intervening, help to remedy this 
shortcoming. The role of the Director in defending freedom of entry into the 
underwriting of unregistered securities is a case in point. To reduce regulation 
of some important sectors of the Canadian economy would strengthen 
competition, a development which Commissioners have strongly advocated. 

Some limited deregulation has taken place in Canada over the last five or 
six years, In its announcement of its new air-transport policy, in May 1984, 
the federal government mentioned some of the problems created by ill-advised 
regulation of the private sector. The policy statement concerning the air- 
transport industry contended that past regulation had hindered the adoption 
of innovative provisions with respect to both services and pricing; reduced the 
flexibility of airline management in pursuing new market opportunities and in 
adjusting their operations to minimize cost; hampered the ability of airlines to 
respond quickly to changes in circumstances; through undue delays in 
regulatory decisions required airline management to devote excessive time 
and energy to essentially unproductive regulatory considerations; and because 
it is difficult to anticipate regulatory decisions, complicated airline planning. 

To date, deregulation has brought liberalization of the terms on which 
airlines can offer discount fares, licence consolidations that allow airlines 
some flexibility in route structuring, and a greater willingness to approve 
additional trans-border services. While this development is not nearly as 
extensive as U.S. deregulation, it signals a considerable reduction of 
regulatory control of air transport.20 

Regulatory control, or planning, goes beyond the enforcement of health, 
safety and environmental standards to effect decisions about who should offer 
what service, where, when and on what terms. Deregulation of U.S. airlines 
triggered rethinking of Canadian policy. In any case, the Canadian regulatory 
process was becoming too complex and too highly subject to political 
consideration. To limit regulation of the airline industry to issues of safety 
and quality will probably be economically beneficial. Deregulation in the 
United States has not caused, as some had feared, loss of service to small 
communities; it has resulted, instead, in service more appropriate to the size 
of the communities served. 

Some deregulation has occurred also in Canadian telecoknunications. 
Technological change has made competition on a number of fronts both 
feasible and desirable. In such areas, governments can no longer justify 
regulation on the grounds that it protects consumers against exploitation by a 
natural monopoly. Remaining regulation is now clearly intended to 
redistribute costs, and therefore income, among various groups of users of 
telecommunications services; to ensure Canadian sovereignty; and to further 
national unity. 
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Telecommunications regulation, for example, redistributes costs by 
permitting long-distance service to subsidize local telephone rates. The issues 
are complex, and Commissioners would not argue that the rates charged on 
these services should necessarily equal their respective costs. If they did, 
however, local-service rates might rise by as much as 70 per cent, and long- 
distance rates might decline by 50 to 70 per cent.2' 

While Commissioners will not pursue specific issues in telecommunications 
currently before regulatory authorities for decision, certain broad issues 
deserve consideration, as they involve regulation generally. Is there a better 
way to a transfer income than through cross-subsidization of one service by 
the users of another? Even if there is a better system, can our political 
institutions, including the regulatory agencies, see to its implementation? We 
shall return to these questions later in this chapter. 

As we have seen, the federal government has already reduced regulation 
and infused increased competition into the telecommunications industry. It 
has allowed attachment of subscriber-owned single telephone lines, key 
systems and private branch exchanges to the Bell Canada and other telephone 
systems; permitted the interconnection of the equipment of other telecom- 
munications systems (such as CNCP Telecommunications) with that of the 
Bell and other telephone systems; let radio-paging services interconnect with 
telephone systems; and approved the attachment of coaxial cable to 
telephone-company structures. As one studyZZ has noted, however, not all 
recent regulatory decisions have supported competition. An example is the 
1977 approval of an agreement between Telesat and the telephone companies 
that precluded any long-distance competition among them. 

Some deregulation has also occurred in the financial system. The role of 
foreign banks in the Canadian economy has increased as a consequence of the 
most recent amendments to the Bank Act. The distinctions among banks, 
insurance companies, trust companies and investment dealers is becoming less 
clear day by day as each group begins to hold assets and issue liabilities that 
formerly represented the province of only one group. The Government of 
Quebec has announced that it intends to permit, to the extent that its 
jurisdiction allows, "full services" to financial institutions by 1985. Elsewhere 
banks are offering discount-brokerage services, brokers are offering "cash- 
management accounts", and credit unions are engaging in commercial 
lending. 

The trend in the agricultural sector, however, has been in the opposite 
direction. In 1971, there were 97 federal and provincial agricultural 
marketing boards. By 198 1 the total stood at 124. In 1962, marketing boards 
received 14 per cent of farm-cash receipts, while by 1983, the proportion had 
risen to 55 per cent. 

The imposition of quality, safety and environmental standards is potentially 
of mutual benefit to producers and consumers. Realization of this benefit 
depends on how these standards are set and enforced. Studies conducted by 
the Economic Council of Canada have found that quality and safety 
standards have been effective in reducing serious accidents. Problems 
continue to exist, however, in that standards are often set without proper 
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consideration of compliance costs. A survey conducted by the Council and 
submissions to this Commission cited a number of examples of burdensome 
compliance costs. Stelco claimed that regulatory requirements raised the 
construction costs of its Nanticoke plant by about 11  per cent, and that its 
operating cost is 8 per cent higher than if "less stringent, but equally 
effective, environmental requirements had p re~a i l ed . "~~  It argued that it 
could have avoided many of these costs without sacrificing environmental 
standards. Respondents to the Council's survey also reported incurring 
substantial costs through participating in regulatory proceedings. 

Even more burdensome, perhaps, are both the uncertainty regarding 
specific application of often-vague regulatory provisions and the necessity for 
dealing with overlapping agencies and jurisdictions. Individuals appearing 
before this Commission claimed that these problems were of a continuing 
nature. Respecting regulatory uncertainty, one participant observed: 

A major part of the problem with regulation is regulatory uncertainty. The 
unique circumstance of mining is that it is . . . highly capital intensive and when 
you get through the various regulations which you have with respect to staking 
claims and that sort of thing and you find a deposit you want to work at, the 
approvals process that one goes through in British Columbia will probably take 
two to three years and an expenditure of somewhere between $5 and $10 million 
to prove not a whole lot. 

(Tex Enemark, Transcript, Vancouver, June 12, 1984 [vol. 81, pp. 1935-36.) 

Another intervenor made this comment on overlapping jurisdictions: 

We believe that performance generally will be most improved by less, not more. 
government presence in the market-place. Needed are fewer rigidities, a cut- 
back of counter-productive regulations, and the removal of such obstacles to 
commercial efficiency as overlapping plant inspections; interprovincial 
impediments to the mobility of goods and labour; and the restrictive supply 
management structures. (George Weston Limited, Brief, September 24, 1984, p. I.) 

The Economic Council has found that the regulatory process was not, in 
general, among the more important problems facing the small-business 
community: 

Rather, their principal headache seemed to be the paperwork associated with 
taxation, statistics, and customs and excise requirements. Most of their 
regulatory difficulties involved zoning, planning, building codes, transportation, 
and labour standards. Their greatest frustrations with regulations were evident 
when many regulatory jurisdictions intersected, as in the case of land use and 
c o n s t r ~ c t i o n . ~ ~  

Many participants in this Commission's hearings, however, believed that 
regulation constitutes a continuing burden on small business: 

Business/es/, especially (but not only) small businesses, are burdened with non- 
productive government regulations. An easing of regulations will be beneficial to  
all Canadians. (Canada Jaycees, Brief, July 20, 1984, p. 3.) 
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Participants in this Commission's symposium on small business mentioned the 
disproportionate burden that regulations, notably those on relations with 
employees, place on small business: 

Another problem that we find onerous to small business is the over-regulation 
. . . In the Province of Ontario where we have the Employment Standards Act 
and the Human Rights Commission - all of these things don't present too much 
of a burden to the large business, but they /reduce] . . . the flexibility of a small 
business. (Russell Beach. Beach Industries Limited, at Royal Commission, Small 

Business Seminar, Transcript, October 15, 1984, pp. 79-80.) 

For smaller businesses, then, the regulatory framework appears to hamper 
growth and job creation. 

While a great deal of regulation concerns our collective interest in safe 
products, a safe work place, and a healthy environment, much of it oversees 
the transfer of income from one segment of society to another. This activity 
involves provision of services at less than cost to some users and at more than 
cost to others, and/or monitoring the returns to the producer(s) involved and 
establishing limits on their charges as means of restricting profits to a 
"reasonable" level. As Commissioners have stated above, effecting these 
income transfers often requires a detailed regulatory intervention by 
government, which we have referred to as "regulatory planning" or "control". 

Two survey papersZ5 report the size of some income transfers resulting from 
regulation. There are transfers from one group of consumers to another in the 
telecommunications, airline, railway and trucking industries. The expense of 
undertaking these transfers includes the cost of the regulatory process itself; 
the consumption forgone on purchases deterred by regulated prices higher 
than they would have been under competitive conditions; the additional 
production cost incurred as a consequence of substituting less efficient for 
more efficient producers and techniques; and the costs of seeking and 
defending beneficial regulatory provisions. 

Would society benefit from reduced regulation? One school of thought says 
that regulatory transfers are not visible to those who must pay for them. 
Making them more explicit-by including them in the tax-expenditure 
process, for example- would increase their "political cost" and correspond- 
ingly reduce their popularity. In some cases, then, governments would cease 
to permit transfers that were feasible only by regulation. Society might 
benefit from this outcome. 

Transfers might continue in some areas, by cheaper (if politically more 
difficult) means such as the tax system: 

Recognizing that risk adds to the direct costs of redistributing income through 
regulation leads to a better appreciation of the merit in the economists' dictum 
that a direct cash subsidy paid out of general tax revenue is a more efficient 
instrument for redistributing income than is direct r e g ~ l a t i o n . ~ ~  

One of the research studies prepared for this Commi~sion*~ sounds a proper 
note of caution. It argues that we often do not know whether a practice of a 
particular industry is part of a cross-subsidization scheme. Prices are 
generally the same, for instance, for small and extra-large shirts. Does this 



represent a cross-subsidy from small to large persons? Or does it reflect the 
fact that price differentiation would be more bother than it would be worth? 
Furthermore, even when we identify cross-subsidization, we are not sure of its 
ultimate beneficiaries. Local telephone rates are higher for businesses than 
for residences. It is difficult to judge who ultimately benefits from this 
differential. It is not easy, then, to make regulatory transfers more explicit 
and more politically visible. Nevertheless, some movement in this direction 
appears desirable. 

In conclusion, regulation involves complex issues. The first fundamental is 
to determine who should make the regulations, and how they should be made. 
Given the requirement that the regulator be disinterested, government is the 
obvious choice. More pressing issues of current concern relate to the 
regulatory process itself. Commissioners have identified a number of 
shortcomings and have put forward a number of proposals for correcting 
them. The problems raised include: an excessive degree of regulation. in 
certain areas, compounded by the existence of conflicting and overlapping 
regulations; the granting to the regulators excessive discretion, which adds to 
uncertainty; insufficient consultation on proposed changes i n  'regulatory 
provisions; and the obscurity surrounding the transfer of costs (income) often 
inherent in certain regulatory requirements. As a means of reducing or 
eliminating these problems, Commissioners suggest reform of the regulatory 
process in several areas. 

Suggested Reforms 

Sunset Provisions. Commissioners propose a "sunset clause" for major 
regulatory activities undertaken by federal departments and agencies. The 
primary purpose would be to require Parliament periodically (perhaps every 
ten years) to consider whether a particular regulatory function should be 
continued. If Parliament approves continuation, it could revise the governing 
legislation to take account of changing conditions and circumstances, as is 
required every ten years in the case of the Bank Act. 

Reducing Regulatory Discretion. Governments usually establish 
regulatory bodies to undertake functions that require the exercise of 
judgement. As a consequence, they must give regulators some discretion in 
carrying out their mandate. Governments may, however, give regulatory 
authorities too much discretion and thus add unnecessarily to the uncertainty 
surrounding the process. Commissioners suggest review of the existing 
mandates of regulatory bodies to determine whether Parliament could more 
precisely define the responsibilities of the regulator and more accurately 
describe their routine procedures and proceedings. 

Increasing Consultation. Within recent years, public authorities have 
increasingly recognized their obligation to consult those affected directly and 
indirectly by the establishment of new regulatory processes or changes in 
existing ones. This obligation should apply to proposed regulatory provisions 
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made by the government itself and those of a more detailed nature proposed 
. . ... : . . :by .regulatory bodies. The federal government could give new momentum to . . . : 

the process by requiring the government and/or the regulatory body 
concerned to consult with the public and other special-interest groups, as 
appropriate, on proposed changes in regulatory requirements or procedures. 
Parliament should oversee this consultation process. 

Overseeing Regulatory Redistribution of Incomes. Through the exercise 
of their authority, as Commissioners noted earlier, many regulatory bodies 
sanction or require redistribution of costs and, thus, of incomes, often through 
cross-subsidization among various users of a particular service. Each case 
needs examination on its own merits. Such transfers, however, are often 
hidden or obscure. Without full knowledge of the extent of such redistribu- 
tion, it is, of course, impossible to consider whether the redistribution is 
warranted. To make such assessment possible, we.suggest that Parliament 
require regulatory bodies, or perhaps the Director of Investigation and 
Research, to report regularly to Parliament and the public on the full extent 
of all redistribution of costs and income sanctioned by regulatory provisions. 

Competition Policy 

It has often been argued that markets in Canada tend to be less competitive 
than those in other countries, particularly the United States. Many Canadian 
industries are characterized by relatively few producers and relatively little 
variation in market shares over time. Moreover, most analysts agree that 
Canadian competition policy is ineffective in preventing the concentration of 
economic activity. 

In the 1970s, it became fashionable in North America to diversify, and a 
number of large conglomerates were formed. These mergers were financed in 
a variety of ways, but eventually, sizeable amounts of stock came into the 
hands of institutional and small investors. Thus the conglomerates were 
forced to face the discipline of the stock market. In Canada, much of the 
take-over activity was facilitated by heavy reliance on debt instruments, and 
the only check on the concentration of power was the obligation to make 
payments to the banks. Substantial pools of private capital were also involved, 
accompanied by debt financing from the banks, and the acquisition of control 
of very substantial assets. 

A study, undertaken for this Commission, of the concentration of economic 
activity in Canada reached the following conclusions:28 

Aggregate concentration (that is, the share of corporate assets controlled 
by the largest 25, 50 or 100 enterprises) has risen since 1968 and, 
especially, since 1975. The proportion of the assets of the largest 100 
enterprises that is accounted for by Canadian or government-owned firms 
has also risen. 
Concentration increased in most of the major sectors over the period 1975- 
80 as Table 9-15 shows. Underlying these sectoral changes was a wide 
variety of changes in co'ncentration ratios of industries within particular 



sectors, including mineral fuels (+8.3 percentage points), department 
stores (+ 12.2 percentage points), and water transportation ( - 17.1 
percentage points). There was little substantial change within the 
manufacturing sector. 

The pattern that has evolved in Canada is one of declining concentration in 
industries that were formerly highly concentrated and increasing 
concentration in industries that were not. This pattern was particularly 
evident between 1970 and 1980. 
Individual Canadian industries tend to be more highly concentrated than 
their counterparts in the United States. That is, the proportion of 
shipments or sales accounted for by the largest four producers is much 
higher in most Canadian industries. In total, nearly four-fifths of U.S. 
economic activity is essentially competitive. The estimate for Canada is 
substantially lower, amounting to only two-fifths of economic activity as 
measured by GNP. 

The question is: What are we to make of this evidence? Let us begin with the 
problem of increasing aggregate concentration. 

Economists generally assess the consequences of industry concentration 
within the context of a particular sector. Estimates of aggregate concentra- 
tion are simply measures of the size of the largest enterprises in a given sector 
of industry in relation to the size of the sector, but not in relation to the size 
of a particular market. The fact that an enterprise is large does not 

TABLE 9-15 Change in Four Firm Concentration Ratio,' 1975 -1980 

Industry Change 

Agriculture, forestry, and fishing - 0.5 

Miningb - 1.1 

Manufacturing +0.4 

Construction - 3.0 

Wholesale trade -4.1 

Retail trade +5.1 

Transportation, communications, and utilities +7.8 

Finance +4.4 

Services +7.6 

Source: R.S. Khemani, "Extent and Evolution of Competition in the Canadian Economy", in 
Canadian Industry in Transition, vol. 2 ,  prepared for the Royal Commission on the 
Economic Union and Development Prospects for Canada (Toronto: University of 
Toronto Press, 1985). 

a. Change in % shipments accounted for by the largest four enterprises (including government 
enterprises) 1975 to 1980. 

b. Indicates 1976 data. 
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necessarily imply adverse economic consequences; on the contrary, large 
enterprises are usually expected to benefit from economies of scale. The 
report of the Royal Commission on Corporate Concentration offers these 
conclusions: 

Our study of conglomerate corporations revealed that their diversification has 
probably not increased concentration within industries and may even have 
increased competition. There are some indications that conglomerate 
diversification has decreased the overall ej-ficiency of the firms involved, as 
measured by return on assets, and that investors in highly diversifiedfirms have 
received lower-than-average returns. In theory, diversified firms have a greater 
ability than other firms to engage in a variety of anticompetitive practices 
(predatory pricing, cross-product subsidization, tied selling, etc.) but we have 
found only a few instances in which they have exercised this power. We conclude 
that the proposed competition law can deal with these problems adequately. 
Similarly, we see no need for special legislation affecting conglomerate 
mergeaZ9 

Increases in producers' concentration in a particular market can,be harmful, 
but only under a restricted set of circumstances. The number of domestic 
producers in an industry will not affect competition if the industry is exposed 
to international competition, or if there are minimal barriers to the entry of 
new competitors. Even if new entry is difficult and there is little or no 
international competition, the consequences are not inevitably harmful. If 
additional producer concentration results in the creation of larger, more 
efficient plants or in a more rationalized distribution of output within and 
among plants, then the benefits to the economy of lower-cost production will 
generally outweigh the costs arising from the increase in monopoly power. 

A study done for this Commission finds that increases in lengths of 
production runs, which are often the result of rationalization, are generally 
associated with increases in producer con~ent ra t ion .~~ Thus, if our domestic 
producers are taking advantage of the economies of large-scale production, 
we should expect them to be large relative to the Canadian market. 
Moreover, as the rationalization of production proceeds, a number of 
Canadian industries may become even more concentrated, which would not 
be an undesirable development. 

The importance of liberalized trade as a guarantee of competition cannot 
be stressed too often. Given the discipline of international market prices, 
Canada can obtain the benefits of scale and of rationalization economies 
without suffering any increases in domestic monopoly power. This point is 
emphasized in a recent Economic Council of Canada study3' that compares 
the concentration of domestic production with the concentration of domestic 
sales, including sales of imports. When this import-adjusted measure of 
concentration is used, Canadian concentration levels are much closer to the 
levels prevailing in the United States. In addition, because trade increased 
during the 1970s, import-adjusted concentration in Canadian manufacturing 
actually fell by about 10 per cent during the decade. 

Let us turn now to the more general assessment in this Commission's 
study3= that the proportion of GNP produced under effectively competitive 
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conditions is much lower in Canada than it is in the United States. This type 
of calculation is very difficult to make accurately; other investigators might 
reach different conclusions. Nevertheless, the estimates contained in the 
study - that four-fifths of the U.S. economy is competitive, as opposed to only 
two-fifths of the Canadian economy -do suggest that the difference between 
the two proportions is significant whatever its precise dimensions. 

The study attributes much of this difference to the greater prominence of 
government-enforced price, output and entry restrictions in this country. For 
example, it estimates that 86 per cent of the U.S. agricultural sector is 
effectively competitive, while the corresponding figure for Canadian 
agriculture is only 53 per cent. The reason for the difference is that Canada 
makes much greater use of supply-restricting marketing boards than does the 
United States.33 

This finding has two implications. First, the power to increase effective 
competition in the agriculture sector lies almost wholly within the hands of 
the provinces and the federal government. Governments could do away with 
supply-management boards or revise their mandates in order to provide 
greater room for competition, perhaps by raising the limits of permissible 
supply, by facilitating the entry of new producers, or by allowing for a greater 
degree of international competition in the domestic market. This point could 
be applied to many other sectors. The perceived lack of competition in 
Canada is the result, in many instances, not of an absence of traditional U.S.- 
style anti-trust laws, but of restrictions on competition put in place by 
governments themselves. 

Secondly, it is important to note that while the United States makes less 
use of marketing boards than does Canada, our neighbour seeks to achieve 
many of the same cbjectives through various price-support systems and other 
forms of subsidization. It is not difficult to show that while both systems of 
augmenting farm incomes entail economic costs, marketing boards are often 
less wasteful than the U.S. price-support methods. The important point here 
is that competition is a means, not an end: there may be instances in which 
the restriction of competition is socially beneficial or at least preferable to the 
available options. 

Calculations aimed at measuring the degree of competition by reference to 
the degree of domestic concentration in any given industry can also be highly 
misleading. In a study undertaken for this Cornmi~sion,~~ the mining and 
petroleum industry in the United States is judged, on this basis, to be 96 per 
cent effectively competitive, while the comparable figure for Canada is only 7 
per cent. The study attributes some of this difference to the controls on 
Canadian crude oil and natural gas prices. It attributes the balance to the 
high level of concentration in the Canadian sector. It is difficult to believe, 
however, that a comparison of domestic sectors provides a true picture of the 
relative amounts of competition in the two countries. The fact of the matter is 
that the Canadian sector is extensively exposed to foreign competition at 
home and abroad. 

If Canadian producers actually have some monopoly power, they may well 
exercise much of it in international markets, and this situation may be 
beneficial, on balance, to Canadians. The potash industry in Saskatchewan 
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provides an example that illustrates this possibility. The introduction of a pro- 
rationing scheme and the subsequent consolidation of the industry under the 
leadership of the government-owned Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan 
may have resulted in higher returns on export sales than would have been 
realized in the absence of these measures. In this context, restrictions on 
competition benefit the economy, since they result in higher profits for 
Canadian producers and, perhaps, higher royalty incomes for Canadian 
governments. 

In general, the issue is not whether governments should be more diligent in 
the pursuit of traditional anti-merger, anti-cartel policies. Governments often 
restrict competition; indeed, they are likely to be actively involved in any 
significant and enduring restriction of competition. Once this likelihood is 
recognized, we can ask the essential questions that follow: 

Which restrictions on competition are functional and should be preserved? 

What is the most effective method of eliminating the remaining restrictions 
on competition? 

There are certain obvious functional restrictions on competition that should 
be maintained. No one would advocate allowing unrestricted entry into the 
Atlantic and Pacific fisheries, for example. Nor would anyone advocate 
completely free entry into some professions, although debate would arise 
about what the entry requirements should be and who should set them. 
Restrictions on competition in export markets might also be generally 
beneficial, even if they carried over, to some extent, into the domestic market. 
In most cases, however, suppression of competition is in the interest of only a 
particular group, and not in the interest of the economy as a whole. The 
question, then, becomes how best to promote, maintain or re-establish 
competition. The two most important means of promoting competition are: 

Trade liberalization 
Elimination of the regulatory restrictions on price, output and entry that 
apply to certain industries. 

In those sectors of the economy whose goods and services flow freely across 
national borders, international competition is usually all that is required to 
ensure that domestic markets are competitive. In these sectors, there is little 
need for public policy to restrict mergers of domestic companies, concentra- 
tion within particular domestic industries, or co-operative arrangements 
among domestic suppliers. Even a well-conceived and effectively administered 
competition policy is a poor substitute for exposure of domestic industry to 
the winds of global competition. 

Competition policy in many market economies has come to reflect the 
thesis that the economic benefits of efficient large-scale production will often 
more than offset the economic costs associated with the increase in market 
power that is usually inherent in the development of economies of scale. In a 
small economy, increases in the scale of output are certain to produce net 
economic benefits when they occur in sectors that are subject to open 
international competition. It is hard to over-emphasize the central role of 
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freer trade as a force for increased domestic competition. In Canada, the 
number of combines cases in which removal of trade barriers would have 
eliminated alleged anti-competitive activities is legion. 

The second important condition for greater domestic competition is the 
elimination of regulatory restrictions on prices, output and entry. Where these 
restrictions are removed, the possibility of competition from new entrants 
serves to discipline market participants. Recent theoretical work in industrial 
organization testifies to the power of potential competition to ensure both 
competitive pricing and efficient production, even in markets in which there 
are only a few firms. In Canada, the financial, transportation and profes- 
sional-service sectors are obvious candidates for partial deregulation of this 
sort. 

Let us now consider competition policy in relation to those areas of the 
economy that are not subject to direct competition from abroad, either 
because of their inherent nature (such as construction), or because foreign 
competition would conflict with other public objectives (such as the protection 
of communications media for cultural and social reasons). Competition-policy 
issues also arise where barriers to the entry of potential competitors into an 
industry (other than the barriers imposed by regulation) are exceptionally 
high. 

Competition policy has traditionally focused on mergers that could be 
considered to have adverse economic consequences. The present Combines 
Investigation Act, for example, makes it a criminal offence to engage in a 
merger "whereby competition . . . is or is likely to be lessened to the detriment 
or against the interest of the public, whether consumers, producers or 
others."35 While this provision, like similar restrictions that applied in earlier 
years, has proved to be almost totally ineffectual, there is a growing body of 
opinion that the whole thrust of the policy is misdirected. Since the Economic 
Council of Canada issued its report on competition policy in 1969,36 the view 
has developed that questions relating to mergers should be removed from the 
sphere of criminal law and be considered on their economic merits by an 
administrative tribunal as a matter of civil law. 

Successive proposals put forward during the 1970s to implement this new 
approach encountered stiff opposition from the business community, which 
objected to the extent of the proposed law's application, the discretionary 
power it would give to the members of the tribunal, the uncertainty it would 
produce, and other matters as well. Amendments put before Parliament in 
mid-1984, which were never enacted, would have sought to reduce uncer- 
tainty by providing for the courts to adjudicate merger cases on the basis of a 
fairly simple set of criteria that would have left little or no room for 
exercising judgement about the economic costs and benefits of a proposed 
merger. 

When the reform measures were first proposed, a number of observers 
assumed that it would not be difficult for a competent tribunal to distinguish 
between mergers that would serve the public interest by increasing the 
efficiency of the economy -a benefit that would outweigh the possible cost of 
reduced competition in the market-place, which might in any case be avoided 
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by other means, such as tariff reductions- and mergers that would serve only 
the interests of the participating parties. Over time, however, most observers 
have come to a better appreciation of the problems involved in developing 
adequate criteria for determining which mergers should be approved and 
which rejected. 

Horizontal mergers, involving firms that already serve essentially the same 
market, should be the easiest to evaluate. In all likelihood, the great majority 
of horizontal mergers considered by an administrative tribunal would be 
approved with little difficulty if competition could be maintained by the 
inflow of goods or services from abroad. Even in industries where interna- 
tional competition was non-existent and the barriers to entry of potential 
domestic competitors were high, mergers would probably be approved if they 
seemed certain to increase economic efficiency significantly. 

None of the legislative amendments put forward over the past several years 
proposes that conglomerate mergers-that is, mergers which involve 
companies operating in unrelated markets -should be subject to review either 
by the courts or by an administrative tribunal. Vertical mergers, which 
involve firms that operate in different sectors of an integrated supply chain 
(the merger of a food processing company with a major food retailer, for 
example), would almost certainly be subject to review, but adequate criteria 
for determining which of these mergers are in the public interest have never, 
to our knowledge, been developed. The basic problem is that market power 
can be defined only in relation to a particular market, but vertical mergers 
involve creating an entity that operates across several markets. Thus it is 
difficult to determine whether or not vertical integration by a firm occupying 
a dominant market position will be economically beneficial. 

The reform proposals put forward over the past several years have also 
sought to remove the provisions of the Combines Act that treat monopolistic 
behaviour detrimental to the public interest as a criminal offence. Again, 
earlier proposals provided for such cases to be considered by an administra- 
tive tribunal, while the amendments put forward in 1984 would have referred 
such issues to the courts for consideration as a matter of civil law. 

We Commissioners have already emphasized our conviction that whenever 
possible, Canada should rely on international trade to ensure the maintenance 
of dynamic competition in the domestic market-place. Canada should also 
seek to expand significantly the boundaries of competition in industries where 
that boundary is now restricted by regulation. In other areas of the economy, 
however, policy instruments should be available that will maintain as much 
competition among domestic suppliers of goods and services as is practical in 
economic terms. To achieve this objective would both serve the interests of 
consumers and place competitive restraints on the costs of inputs required by 
Canadian companies engaged in competition with foreign firms, at home and 
abroad. 

In our judgement, the vast majority of corporate mergers that are 
concluded in response to the dynamics of the market-place should not be of 
concern from the perspective of public policy, particularly not where the 
inflow of trade from abroad can be relied on to maintain a healthy degree of 
competition. At the same time, however, a modern nation with an open 
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market economy should have available to it, under civil law, the means to 
prohibit horizontal or vertical mergers that are contrary to the public interest. 
By the same token, we believe that means should also be available for dealing 
on a civil-law basis with flagrant abuses of monopolistic power. Such an abuse 
might occur, for example, where a firm that occupies a dominant position in 
the market-place sells a product at an exceptionally low price in an effort to 
drive an emerging competitor out of business. 

Observers who accept the need for reform in the regulation of mergers and 
monopolistic behaviour are generally divided into two groups: those who 
believe that these matters should be subject to consideration by an adminis- 
trative tribunal with a right of appeal to the courts only on matters of law, 
jurisdiction and natural justice, and those who believe that the same matters 
should be adjudicated by the courts alone. Those who favour the intervention 
of an administrative tribunal, such as the present Restrictive Trade Practices 
Commission, argue that only a body of this kind could exercise the economic 
judgement required to determine whether a particular instance of corporate 
behaviour was detrimental to the public interest. Those who oppose 
adjudication by such a tribunal and favour the use of the courts do so 
precisely because of the freedom the former approach would provide for the 
exercise of discretion. Such an approach, they contend, would lend itself to 
arbitrariness and uncertainty. 

As Commissioners indicated earlier, we are well aware of the difficulty of 
developing criteria for determining whether or not certain types of mergers 
serve the public interest. We also recognize the difficulty of distinguishing 
between corporate behaviour that is abusive and predatory in its intent and 
effect, and behaviour that is innocent in intent and in keeping with acceptable 
competitive practices. Because it is so difficult to make such distinctions, we 
conclude that it would be better to call on an administrative tribunal to 
exercise its best economic judgement in the resolution of merger and 
monopoly cases than to fall back on adjudication by the courts, which are 
quite unequipped to exercise economic judgement. 

We must also emphasize our view that the proposed administrative tribunal 
should review mergers, alleged monopolistic behaviour, and related matters 
such as specialization agreements aimed at industrial rationalization only if 
they appear to offer a serious threat to competition in the domestic market. 
While the tribunal must be able to exercise its judgement on the basis of the 
circumstances surrounding each case brought before it, the law and the 
regulations under which the tribunal is created should carefully define the 
tribunal's mandate and provide clear guidelines on the manner in which it is 
to carry out its proceedings. 

A study undertaken for this Commission3' analyses certain types of 
restrictions on competition that may be imposed along the vertical chain of 
supply, including territorial restrictions on sales, exclusive dealing and tied- 
selling provisions, and resale-price maintenance. Since 1975, the first three 
forms of restriction have been subject to review by the Restrictive Trade 
Practices Commission, which has various remedies at its command if it 
concludes that such practices substantially reduce competition in the market- 
place. In 1951, Parliament made it illegal for manufacturers or wholesalers to 
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require a retailer to sell a product at a minimum price, although both groups 
were left free to "suggest" a resale price. Enforcement of this ban against 
resale-price maintenance has been a major activity of combines authorities 
over the past three decades. The study undertaken for this Commission 
contends that there are circumstances in which resale-price maintenance 
could, in fact, provide significant economic benefits. While Commissioners 
are not in a position to reach any conclusion on this issue, we do recommend a 
review of the provision making it illegal in any circumstances to require 
compliance with resale prices. It might be determined that resale-price 
maintenance should be illegal only when its detrimental effects on competi- 
tion demonstrably outweigh its benefits. Alternatively, resale-price 
maintenance could be made a matter for review by an administrative 
tribunal, just as exclusive dealing and tied selling are now reviewed by the 
Restrictive Trade Practices Commission. 

For some years, the laws against conspiracies to restrict competition 
through such means as price-fixing and market-sharing arrangements 
operated reasonably effectively in achieving their limited purpose. However, 
recent decisions of the Supreme Court of Canada appear to have undermined 
the effectiveness of those provisions by increasing the burden on the Crown to 
prove the intent of the alleged conspirators and the adverse economic effect of 
their action. In our view, it is important that the law should be amended as 
necessary to remove these impediments to the Crown. 

We agree with the conclusion of the Royal Commission on Corporate 
Concentration that mergers and acquisitions involving major conglomerates 
should be dealt with on an individual basis by the federal government and 
Parliament. As that Commission pointed out in its 1978 report, the decision 
to prevent a merger is essentially political in nature: 

The attempted Power-Argus merger was important, not because of its potential 
effect on competition within industries (which we think would have been minor) 
but because the prominence of the parties in the economy made their actions 
significant to the public. Transactions this spectacular will always demand 
inquiry. We think that conglomerate mergers of this kind should first be 
analyzed under the competition law, but i f  (as in Power-Argus) there are no 
significant competitive implications, or none that could not be dealt with under 
the competition law. there may still be overriding reasons of public policy that 
will compel intervention by the state. We do not think it is possible to establish 
in advance legislative criteria by which unique cases like a Power-Argus merger 
can be assessed. If the state intervenes to prevent or dissolve a merger like 
Power-Argus, the decision to do so must be a political one, to  be taken by 
government and Parliament in the light of the circumstances as they see them at 
the time.38 

In essence, the approach taken here leaves the central role of ensuring 
competitive behaviour to be controlled by the international market-place and 
the threat of entry of competing interests. It minimizes government 
manipulation of the structure of domestic industry. While this approach is not 
in line with the U.S. tradition, it is in keeping with past Canadian practice, 
certain more recent trends in the United States, and actual practice in most 
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other industrialized countries. Another study39 made for this Commission 
suggests that while most industrial countries have affirmed their support for 
an effective competition policy, they have not practised what they have 
preached. Quite simply, while such countries have broadly similar competi- 
tion provisions on the statute books, vigorous enforcement is the exception 
rather than the rule. 

One factor in this lack of enforcement in most industrial countries-a 
factor that will cause problems for even a limited competition policy in 
Canada-is the use of the so-called "strategic" or "targeting" approach to 
industrial policy, in which governments support domestic firms engaged in 
high-growth, high-barrier-to-entry activities, in the hope of obtaining a world- 
wide trade advantage. A major study prepared for this Commission notes that 
in a small country, targeting is almost certain to guarantee control of the 
domestic market for the chosen firm.40 The essence of the targeting approach 
is early entry and quick movement up the learning curve. The latter 
achievement is facilitated by the guarantee of a domestic-market base, which 
provides a context in which to build up volume and expert assistance. Thus, 
pursuit of this strategy means that a government will not only acquiesce in 
mergers and specialization agreements, but also actively prevent the erosion 
of the domestic market base of the chosen firm: that is, it intervenes to deter 
potential entrants. Competition, in short, would be suppressed. 

An example of the tension existing between competition policy and the new 
industrial strategy is provided by the Bell Canadaporthern Telecom/Bell 
Northern Research vertical integration case, on which the Restrictive Trade 
Practices Commission recently rep~r ted .~ '  Competition-policy issues of a 
traditional nature were involved. A regulated monopoly, Bell Canada, owns a 
significant proportion of a telecommunications-equipment manufacturer, 
Northern Telecom, and both own Bell-Northern Research. The regulated 
monopoly might pay its captive supplier excessive prices and include these in 
its rate base. 

Vertical links that extend to the final point of sale can be defended on the 
grounds of increased efficiency and, hence, lower costs. There are further 
efficiency gains to be made from taking advantage of new technologies 
developed within associated corporate entities. The central issue in the debate, 
however, was whether Northern Telecom could have achieved its considerable 
success in export markets if it had not enjoyed guaranteed access for its 
products to the substantial Bell Canada market. 

The opponents in the debate were the Bureau of Competition Policy, which 
argued that competing suppliers should have unrestricted access to the Bell 
Canada market, and the Department of Communications, which maintained 
that the connection between Bell and Northern Telecom was desirable, since 
it sustained Canadian jobs in the telecommunications industry and promoted 
Canada's "technological sovereignty". The Department of Communications 
argued that all of Northern Telecom's European and Far Eastern competitors 
had some form of preferential access to their domestic telecommunications 
utilities; consequently, Northern Telecom could not have achieved its 
considerable success in export markets if it had not enjoyed guaranteed access 
to the substantial Bell Canada market. The Restrictive Trade Practices 
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Commission (RTPC) found that Northern Telecom's preferential access to 
Bell Canada had not resulted in the latter's paying higher prices for 
equipment. The connection between the two companies, therefore, did not 
impose excessive costs on domestic users of their telecommunications services. 
This may have been true of the Bell-Northern relationship; in general, 
however, a firm that is guaranteed a domestic-market base would be expected 
to exploit it. Knowing this, should governments initiate, support, acquiesce in, 
or oppose market-guaranteeing measures? 

The link between the uranium cartel, potash pro-rationing and preferential 
access to Bell Canada should be recognized. All the arrangements have 
involved restrictions on competition in which a government has been involved. 
Each may or may not be nationally beneficial. The question is whether 
domestic-market guarantees or other restrictions on domestic competition 
should be extended throughout the manufacturing sector (especially the 
technology-intensive segment) as an element of industrial policy. 

One factor to be considered is the possibility that this strategy may be 
practical only if it can be hidden, since otherwise it invites retaliation. More 
fundamental is the question concerning the merits of targeting. In most cases, 
domestic-market guarantees involve significant economic costs. While such 
costs might be considered justified if they were more than offset by higher- 
than-usual profits subsequently earnable abroad, the prospects for such an 
outcome must be regarded as small. 

While the Bell-Northern link may have contributed to the emergence of 
Northern as a major player in world markets-and may have done so without 
imposing costs on Bell Canada's customers-this fact does not imply that 
public policy should set out to duplicate this situation elsewhere. Commission- 
ers' conclusion is that unless there are strongly compelling reasons, domestic 
competition should not be suppressed in order to achieve industrial strategy 
purposes. 

Our assessment of the major competition-policy issues leads us to conclude 
that the role of the Director of Investigation and Research under the 
Combines Investigation Act should be recast. In future, the occupant of this 
office should be less concerned with mergers, monopolies and vertical 
restrictions imposed along the supply chain and more concerned with reform 
of the fundamental conditions that determine the state of competition in the 
Canadian economy. Such reform would involve opposition to demands for 
continued or increased tariff, quota or equivalent protection. It would involve 
efforts to dismantle regulatory restrictions on entry and output, including 
those imposed by professional associations and marketing boards. Finally, it 
would involve opposition to attempts to "guarantee" to a single producer 
access to the Canadian market or to a provincial market. While it is true that 
the Director has pursued these goals since the mid-1970s, Commissioners are 
suggesting that this activity be greatly intensified. Competition policy should 
also seek to ensure that the treatment of foreign investment in Canada is 
consistent with the maintenance of strong competition. Greater freedom of 
access to the Canadian market for foreign investment interests should help to 
increase the degree of competition in the Canadian economy. 
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The serious efforts made between 1971 and 1975 to reform Canada's 
competition law ran afoul of what one observer has described as a "swift, 
massive and overwhelmingly adverse" reaction from the business 
community.42 It is in the ultimate interests of all Canadians to try again to 
reform Canada's outmoded competition policy. In pursuit of this goal, it will 
be important to retain an existing feature of the Combines Investigation Act: 
the provisions allowing Canadian firms to co-operate in export markets, 
provided they do not reduce domestic competition. It will also be important to 
overcome a shortcoming in the present legislation: the apparent exemption of 
self-regulated professions (such as law and medicine) from the provisions of 
the act if their conduct is pursuant to authority delegated to them by 
provincial legislation. 

In order better to formulate and administer appropriate competition policy, 
the government should consider requiring all large corporations and corporate 
groups - public and private, foreign-owned and Canadian-owned - to make 
available to t'he public information relevant to their operations. Given the 
relatively small size of Canada's domestic market, a high degree of 
concentration is necessary in certain industries if Canadian participants in 
these industries are to compete effectively against foreign enterprises at home 
and abroad. Yet a high degree of concentration may be considerably less 
acceptable in domestic industries that are largely sheltered from competition 
with foreign firms. Lack of domestic competition might make the goods and 
services produced by such industries excessively costly to Canadian firms 
which must buy from them. Consequently, these firms might find that their 
ability to compete against foreign firms is reduced. Given this situation, it is 
clearly important that Canadian competition policy be capable of responding 
to a variety of conditions and circumstances. The availability of extensive 
information concerning the functioning of all large-scale enterprises is a 
prerequisite for exercising a properly balanced competition policy. 

Crown Corporations and Privatization 

There have been a number of major acquisitions by such Crown corporations 
as the Potash Corporation of Saskatchewan and Petro-Canada. Share 
purchases by the Canada Development Corporation (CDC) and government- 
pensionlfund managers such as the Caisse de dip& et placemenrs du Qutbec 
have created several new mixed enterprises. The limited data available 
indicate that government-equity holdings in all mixed enterprises constituted 
7.5 per cent of the equity capital in Canada in 1981: a fivefold increase over 
1972. 

While government ownership of industry has increased in Canada, it is still 
not large either by European standards or by comparison with governments' 
industrial holdings in developing countries such as Brazil, Mexico or India. 
There are countries with much less government ownership than Canada: most 
notably Japan and the United States. There is little movement generally, 
however, away from government ownership, except in the United Kingdom. 
As is evident from Table 9-16, the British government has sold parts or all of 
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a large number of s ta te  entreprises t o  the  private sector. T o  date, it has  
"privatized" or  scheduled for "privatization" approximately 10 per cent  of 
government-enterprise assets.43 

TABLE 9-16 The British Privatization Effort 

The Privatization Program 

Year Up for Sale 

1979-80 

1980-8 1 

1981-82 

1982-83 

1983-84 

Summer 
1984 

Autumn 
1984 

5 per cent of BP 
25 per cent of ICL 
Shares in Suez Finance Company and miscellaneous 

50 per cent of Ferranti 
100 per cent of Fairey 
North Sea oil licences 
51 per cent of British Aerospace 
Miscellaneous and small NEB 

24 per cent of British Sugar 
50 per cent of Cable and Wireless 
100 per cent of Amersham International 
100 per cent of National Freight Consortium 
Miscellaneous plus Crown Agent and Forestry Commission 

land and property sales 

5 1 per cent of Britoil (first cash call) 
49 per cent of Associated British Ports 
BR hotels 
Sale of oil licences, oil stockpiles and miscellaneous 

Second cash call for Britoil 
7 per cent of BP 
25 per cent of Cable and Wireless 
Miscellaneous 

I00 per cent of BR Sealink 
100 per cent of Jaguar 

50 per cent of British Telecom 
(Payable 1984 - 86) 

Scheduled for privatization before 1988 

British Telecom (November 1984) 
British Airways (1985) 
British Airports Authority 
British Steel (profitable parts) 

Approved in principle 

Rolls Royce 
British Leyland (esp. Land Rover. Unipart) 
British Shipbuilders (Naval warship yards) 
National Bus Company 
Royal Ordinance Factories 

Source: Speech made by Professor Michael Littlechild to a Conference on Weaving a New 
Industrial Policy, sponsored by the lnstitute for Research on Public Policy, Toronto, 
February 1985. 
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In the light of the British example, we might ask whether Canada should 
follow suit. The unfavourable financial results experienced by a number of 
Canadian government enterprises add force to this question, as does the 
general perception that many Crown corporations are not sufficiently 
accountable to the government. Furthermore, privatization, deregulation and 
competititon are related issues. We might note in passing that privatization 
can be more difficult to arrange than nationalization. , 

To determine whether a government enterprise should be privatized, we 
should first consider whether the enterprise serves as an effective instrument 
of public policy. In some instances, the answer will be obvious. The purpose of 
the Cape Breton Development Corporation (Devco) is to promote employ- 
ment in the area through support to coal mining and other forms of industrial 
development. In other cases, the public-policy function may be less obvious; 
indeed, it may no longer exist. If a government enterprise is no longer serving 
a goal of public policy, then we might legitimately ask why it should not be 
privatized. In part at least, the answer is likely to depend on one's ideological 
view of whether government should be involved in a business enterprise except 
to serve a purpose of public policy. Commissioners are inclined to believe that 
the majority of Canadians would agree that government should not be 
involved except for pressing reasons of public policy. 

Do the interests of public policy continue to justify the federal 
government's total or partial ownership of such corporations as Air Canada, 
Canadian National Railways, Teleglobe, Eldorado Nuclear and the CDC? If 
we put ideology aside, the primary issue is whether privatization of such 
corporations would increase their efficiency. The available evidence suggests 
that private ownership of such corporations will probably not result in 
increased efficiency in most instances. Rather, it appears that by itself, 
privatization would produce little or no improvement in productivity. 

However, private ownership of such enterprises could be salutary in other 
ways. A case in point involves the deregulation of the airline industry, which 
many consider cannot proceed very effectively without a significant change in 
the status of Air Canada. This change might involve the privatization of the 
airline to make it subject to the discipline of the capital markets and the 
removal of existing restrictions on competition from other companies, 
particularly CP Air. 

A government enterprise may operate at a distinct and fundamental 
disadvantage in relation to its privately owned competitors. In these 
circumstances, privatization would increase efficiency and profitability. One 
such field might consist of high-technology, market-oriented industries in 
which public accountability and the resulting bureaucratic rigidity are 
incompatible with prompt and flexible responses to changing conditions and 
circumstances. The commercial aircraft business, in which the federal 
government is deeply involved through de Havilland and Canadair, may be a 
case in point. 

Finally, privatization might increase the efficiency of government itself. 
Many observers think that government has become so large, so complex and 
so centralized that regardless of structural reforms, elected officials cannot 
manage it. While decentralization may provide at least a partial remedy, it 
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may be incompatible with the accountability requirements of public 
ownership. A former senior public servant has put the dilemma this way: 

Besides the dif/iculty of making public enterprise compatible with international 
trading and financial policies, there are also real dijjlculties in making it 
compatible with our form of democratic government. 

While this situation has a host of manifestations, its roots lie in four 
problems: the problem of confict of interest, the problem of accountability, the 
problem o f form and the problem of size. 

The first problem stems from the fact that the more Ministers and high 
officals are responsible for actually running an enterprise in business, the more 
they tend to be in confict of interest with the other duties of their offices. In 
making decisions on behalf of the enterprise, they are drawn to act either 
according to the norms of their official functions, which are not the norms of 
business, or according to the norms of business, which are not the norms 
required of them in their official functions. Either way they have powers and 
information not available to business. 

This problem, compounded by the constraints on the time of Ministers and 
high officials, plus thefact that they are rarely trained in business much less in 
the actual enterprise involved, inevitably encourages the delegation of the 
enterprise to its administrators in a more or less autonomous manner. The 
result is the second problem, the problem of accountability. 

The natural inclination of Parliament is to  insist upon, and the natural 
inclination of those managing the enterprise is to  assume, the greatest possible 
autonomy. At the same time, Parliamentarians ser, the managers of public 
enterprise pay lip-service to, and Ministers and officials accept impossibly 
incongruous levels of responsibility. Government without responsibility risks 
tyranny; business without a clear chain-of-command risks bankruptcy; and this 
lack of accountability in public enterprise risks 6 0 t h . ~ ~  

Thus, while privatization may or may not lead to more efficient operations at. 
the firm or market level, it might result in simpler and more efficient 
government. 

Many Crown corporations have obvious public policy functions. They may, 
for example, provide employment in depressed regions and services such as 
transportation facilities, electricity or telecommunications, to various groups, 
at subsidized prices. Their public policy purpose, such as strengthening 
national unity, may be more abstract. These functions lead to another 
question: Could we achieve these public policy goals by other means? The 
federal government could provide jobs or investment in depressed regions, for 
example, by subsidizing private firms. 

This is an instance where people often confuse means and ends. While the 
operation of Crown corporations provides one means of meeting the goals of 
public policy, it is rarely the only means. Where there are other ways to 
achieve the objective, this consideration may not significantly deter 
privatization. The privatization of Canadair and/or de Havilland, for 
example, would not necessarily put an end to the federal government's 
"presence" in the commercial aircraft industry. That government could 
provide subsidies for research and development or employment and 
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investment tax credits to the privatized companies. The question should 
always be: Can public policy goals be more effectively realized by means 
other than government ownership? 

If a government enterprise no longer has a public policy function, or if 
other means are available to carry out its function, the federal government, in 
Commissioners' view, should at least consider privatization. This brings us to 
the question of how to transfer the government's interest to the private sector. 
To whom should the government sell a Crown corporation? As a general rule, 
it should not sell a Crown corporation to the corporation's largest competitor, 
particularly in industries with limited competition and difficult entry for 
other would-be competitors. The government might resolve this latter 
problem by reducing regulatory impediments to new entrants; potential 
competition might then allow the sale of a Crown corporation to one of its 
existing competitors. 

There is also considerable concern in some quarters that foreign buyers 
might obtain control of a Crown corporation that is being offered for private 
ownership. In Commissioners' opinion, it would be an error to exclude 
foreigners from bidding for shares in such firms. In many cases, such a course 
would exclude firms that could use the assets of the corporation to best 
advantage and/or exclude all bidders but existing competitors. 

Should the government offer for sale all or drily part of its interest in a 
given corporation? The government might well get a better price if it sells its 
entire interest - though perhaps it should do so in stages. If it retains effective 
control, purchasers will know that the government can use the corporation for 
public policy purposes, perhaps at the expense of profits, and will discount 
their offer accordingly. 

The creation of mixed enterprises from private enterprises causes similar 
problems. The purchase prices of shares will reflect the possibility of a 
government buy-in and subsequent use of the firm for public policy purposes. 
In effect, the possibility that any firm might be the target of a government 
buy-in raises the cost of equity capital for all fjrms. For this reason, there is 
great merit in a policy, such as that followed by the Alberta Heritage Fund, 
of restricting share purchases by government holding companies and pension- 
fund managers to 10 per cent of the equity in any company. This restriction 
would assuage fears of a government's purchasing controlling interest in 
hitherto private enterprises. 

As this consideration suggests, the primary problem is not so much the 
creation of more mixed enterprises by partial privatization as it is the 
potential creation, in future, of more mixed enterprises by partial nationaliza- 
tion. Indeed, recent Canadian experience suggests that the first item on the 
agenda is not starting the process of privatization, but stopping the process of 
nationalization. Some governments have bailed out privately owned 
companies that have run into trouble by assuming government ownership. 
Analysis and experience may suggest that complete or partial ownership by 
government provides a better means of rescuing such companies than loan 
guarantees or outright subsidies, but this solution begs the question of 
whether governments should bail out such companies at all. 
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Thus, the main issue is not what type of firms Canada should sell, but what 
type of firms it should stop buying. If governments continue to intervene to 
"Canadianize", to provide or maintain high-tech jobs or jobs in depressed 
regions, or to provide subsidized services of various kinds, we shall probably 
see much more, rather than less, government ownership. The value of these 
forms of intervention is very much open to question. Reducing the incidence 
of such examples of intervention would be the first and most important step in 
controlling the growth of government and mixed enterprise. 

To re-examine the role of Crown corporations and the value of mixed 
public/private ownership of enterprises is a logical extension of reforming 
competition policy and the regulatory framework. Commissioners' emphasis 
on increased competition to improve Canada's productivity requires a much 
broader basis for competition policy, one that addresses all impediments to 
competition. Concerns about merger corporations and conglomerates have 
received undue attention, although these must continue to be addressed if, 
indeed, foreign competition does not act as a check to domestic concentration. 
Commissioners have noted that the regulatory framework is a frequent 
impediment to enhanced competition within Canada; for this and other 
reasons, we have suggested that deregulation-especially of regulatory 
planning - would be desirable. This undertaking would be useful, however, 
only if accompanied by some privatization of Crown corporations. It makes 
little sense to argue for extensive deregulation of the air transportation 
industry when Air Canada so dominates that industry. Governments should 
avoid continued nationalization of private assets, particularly in cases 
designed to bail out firms or industries in trouble. Other means should be 
examined to assist the transfer of resources to more productive uses. 

Foreign Investment and the National Interest 

Historically, opportunities for investment in Canada have usually called for 
more funds than Canadians could make available from their savings. 
Consequently, Canada has imported large amounts of foreign capital directly, 
in the form of foreign debt and equity capital (that is, through direct foreign 
investment). We have, in effect, also imported capital in the form of 
reinvested earnings by foreign-owned firms already established in our 
country. Both federal and provincial governments have encouraged capital 
inflows, as these funds allow the Canadian economy to achieve levels of 
industrial development not otherwise possible. At the same time, foreign 
investment has produced high levels of foreign ownership and control of 
certain sectors of the Canadian economy. 

In the decades ahead, foreign capital and the new ideas and techniques that 
often accompany it can contribute to the growth and prosperity of our 
national and regional economies. Foreign investment, however, does require 
us to share control over our economic future with non-Canadians, who may 
sometimes hold values and aspirations that differ from our own. Moreover, 
the multi-national nature of most foreign-controlled enterprises makes such 
firms susceptible to the policy directives of foreign governments, which may 
be detrimental to Canadian interests. During the past two decades, many 
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Canadians have expressed heightened concern over the relatively high levels 
of foreign ownership in our manufacturing and resource industries, and both 
federal and provincial governments have responded with regulations and 
other policies designed either to limit foreign control or to mitigate its adverse 
 consequence^.^^ 

Foreign Investment Issues 

While data on developments in the recent past provide an uncertain guide to 
the future, Commissioners would venture a number of observations about the 
prospective flows and the stock of foreign investment capital. First, the 
inward movement of foreign direct investment has decreased from the heights 
reached in the early 1960s. In fact, Canada's share of global direct foreign 
investment has fallen from 16 per cent in the early 1960s to 3 per cent in the 
late 1970s and then to a negative figure in the early 1980s. The National 
Energy Program alone resulted in an outflow of direct foreign investment of 
about $6 billion as a result of the purchase of foreign-owned companies by 
Canadian interests.46 

An analysis limited to transnational capital flows, however, overlooks 
retained earnings as a source of new investment. Such reinvestment of profits 
by foreign-controlled enterprises has a cumulative effect on the stock of 
foreign investment. But to the extent that those firms retain such profits in 
Canada and reinvest them, they do not appear in data on the balance of 
payments. Thus, while the net flows of direct investment into Canada may 
have slowed and, in recent years, even turned negative, the stock of foreign 
investment in Canada has continued to rise. Foreign control of capital in 
Canadian industry remains high by international standards, even though, as 
Figure 9-3 shows, there were considerable declines in levels of foreign 
holdings in many domestic industries during the 1970s. In 1982, foreign 
companies held 49 per cent control in Canadian manufacturing, 45 per cent 
in petroleum and natural gas, 43 per cent in mining and smelting, and 26 per 
cent in all other industries, excluding agriculture and finance. Firms 
controlled in the United States own most of these large foreign holdings, and 
now account for-about 80 per cent of the foreign direct investment in Canada. 

Few other economies, apart from those of Australia, Belgium and Ireland, 
have as much as 40 per cent of their manufacturing capital in companies 
owned by non-residents; Italy, France, West Germany and the United 
Kingdom have economies that are between 20 per cent and 30 per cent 
foreign owned; Sweden and Norway are at or over 10 per cent by this 
measure; while the United States and Japan are approximately 5 per cent 
foreign owned. Moreover, Canada's intra-firm trade increased steadily during 
the 1970s: Canadian-based firms that own, or are owned by, foreign-based 
firms currently account for more than one-half of imports from the United 
States in a wide range of industries. Thus, while inward flows of foreign 
capital have been decreasing, Canada's stock of foreign investment remains 
high when compared with that of other developed nations, with the result that 
foreign multi-nationals are likely to continue to play an important role in 
Canada's economy. 
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FIGURE 9-3 Distribution of Control in Canadian Non-Financial Industry 
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Source: Statistics Canada, Canada's International Investment Position 1979 and 1982, 
Cat. No. 67-202 (Ottawa: Minister of Supply and Services Canada, 1984), p. 32. 

As we saw earlier, outward flows of capital have significantly exceeded 
inward flows on a balance-of-payments basis over the past decade. The stock 
of Canadian direct investments abroad as a proportion of the stock of foreign 
direct investment in Canada rose from 25 per cent in 1974 to 54 per cent in 
1983. If this trend continues, Canada will soon become a significant exporter 
of capital, although it will likely remain a net importer. As a result of its 
favourable current-account position of the last few years, Canada has been a 
moderate net exporter of capital from a balance-of-payments perspective. 
This would not be so, however, if we included in the balance reinvested 
earnings of foreign-owned subsidiaries. This trend toward increasing 
Canadian investment abroad suggests that ou; policy toward inward 
investment must take into account our national interest in securing equitable 
reciprocal treatment for Canadians investing abroad. 

An appraisal of existing policies affecting foreign-controlled firms must 
take account of the advantages and disadvantages of foreign direct 
investment. Most general studies of the economic effects of foreign 
investment conclude that the benefits from inward capital flows are 
substantial and are likely to increase in the future. The benefits of foreign 
investment extend beyond the obvious advantages of access to foreign capital 
at  highly competitive rates, as a supplement to domestic savings. Canadian 
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governments gain considerable revenue by taxing gains attributable to foreign 
investment: between 1.5 per cent and 2.5 per cent of gross national p r~duct .~ '  

Even more important, foreign investment is a major source of valuable 
technology, managerial "know-how" and entrepreneurship. Since innovative 
products, practices and concepts will be the key to Canada's economic 
success, our policies toward foreign-controlled enterprises must avoid 
restrictions that impede the importation of these elements. In particular, 
equity ownership of an enterprise may give foreign innovators more incentive 
to apply fully their ideas and processes, and to enhance the quality of their 
products. If innovators have to license the use of their concepts to domestic 
firms that they do not control, either the licence fees will be much higher, or 
foreign innovators will take their ideas to other countries where they can 
pursue them on more advantageous terms. 

Those who favour the regulation of foreign investment in Canada complain, 
first, that many foreign parent companies establish Canadian subsidiaries as 
branch plants meant exclusively to serve the domestic market. They contend 
that this intention leads to truncated industrial enterprises that are contrary 
to Canada's national interest because they cannot try to break out of our own 
relatively small market by developing a dynamic market for exports abroad. 
Some analysts have asserted that Canadian subsidiaries of foreign parent 
firms import more, export less, and conduct fewer managerial and research 
activities in Canada than comparable Canadian-controlled businesses. In 
short, those favouring regulation of foreign-controlled firms have maintained 
that regulation would increase the dynamism, the technological progressive- 
ness, and the export capacity of Canadian industry. 

In fact, however, little evidence links extensive foreign control and 
deficiencies in Canada's industrial performance. For example, while 
domestically controlled manufacturing firms may spend more on research and 
development than their foreign-controlled counterparts, the latter tend to 
have higher productivity. Foreign-controlled firms tend to import more goods 
than domestic firms, perhaps because suitable "inputs", or components, are 
not available from Canadian sources of supply or because Canadian inputs 
are not competitive with imports in price or quality. Thus there may be more 
logical explanations for Canada's truncated industrial structure than foreign 
ownership. The National Policy of 1879 and the continuing use of protection 
since then, the relatively small size of the domestic market, and the tariff and 
non-tariff barriers created by our major trading partners have all contributed 
significantly to our current industrial problemsl Moreover, both foreign and 
domestic investors appear to have responded in similar ways to the conditions 
and circumstances prevailing at home and abroad. 

A second argument for regulating foreign-controlled firms arises from the 
difficulties that national governments sometimes encounter when they seek to 
influence the behaviour of foreign multi-national enterprises. Firms that 
conduct the majority of their business activities outside Canada are likely to 
be more responsive to the general policies or specific directives of foreign 
governments than are firms based in Canada. Moreover, Canadian-controlled 
businesses may be more receptive than foreign-owned firms to public-policy 
initiatives to strengthen cultural autonomy and preserve national security. 
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American tax and regulatory policies affect the business decisions of U.S.- 
owned multi-nationals operating in Canada. During the past two decades, 
many foreign - usually U.S.-owned - multi-nationals in Canada have had to 
choose between the competing policy demands of two national governments. 
Disputes have involved trade restrictions imposed by the U.S. government on 
the trade of U.S.-owned subsidiaries in Canada for national security reasons; 
the attempted extraterritorial application of U.S. anti-trust and other 
regulatory laws; and American tax laws that encourage multi-nationals to 
repatriate their foreign-source income and to expand their production in the 
United States, rather than increase the size of their operations in this country. 
While it is easy to exaggerate the economic significance of these bilateral 
conflicts, their relative frequency and their potential for causing serious 
friction in Canada-U.S. relations suggest the need to establish regulatory 
machinery to manage these disputes in future. 

A third argument for regulation of foreign investment is that foreign multi- 
nationals often restrict the authority of their Canadian subsidiaries to export 
or to experiment with innovative techniques. There is little authoritative 
evidence to support this claim. To the extent that the claim is valid, the 
national orientation of parent-company managers or the short-sightedness 
and inertia of large and complex corporate bureaucracies may be to blame. It 
is, of course, difficult to determine the motives of management in such 
situations. For example, there is some hearsay evidence that foreign- 
controlled firms in the manufacturing and natural resource sectors tend to 
favour established suppliers located in their home countries over Canadian 
firms offering goods of comparable quality at competitive prices. Similarly, 
the managers of a multi-national parent firm may resist proposals for 
providing its Canadian subsidiary with a world product mandate (a mandate 
to produce particular products as the sole corporate source of supply for world 
markets) merely because they stand to gain by maintaining control over all 
aspects of the firm's management. In the light of these potential conflicts of 
interest, some form of government regulation would seem reasonable. 

This Commission believes that the same tax and regulatory policies 
applicable to domestic firms should generally govern foreign-controlled firms, 
except in sectors where cultural or national-security interests predominate. 
This principle of national treatment or non-discrimination is emerging as a 
customary rule of public international law, and Canada has recognized it 
through its formal assent, in 1976, to the Organization for Economic Co- 
operation and Development's Declaration on International Investment and 
Multinational Enterprises. The OECD convention recognizes that a commit- 
ment to equal treatment for foreign and domestic investors is fully consistent 
with the maintenance of selective regulatory instruments to deal with 
situations where foreign-controlled firms take major business decisions averse 
to national interests. Moreover, the convention authorizes the prior screening 
of foreign investors and the imposition of special conditions, such as 
performance undertakings by a foreign-controlled firm taking over an existing 
firm or setting up a new business. The Foreign Investment Review Act, which 
the federal government has replaced by the Investment Canada Act, sharply 
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reducing government intervention in foreign investment, is broadly congruent 
with the selective case-by-case approach to regulatory intervention endorsed 
by the OECD convention. 

The provisions of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) also 
constrain Canada. In the early 1980s, the United States raised objections to 
local procurement requirements and export-performance requirements that 
Canada's Foreign Investment Review Agency (FIRA) was asking foreign 
investors to meet. The U S .  Administration believed that these rules were 
contrary to the national-treatment provision of the GATT: that is to say, the 
Canadian government did not make the same requirements of Canadian firms 
investing in Canada. The GATT formed a panel to assist the two countries to 
resolve the dispute; it found that the "local content" undertakings secured by 
FlRA during the course of its negotiations with foreign investors violated 
Canada's GATT undertaking not to discriminate against imported products. 
Canada agreed to modify its administrative practices to comply with the 
panel's ruling, which the United States accepted as a resolution of the 
dispute. 

Policies Affecting Foreign Investors 

In testimony before this Commission, in May 1984, one intervenor succinctly 
described some of the main issues confronting Canada with respect to foreign 
investment: 

In view of the direction that international trade is taking [and of/ its 
importance, Canadians are exposed more and more to foreign influence, and 
most of them are ready to see a number of foreign firms enter /Canada] to make 
a contribution here. It is certain that how these firms are treated must depend 
on what they do, not who they are, and that they must definitely not be favoured 
by import incentives that are not granted to our own domestic business concerns. 
We must keep /our doors] open, and that requires important changes in certain 
of our present philosophies, both provincial and federal. 

(Guy St-Pierre, Transcript, Montreal, May 31, 1984 [vol. 21, pp. 351-52.) 

Two types of regulation are currently employed to control foreign direct 
investment. First, the government completely or partly closes certain key 
sectors of the Canadian economy to foreign-controlled firms or allows them to 
enter and do business on terms less advantageous than those accorded to 
domestically controlled firms. Secondly, in 1973, Parliament passed the 
Foreign Investment Review Act, which the government replaced with the 
Investment Canada Act in 1985. Currently, foreign-controlled firms seeking 
to take over a Canadian firm, above a threshold level, or to establish a new 
business in Canada, must obtain prior approval from the federal Cabinet. A 
brief review of these two types of policies should provide a basis for 
considering the appropriate design for future regulations aimed at foreign- 
owned enterprises. 

Both federal and provincial laws designate key economic sectors and 
formally reserve them for firms controlled by Canadian residents. We have 
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seen several of the reasons for regulation. There is a widely perceived need to 
safeguard our cultural and political autonomy: hence reservation of 
broadcasting and newspaper publishing for Canadians. Only Canadian- 
controlled firms may harvest or exploit some types of natural resources. For 
example, foreign-controlled firms are not eligible to receive commercial 
fishing licences or leases, or licences to engage in uranium mining. Canadians 
are to obtain the maximum possible benefit from the exploitation of scarce 
resources that all citizens own. It is difficult, also, to enforce compliance with 
detailed regulations governing Canadian operations by resource firms based 
in foreign countries. Difficulties in ensuring compliance with consumer 
protection and other regulations or more broadly conceived views of the 
national interest have led to federal and/or provincial legislation restricting 
foreign investment in such areas as transportation, communications, 
insurance and trust operations. 

Key-sector regulations also require foreign-owned firms operating in 
certain industries to compete with domestic firms under special conditions or 
restrictions. Federal banking law limits the share of the Canadian market 
that foreign-owned banks may hold. Federal energy laws enacted as part of 
the National Energy Program of 1980 provided Canadian-controlled energy 
companies with more favourable regulatory treatment in exploration grants 
than that accorded their foreign-owned rivals. The government defended its 
discriminatory treatment of foreign-based banks and petroleum companies on 
the grounds that exceptional national interests justified retaining Canadian 
control over the development of these key sectors. To some extent, these 
restrictions are transitional measures: Parliament has progressively liberalized 
the market-share limits applicable to banking in recent years. In addition, 
Ottawa intended the differential incentive measures in the energy sector to 
encourage foreign-based firms, which had traditionally controlled over 80 per 
cent of our domestic oil and gas industry, to increase their levels of Canadian 
equity ownership. In early 1985, the government announced the phasing out 
of these discriminatory exploration grants. 

Closing a sector or type of activity to foreign investors or buying out or 
eliminating controlling interests in foreign-owned firms is the strongest form 
of regulatory action that a country can take. Such action depends on the 
assumption that the potential costs of foreign control clearly outweigh the 
potential benefits. In other words, this approach recognizes no trade-off 
between the advantages of domestic ownership and the economic gains that 
might accrue from the operation of foreign-owned enterprises. A strictly 
preventive approach to foreign investment might also provide unjustified 
protection to domestically owned firms and reduce those firms' incentives to 
improve their competitive performance. Because of these disadvantages, the 
government should close sectors only to defend compelling national interests. 
Some existing controls on service and natural resource industries may not 
meet such a standard. The government will probably review these measures, 
in any event, as bilateral and multilateral negotiations to liberalize trade in 
services will almost inevitably confront their use. 

The Foreign Investment Review Act established a prior-screening 
procedure for foreign-controlled firms. Under this legislation, expert staff 
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review all major foreign investments which involve an effective controlling 
interest. A detailed cost-benefit analysis of the proposed investment 
determines whether the establishment of the enterprise would confer 
"significant benefits" on Canada in the light of five rather vague statutory 
criteria, which identify such factors as job creation, technological innovation 
and export performance. The staff often negotiates with foreign investors to 
secure performance pledges designed to make the firm's proposed activities 
more beneficial to Canadians. These undertakings outline the business 
objectives of foreign investors and often include specific commitments 
concerning their likely purchases of goods and services from domestic 
suppliers, their anticipated export sales, and other probable benefits to 
Canada deriving from their investment. The staff does not exercise any 
official decision-making authority, but its recommendations have been highly 
influential in Cabinet decisions on applications. Since 1973, when the act 
establishing FIRA became law, the Cabinet has rejected only about 7 per cent 
of the foreign-investment proposals reviewed by FIRA, but critics have noted 
that this does not take account of the unknown number of discouraged 
investors who never applied. 

On the strength of submissions that Commissioners received, of testimony 
put forward during our public hearings, and of analysis provided by our own 
research program, we believe that the FlRA process has increased the 
sensitivity of foreign investors to Canadian social values and economic goals. 
(For reasons explained below, we support some of the modifications in the 
present system set forth in the proposed Investment Canada Act.) FIRA'S 
formal review procedure has encouraged pragmatic dialogue between public 
officials and foreign investors, and has given clear advance notice of Canada's 
standards of good corporate citizenship. 

Commissioners believe, also, that recent public debates about FlRA have 
tended to exaggerate its coercive or restrictive effect. This misconstruction is 
primarily attributable to the strict ban on public disclosure of concrete 
information concerning FlRA applications, including the reasons for the 
Cabinet's disposition of these cases. Although the government has periodi- 
cally issued policy guidelines governing FlRA applications, these statements of 
general principle have been a poor substitute for disclosure of the Cabinet's 
reasons for particular decisions, including those that led to FlRA recommen- 
dations. While the secrecy of the existing process may strengthen the 
bargaining position of FlRA staff in negotiating with foreign investors, it also 
risks discouraging desirable foreign firms from applying for approval of 
potentially productive enterprises. 

Commissioners believe, moreover, that the government's failure to disclose 
the reasons for its past decisions has undermined political accountability in 
the FlRA process, and that reforms to clarify that process would also improve 
the quality of public debate on foreign-investment policies. There must, of 
course, be reasonable limits on disclosure to protect the proprietary interests 
and commercial secrets of FlRA applicants. These problems, however, arise in 
many fields of economic regulation, and Canadian regulatory agencies have 
evolved sophisticated procedures to protect the confidentiality of legitimate 
interests. As a means of overcoming or minimizing some of these problems, 
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we recommend the creation of a quasi-judicial administrative tribunal to 
replace the existing Foreign Investment Review Agency and to assume the 
decision-making tasks currently assigned to the minister responsible for the 
agency and to the Cabinet. The main advantage of the proposed tribunal 
would be its ability to employ public hearings and to provide written reasons 
for government action. 

In December 1984, the Canadian government tabled draft legislation in the 
form of Bill C-15 that proposed several significant changes in the existing 
process. First, foreign investments aimed at creating new businesses in 
Canada will no longer be subject to regulation, except when their operations 
may adversely affect certain Canadian cultural activities. Secondly, there will 
be reviews of foreign take-overs of existing Canadian firms, but applicants 
will no longer have to prove that their proposed investment will result in 
"significant benefits" to Canada. Proof of "net benefit" to Canadian 
economic development will be sufficient to secure approval for take-overs. 
Thirdly, a new agency known as Investment Canada will replace FIRA. 
Fourthly, Bill C-15 would make reviews applicable only to direct take-overs 
of firms with assets in excess of $5 million. (Under the existing legislation, all 
foreign direct investments involving businesses with assets of $250 000 or 
more are subject to regulatory scrutiny.) There would also be review of 
indirect acquisitions involving investments of $150 million or more. 
Commissioners endorse the government's proposals for scaling down the scope 
of regulation and lightening the burden on foreign investors of demonstrating 
that their business projects will be beneficial to Canadians. In view of the 
intense global competition to acquire new investment and new 
technology -and of Canada's comparatively poor performance in attracting 
direct foreign investment during the past decade- these proposed changes 
constitute a move in the right direction. 

Just as Commissioners pointed earlier to the need for a more transparent 
decision-making procedure, we consider that the principal drawback to Bill 
C-15 is that it moves the final decision on foreign take-overs from the Cabinet 
to a single minister. At least, when the decision is subject to approval by the 
Cabinet as a whole, other departments have an opportunity to scrutinize the 
proposal, and the central agencies of government also have a chance to raise 
issues of public policy. While the Cabinet is too busy to examine all proposed 
take-overs, to assign exclusive decision-making powers to a single minister 
creates a substantial risk of arbitrary action. 

We Commissioners base our preference for a quasi-judicial tribunal to 
review foreign investment primarily on the need for public proceedings and 
full public disclosure. Non-government intervenors should have a chance to 
argue the issues in public. Moreover, the tribunal should publish a report that 
sets out the economic, or other, policy reasons for its actions. In the past, the 
government claimed that the secrecy surrounding foreign-investment 
applications prevented disclosure of valuable proprietary information to 
existing or future business rivals. While we recognize the need for restricting 
access to sensitive information, these protective measures can be compatible 
with public proceedings and a general presumption in favour of full 



disclosure. Existing regulatory bodies, such as the Anti-Dumping Tribunal, 
encounter similar problems and have formulated procedures to protect 
legitimate commercial interests. 

In addition, the foreign-investment agency should develop rules of 
procedure to avoid undue delay in the screening procedures. Perhaps it could 
usefully adopt a procedure whereby a case would automatically receive 
approval if the tribunal had not passed judgement within a specified period or 
had not notified the applicant of a need for delay. 

In reviewing future foreign take-overs of Canadian-owned firms, the new 
agency, Investment Canada, should emphasize the likely consequences of the 
merger for the cost efficiency and technological progressiveness of the 
domestic industry. FlRA cases have too often neglected the vitality or intensity 
of competitive rivalry among both foreign and domestic firms in the many 
Canadian industries with relatively high levels of foreign participation. The 
review agency should consider whether a large multi-national may be 
attempting, through a firm that it controls, to secure an "undue" or excessive 
position of ownership in the domestic industry. The courts responsible for 
interpreting the Combines Investigation Act have found it difficult to decide 
the precise meaning of undue concentration or lessening of competition. 
Unconstrained by the limitations of criminal law, our proposed quasi-judicial 
tribunal would possess the requisite specialized knowledge to assess the 
probable impact of the foreign take-over on competition and other relevant 
aspects of industrial performance. 

Since Commissioners recommend that the new administering authority 
analyse the competitive and technological conditions surrounding proposed 
foreign take-overs, it is desirable to raise the threshold for reviewability above 
the $5 million in assets proposed in Bill C- 15. We propose a threshold of $50 
million in assets. This modification would focus scarce enforcement resources 
on the larger and more critical take-overs. We endorse the government's 
proposal under Bill C- 15 not to scrutinize new investments by foreign owners: 
the anti-competitive effect of these investments on the domestic industry is 
likely to be much smaller because, unlike take-overs, they increase the 
number of independent rivals competing in the market. Nevertheless, the 
government should monitor the effect of this exemption on competition in the 
Canadian economy generally. 

In the future, the take-over/review process should exert a positive influence 
over the post-entry performance of foreign-controlled firms in Canada. One 
means of doing so would be through the reporting requirement that 
Commissioners propose for Canadian directors. Since review precedes actual 
entry by the foreign investor, its accuracy and effectiveness depend on 
forecasts and speculative assumptions concerning future economic conditions. 
Undertakings concerning future performance are invariably conditional on 
the accuracy of such forecasts and assumptions, and these economic 
uncertainties limit the reviewing agency's ability to insist on strict compli- 
ance. Moreover, the review process does not directly address the adverse 
consequences of foreign-government policies and informal directives aimed at 
Canadian subsidiaries or affiliates of multi-national enterprises. While the 
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Combines Investigation Act provides the federal Cabinet with broad powers 
to counter foreign policies and directives averse to Canadian interests, there 
has been no systematic monitoring or investigative effort. 

Commissioners believe that the government should invest more resources in 
the collection and analysis of information that would permit the making of 
more accurate comparisons between the overall performances of foreign- 
controlled and domestic firms. The government should also impose 
standardized reporting requirements on all large firms, both foreign and 
domestic. We recommend that the directors of all major corporations, both 
domestic and foreign, be responsible for assessing and reporting on their 
firms' adherence to a formal code of conduct promulgated by the Cabinet. 
The federal government has set out a number of codes of conduct in the past, 
and these should serve as useful models. The 1976 OECD Declaration and its 
allied conventions recognized the legitimacy of general performance 
standards regarding, among other matters, technology transfer, export sales 
and the acquisition of goods and services from domestically owned suppliers. 

Most major corporations in Canada now publish extensive annual and 
quarterly returns relating to their financial status and business activities, 
pursuant to company and securities laws. Commissioners recommend that in 
addition to fulfilling existing reporting obligations, all large Canadian and 
foreign-controlled firms (that is, those with assets of $50 million or more) be 
required to disclose annually information relevant to the proposed code of 
conduct, such as R&D expenditures, purchases from affiliated firms, and 
exports to affiliates and to unrelated buyers. These annual returns should 
focus on a limited number of quantifiable measures sufficiently standardized 
to permit comparisons among groups of firms. An amendment to the 
Corporations and Labour Unions Returns Act would seem the most 
appropriate strategy for implementing the proposed reporting scheme. 

The Canada Business Corporations Act requires that a majority of 
directors of a Canadian corporation be "resident Canadians", and most 
provincial company acts incorporate a similar r eq~ i r emen t .~~  These federal 
and provincial company laws do not, however, impose any particular duties or 
requirements on Canadian directors to ensure that a Canadian, as compared 
to a foreign, viewpoint affects corporate decision making. Yet surely, 
Canadian directors should seek to reflect in corporate decisions their beliefs 
concerning the ambitions and interests of our national community. 
Commissioners believe that it would be desirable to amend existing company 
laws to make clear provision obliging Canadian directors to ensure that 
Canadian interests receive serious and sustained consideration in the making 
of all important corporate decisions. Legislation should require Canadian 
directors to file an annual report, which would accompany the informational 
return just described, setting out their corporation's efforts to promote the 
performance objectives identified in the proposed general code of conduct. 
Such a reporting obligation would permit public scrutiny of the extent to 
which directors have discharged their responsibility to reflect Canadian 
interests. 
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Adjustment Policies 
As Commissioners have already emphasized, measures to assist Canadians to 
adjust to the relentless ongoing changes under way in our economy should 
form an important component of Canadian industrial policy. These 
changes - massive during the present century - are a vital and unavoidable 
part of the economy's dynamic response to innovative and traditional forces 
that have produced substantial growth in our output, employment and 
standard of living. New industries thrive and grow, and growing competition 
at home and abroad, as well as pressures created by technological change, 
drive out older industries or force them to change. Alternatively, an industry 
may continue to prosper, but technological advances may drastically reduce 
the numbers of workers it employs, as has happened in agriculture. For the 
people involved, the process of change can be extremely painful, and thus they 
may vehemently resist it. Indeed, change is a process that inevitably generates 
considerable uncertainties which, in turn, have economically adverse effects. 
There is, therefore, ample justification, on both economic and social grounds, 
for the institution of policies aimed at facilitating adjustment and easing the 
hardship of transformation for those who are involved. 

Throughout most of 1984 and into early 1985, Britain was embroiled in a 
bitter and violent strike by coal miners over proposals put forward by the 
government-owned National Coal Board to close down 20 uneconomic pits 
and terminate 20 000 jobs. The steel riots in Paris in early 1979 over 
proposals to phase out steel production and related jobs in regions with 
obsolete plants precipitated a similar reaction to the prospects of economic 
change. Both events are in some ways reminiscent of Britain's early- 
nineteenth-century Luddite movement, which violently protested against 
unemployment caused by the introduction of new machinery in the textile 
industry. The similarity of worker concerns over the span of almost two 
centuries is striking. 

From a purely economic perspective, the case for government involvement 
in the adjustment process is tightly circumscribed. The interests of the 
economy as a whole are best served by the rapid shift of capital, human and 
other resources out of areas that provide relatively low value in terms of 
output of goods and services, into new areas of higher value. In the absence of 
constraints, this process proceeds in accordance with the dictates of market 
forces as part of a never-ending pursuit of maximum profits and incomes. It is 
a process involving a form of economic Darwinism-the survival of the 
fittest - in which the market-place rewards or penalizes investment and other 
decisions. 

In line with this concept is the view that private-sector participants, who 
have a strong vested interest in the outcome of the process, are far more likely 
than governments to identify and respond properly to market developments. 
Therefore an economist who accepts this point of view can say little in  favour 
of government intervention to alleviate the consequence of private risk taking 
by the owners of financial or physical capital. 
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In the case of labour (that is, human resources), the economic and social 
perspective on adjustment is rather different. The operation of market forces, 
for example, might result in unduly low expenditures for general education 
and training. Companies cannot be sure that such expenditures will yield 
adequate returns in the form of qualified new employees, and individuals not 
only lack the means to finance their own education or training, but also find it 
difficult to borrow (without government assistance) against prospective future 
earnings. 

Clearly government must ensure the availability of general education and 
training. For similar reasons, government could help workers to adjust to 
change by providing financial support for retraining and relocation. This, of 
course, is quite a different matter from governments' helping to sustain 
unproductive enterprises simply to maintain existing employment. To sustain 
unproductive enterprises only impedes adjustments that must eventually be 
made. 

By helping workers to adjust to change, government might help to reduce 
resistance to the process of change itself. It might also be argued that society 
has a social and ethical obligation to share the burden of adjustment. This 
sharing may require more than merely retraining and/or relocating displaced 
workers; it may require compensating them for some of the private costs of 
adjustment, such as the loss of investment in a home. 

The political perspective on this matter is quite different in Canada from 
what it is in many other countries. Regional or local concentrations of firms 
and workers in hard-pressed industrial sectors often generate strong political 
pressure on government to intervene in order to sustain the firm or firms 
involved and to maintain the jobs of the workers they employ. Such 
intervention frequently retards, rather than facilitates, the process of changes, 
but since the full cost of impeding the process of adjustment is often not 
readily apparent, it does not generate much opposition. Trade-protective 
measures, such as tariffs and quotas, have the political virtue of appeasing 
both management and labour, while the costs of such protection are spread 
widely throughout the economy over time. 

Where these instruments are not available, political pressures will often 
compel governments to provide various forms of subsidies to specific firms in 
order to sustain output and employment. These subsidies also have the 
political virtues of appeasing investors and workers simultaneously. While the 
costs are more visible than trade-protection measures, they often can be 
partially disguised by such off-budget devices as loan guarantees or loans at 
below-market interest rates. By contrast, government expenditures for labour- 
adjustment programs, such as retraining, early retirement, severance 
payments and mobility allowances, entail highly visible costs, as well as a 
potentially high-cost political acknowledgement that a particular sector 
cannot or will not be shielded from the adverse effects of market forces. 

The political process in this country, therefore, is likely to lead to the 
adoption of policies that in many respects are quite different from the 
approach that would be suggested by economic and social considerations 
alone. Instead of easing the costs of labour adjustment, governments are 
likely to favour policies that postpone or retard the adjustment process, with 
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concomitant reductions in national income and adverse effects on job creation 
over time. The effect of these policies has formerly been clearly evident in 
Canada, in the textile, clothing, footwear, shipbuilding and Nova Scotia coal- 
mining industries; all of these industries now face adjustment problems that 
are almost as large as, if not larger than, they have been at any time in the 
past, despite massive assistance through trade protection and firm subsidies. 

The nature and seriousness of the policy dilemma is well illustrated by the 
textile industry. For 1979 alone, the cost to the economy per job saved by the 
protection through tariffs and quotas of the Canadian textile and clothing 
industry was estimated to be $34 500,49 while in the same year, the average 
income of Canadian textile workers was $10 000. This suggests that if 
protection were removed and all Canadian textile workers lost their jobs as a 
result - an unlikely outcome- the money saved each year would be sufficient 
to provide income to those workers, amounting to two or even three times 
their real 1979 earnings for the remainder of the years they were of working 
age, and still offer some additional savings to benefit Canadian textile 
consumers in the form of lower prices.s0 

Canadians are confronted with the challenge of devising policies that will 
facilitate, rather than retard, rapid economic adjustment, while at the same 
time providing generous assistance to the individuals most affected by change. 
Economic and ethical c0,nsiderations require this conjunction of policies. The 
experience of Japan and West Germany in the post-war period suggests that a 
strong commitment to rapid adjustment is vital to a healthy economy, while 
the post-war experience of Britain suggests that the lack of such a commit- 
ment is a recipe for serious economic stagnation. The Japanese and West 
German experiences also suggest the importance of well-conceived 
adjustment policies to ease the costs of change, particularly for labour. Can 
we confer on our own political institutions the capacity to generate a similar 
mixture of policies? 

The government must give a high priority to the development and 
implementation of public policies that will facilitate rapid adjustment. On 
both social and economic grounds, there are compelling reasons why 
government should adopt measures that will ease the problems of transition 
and cover a reasonable share of the costs of adjustment for those workers and 
their families who are caught up in the process of change. The institution of 
such policies and programs should, in turn, help to reduce governments' 
resistance to change. 

Governments should not be diverted from adopting effective adjustment 
measures by the argument that in a recession they cannot be afforded, and 
that in times of economic growth they are unnecessary. Even in times of high 
unemployment, growing industries are often impeded by a lack of workers 
with particular skills. For example, a recent survey of 401 2 establishments in 
Canada discovered that approximately half of the 1354 respondents reported 
hiring difficulties during 1977 to 1979, and 43 per cent anticipated shortages 
during the following five years. Conversely, in periods of rapid economic 
growth and low unemployment, there may still be some declining industries. 
Workers in such industries may have trouble finding new jobs either because 
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they lack the necessary skills or because of their reluctance to move to 
another area. 

Policy makers must determine whether a particular sector is undergoing 
only a short-term slump, or whether it is in a long-term decline as a result of 
underlying economic forces. To determine which sectors of the economy will 
disappear (or be completely transformed, as has occurred in the agriculture 
sector over the last half century) is no easier than to forecast the sources of 
others. Canada's shipbuilding industry, for example, has been confronted by 
serious difficulties over a period of many years. Does it lack comparative 
international advantages, or are advantages in certain areas being obscured 
because of subsidies provided by foreign governments to their own shipbuild- 
ing industries? Conceivably, our shipbuilders could meet international 
competition in certain select areas if other nations would also abandon the 
granting of trade-distorting subsidies. 

In the Cape Breton coal mining industry, the widely-accepted judgement at 
the end of the 1960s was that the industry was not viable and should be 
phased out. Following the sharp increase in world oil prices initiated by the 
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) beginning in 1973, 
coal prices began to rise substantially, and the coal industry has now 
expanded. Although coal prices have subsequently declined somewhat from 
their previous peak, it is difficult to predict the future of the industry in view 
of continuing uncertainty about the price and supply of Middle East oil, and 
of more guarded predictions about the prospects for nuclear power. 

While the domestic textile industry has long been troubled, Canadian 
exports to the United States have grown significantly in recent years, and the 
introduction of technological advances that substitute capital for labour 
suggest that at  least some elements of this industry are, or could become, 
internationally competitive. Within recent years, both the Canadian 
automobile and farm-machinery/manufacturing industries have faced severe 
economic difficulties, as have those in the United States, with which our 
industries are closely associated. In both countries, the farm-implement 
industry continues to face a severe slump. Is the problem confronting that 
industry cyclical in nature? Or is it indicative of a long-term structural 
decline? As a result of substantial cost-cutting economies, the introduction of 
models more closely suited to market demand, the economic upturn, and the 
imposition of quotas on Japanese vehicle imports, the Canadian and U.S. auto 
industries have experienced a strong recovery. Has the automotive industry 
recovered, or will it again encounter severe difficulties if protective quotas 
imposed on the import of Japanese vehicles are lifted? Is the recent lifting of 
U.S. quotas on Japanese vehicle imports sufficient to jeopardize the Canadian 
auto industry? 

Difficult as these questions are for private sector decision makers 
intimately acquainted with an industry's problems and potential, they are 
even more difficult for public sector policy makers, who usually lack this 
detailed knowledge, and who are often confronted by representations from 
those involved that obscure the realities of the situation. Governments should 
exercise caution in implementing adjustment policies designed to have long- 
run structural effects. The goal should be to develop policies that minimize 



the risk of major systematic errors in judgement. Flexibility, adaptability and 
reversibility are more easily attainable if decentralized judgements by those 
affected by an industry's future prospects dominate centralized public sector 
judgements. The provision of adjustment assistance to displaced workers, for 
example, leaves each individual free to determine what course to follow in 
seeking other employment opportunities. 

Earlier in this section, we suggested that political forces would tend to 
invert policy requirements that appear to be dictated by economic and, to a 
lesser extent, social or ethical considerations. Political forces will tend to 
favour, in descending order, trade protection to preserve output and 
employment, individual subsidies to firms to enable them to maintain output 
and employment, and subsidies to labour to facilitate its mobility. Govern- 
ments must find policy options that reduce the degree of conflict between 
policies dictated by good politics and those dictated by good economics and 
proper social concerns. We shall examine these policy options below. 

Trade Policy 

When important sectors of the economy face severe import pressures, benign 
acceptance by government is an unrealistic response. Affected workers and 
firms may demand various forms of relief: resort to unilateral escape clauses 
provided in international agreements, imposition of anti-dumping duties, or 
pressures on particular exporting countries to establish "voluntary" export 
quotas. Many countries have resorted to protection in recent years, a move 
that runs counter to the best interests of all nations. One means of restricting 
protectionism might be an international agreement tightly restricting such 
actions. The agreement could require that if a government imposes 
protection, it would have also to institute an adjustment strategy aimed at 
reducing capacity in the affected sector or at increasing its efficiency through 
restructuring. 

To make institutional changes domestically could also prove beneficial. 
Governments could make information widely available about the expected 
costs and benefits of proposed protective measures. The Canadian Tariff 
Board, for example, could investigate and hold public hearings on proposed 
restrictions. In its report, the board could estimate the expected costs and 
benefits, express a judgement on the measures proposed, and recommend 
other means of assistance that might involve an alternative to trade 
protection. The government would, of course, be free to accept, reject or 
modify such recommendations, but the information provided, the submissions 
made during hearings, and the views of a responsible tribunal would provide 
an extensive base for judging the course of action adopted by political 
authorities. The agency charged with this responsibility should have a broad 
economic focus, as does the Tariff Board, not a specialized mission concerned 
with particular interests, such as the Textile and Clothing Board. The U.S. 
International Trade Commission and the Australian Industry Assistance 
Commission perform functions similar to those proposed. 

To offset pressures from producers for protection, it might be desirable to 
provide financial assistance to consumer-interest groups. It might also be 
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desirable to alter the political dynamics that lead to adoption of policies that 
are opposed to the long-term economic interests of the nation. New laws 
governing the financing of political campaigns, for example, could reduce the 
dependence of political parties on contributions from producer interests, 
perhaps through providing electoral subsidies. 

While the federal government will continue to protect particular sectors 
against the severe competition of foreign imports, at least for limited periods, 
we should consider what form this protection should take. To establish long- 
term quotas on imports from abroad is undesirable, as such quotas virtually 
guarantee domestic producers a share of the market, whether or not they take 
any steps to increase their competitiveness. A better course would be to 
establish a constant tariff duty. The costs of foreign competitors will probably 
decline, enabling a growing proportion of their product to surmount the tariff 
barrier. The result will be an orderly contraction in the market share of the 
domestic industry if that industry is unable to keep pace. An alternative 
would be gradually to reduce the amount of the tariff, as is the usual practice 
in implementing international trade-agreement reductions. 

Firm Subsidies 

If trade-protection measures were more constrained legally and politically, 
governments might attempt to preserve industry output and employment 
against stiff foreign competition by granting subsidies to specific firms. Such 
subsidies, however, tend to block or retard adjustment. Subsidies entail most 
of the same economic costs as a tariff because they often have a similar 
effect. In a well-functioning capital system, few shortcomings in the 
market - sometimes referred to as "market failure" -justify subsidies to 
declining sectors. Government assistance to modernize may be necessary to 
make an industry or firm internationally competitive, but an obsolete plant is 
often the result, rather than the cause, of loss of international cornpetitive- 
n e s ~ . ~ '  Firms able to cover only variable costs must allow their fixed assets to 
run down, thus reducing their long-term capacity to remain efficient 
producers. If new fixed assets could produce an adequate return, the capital 
market would presumably provide the necessary funds. If the government 
proposes assistance to help a firm achieve long-run competitiveness and 
profitability, the public should be sceptical, for such assistance is normally 
dictated by a negative assessment on the part of the private capital market of 
the viability of the investment target. 

Even the effectiveness of industrial subsidies in maintaining jobs is open to 
some question. To establish such a case, it is necessary to assume that a given 
number of jobs in a certain firm are of an incremental nature and, therefore, 
would not be maintained in the absence of a subsidy. Even if this is so, a 
subsidy to a specific firm will not serve to maintain employment unless its 
jobs are incremental in nature with respect to the industry as a whole. This 
would be so if no subsidy were paid to a failing firm, and if other companies 
in the industry failed to increase output and employment sufficiently to take 
up the slack caused by such a failure. Even in a situation where jobs are of an 
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incremental nature both in a specific firm and in the industry as a whole, the 
question that remains is whether they are incremental in the case of the 
economy as a whole. In other words, if no subsidy were paid, would there be a 
net reduction in the total number of jobs in the country? Subsidies use 
resources that might help to create a greater number of more productive jobs 
elsewhere in the economy. Subsidies to troubled firms in declining sectors 
often preserve the most marginal and least competitive companies; thus they 
work against the efficient restructuring of the economy and the creation of 
new, more enduring jobs. 

If political pressures nevertheless dictate that subsidies will be granted to 
firms in declining sectors, to assist the strongest, not the weakest, firms would 
seem a superior strategy. Governments could assume some of the costs 
associated with mergers, consolidations and orderly reduction of physical 
capacity. Recent bail-outs of failing firms in Canada have overlooked such 
opportunities. Three farm-machinery companies in financial distress 
(Massey-Ferguson, Cooperative Implements, White Farm) have received 
substantial aid from the federal government, although firms and the industry 
as a whole have serious excess productive capacity. There appears to have 
been no attempt to facilitate mergers or otherwise rationalize production. A 
major trucking firm (Maislin Trucking) was bailed out (although it 
ultimately failed), despite excess capacity in the industry and possibilities of 
merger with other long-haul carriers with similar route networks. The bail- 
out of the Atlantic fish-processing companies, while industry wide in focus, 
still result in the maintenance of many inefficient branch processing plants. 

If some firm-directed subsidies are politically unavoidable, they should take 
a form that minimizes the prospects of recurrent demands for assistance. 
Governments should attach conditions to the assistance, including orderly 
contraction of productive capacity or rationalization. 

One danger inherent in this proposed approach is that the governments 
may make an erroneous judgement about the future of an industry. 
Conditional assistance could induce major structural changes predicated on 
erroneous'projections of how the market will evolve, either because of poor 
judgement or on account of an unforeseeable change in circumstances at 
home or abroad. Perhaps governments could reduce this danger by leaving 
with the industry in question the initiative for making restructuring proposals, 
rather than imposing a centrally conceived blueprint solution. Moreover, as 
British and, to a lesser extent, French experience indicates, to induce mergers 
and consolidations courts the danger of assembling elaborate corporate 
umbrellas that mask the perpetuation of inefficient multi-branch operations. 
Orderly contraction and the reinforcement of points of strength in the 
industry should become the primary object of policy. The use of a buffer 
body, such as the Canadian Industrial Renewal Board, to implement policies 
marked by this industry-wide focus may enable political leaders to "distance" 
themselves from political interests demanding other forms of subsidy. 

A further policy refinement would be to discourage the use of low-subsidy 
instruments that have little or no visibility. A tighter GATT Non-Tariff 
Barrier Code on Government Procurement could, for instance, require costing 
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of off-budget subsidies such as loan guarantees and the provision of loans at 
below-market interest rates. Inclusion of these costs in government- 
expenditure budgets and spending envelopes at the time that the assistance is 
provided would increase visibility and accountability. 

Labour-Adjustment Policies 

If the government accomplished these policy changes, political attention 
would shift to the adjustment costs faced by labour, which is where both 
economic and social analysis suggest placing the focus. Part V of this Report 
addresses in depth the key issues respecting labour-adjustment policies. The 
suggested reforms emphasize help to labour-force participants seeking jobs. 
Commissioners consider on-the-job training more beneficial than institutional 
training. Furthermore, suggested reforms to the Unemployment Insurance 
(UI) system would encourage workers to seek out remunerative and stable 
jobs as compared to those in which they are constantly subject to lay-offs. 

An alternative approach that Commissioners have considered corresponds 
to the West German and Japanese systems of conditional unemployment- 
insurance benefits. After a period of unconditional benefits lasting, say, 16 
weeks, the government could require a recipient to participate in a retraining 
program in order to continue to qualify for benefit payments. The assumption 
is that after a period of time, an unsuccessful job search indicates a need for 
different or up-graded skills. A significant portion of UI expenditures, 
therefore, would underwrite the costs of job retraining. Conditional 
unemployment-insurance benefits also minimize open-ended support to a 
labour-force participant. As with firm-specific subsidies, it is important that 
the recipient adopt some course of action that minimizes the prospects of 
recurrent demands for support. 

Notwithstanding these supposed advantages, Commissioners prefer 
maintenance of an unconditional approach to unemployment insurance. This 
approach, in our view, is more consistent with reliance on individual 
judgement about future employment options or retraining. Our proposed 
reforms would encourage labour-force participants to be more active in 
exercising such judgements. Improved retraining and mobility programs 
would complement this approach. 

To improve existing retraining and mobility policies, Commissioners put 
forward several suggestions. The federal government should require all larger 
employers to register job vacancies with Canada Employment Centres. This 
would help to overcome the serious problems arising from the lack of 
adequate information about such vacancies across the country, which, in turn, 
impairs the ability of the centres to fill vacancies with individuals who are 
unemployed or about to be laid off. The provision of more detailed data on 
specific occupations and systematic medium-term forecasts of prospective 
skill shortages would facilitate better matching of present or future 
unemployed persons with institutional or on-the-job retraining programs 
geared to meet their needs. 

Government should remedy several shortcomings in present institutional 
training programs. These programs are often of too short duration to provide 
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significant higher-skills training; too few places are available for qualified and 
interested candidates; living allowances for trainees are inadequate, and 
student loans are not applicable to such programs; and federal-provincial 
financing arrangements give a largely exclusive right of participation in these 
programs to provincial educational institutions and generally exclude private 
sector training institutions, thus precluding more diversified judgements 
about future employment opportunities. Part V also recommends that more 
emphasis be placed on on-the-job training. 

To facilitate the mobility of the labour force, governments should increase 
the assistance provided to workers who must move to jobs in new locations; 
this aid now covers only a part of direct costs. In addition, the Government of 
Canada should use part of the Unemployment Insurance savings generated by 
proposals outlined in Part V to assist adjustment by broadening early- 
retirement schemes for older workers (perhaps those between the ages of 60 
and 65) as the French have done. At present, this approach eases adjustments 
in the textile, clothing, footwear and tanning industries. Moreover, federal 
and provincial governments should consider increasing the portability of 
private pension plans through requiring early vesting of employer contribu- 
tions as a further means of increasing labour mobility. Governments might 
also require major employers to provide time for employees to participate in 
programs of skills up-grading. Commissioners elaborate on this proposal in 
Part V. 

We Commissioners propose the adoption of these policies in the hope that 
they will facilitate the redeployment of labour from declining to expanding 
sectors of the economy, by easing the transition costs of individual workers 
involved in such shifts. In this respect, the effect of these policies is quite 
different from general UI programs or programs designed to provide extended 
unemployment benefits to specific sectors, such as the Canada Textile 
Adjustment program or the U.S. Trade Adjustment Assistance program. 
Indeed, many of these latter programs appear to retard, rather than promote, 
adjustment. The proposals that we recommend here would integrate social 
policy with economic policy much more fully; Japanese, West German, 
Scandinavian and, to a lesser extent, French experience suggests that such 
integration is pivotal to effective employment adjustment. 

An important problem that we have not yet dealt with involves the costs to 
the many Canadians who are directly or indirectly dependent on declining 
industries in depressed communities. These costs are both financial and 
psychic, ranging from depreciation in the resale value of a home and 
increased taxes for municipal and other services to residents who remain 
behind, to the loss of social amenities. Given the complex politics of 
intervention, governments often use trade protection or subsidies to avoid 
facing up to such problems. They might best reconcile political and economic 
considerations by assisting those communities with the highest adjustment 
costs; the political costs of failing to intervene there are also likely to be high. 
Governments should generously subsidize any large-scale exit from a 
community of workers and their families. This assistance might include 
generous severance packages for older workers and compensation for the 
depreciation in the resale value of houses, for loss of social amenities and, 
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through assistance to municipalities, for higher per capita public service costs 
for those remaining behind in the community. 

To concentrate resources on inducing people to leave severely distressed 
communities can help to limit budgetary expenditures. The Industrial and 
Labour Adjustment Program, recently terminated, had some of these 
features. This program designated twelve communities as distressed. 
However, it was temporary and modestly financed, and it focused excessively 
on providing financial assistance to firms to remain or to relocate in 
designated communities. Adjustment assistance to individuals overly stressed 
creation of temporary jobs in the designated communities. In short, the 
program appeared to embrace and confuse cyclical and structural concerns. 
Nonetheless, it suggests productive new policy directions. 

A revised community/industry-adjustment program should be made a 
permanent feature of Canada's industrial policy. Adopting structural 
adjustment policies only in recessions, when resources are limited, is likely to 
be much less effective and more costly than adjustment policies directed to 
declining sectors in a generally more buoyant economic environment. 
Japanese legislation relating to structurally depressed industries exemplifies a 
longer-term perspective on adjustment in declining sectors. 

In community/industry-adjustment programs, government must judge 
whether communities or sectors are in long-term decline. If, for example, 
three years ago, the federal and Ontario governments had designated the 
automobile industry and communities such as Windsor as distressed, and had 
induced a major exodus of labour, it is clear, with the benefit of hindsight, 
that they would have been making a serious mistake. This example suggests 
the wisdom of using extreme caution in applying radical policies to facilitate a 
major exodus from supposedly declining communities on the basis of short- 
term evidence of industrial difficulties. 

Transportation, Communications Services 
and Other Infrastructure Support Services 

Canada's vast continental land mass and sparse population has made 
transportation and communication facilities a political and social necessity, as 
well as a fundamental part of our economic foundation. Transportation and 
communication have increasingly become necessary complements of each 
other in some areas and competitors in others. Efficient inventory control in 
the manufacturing sector depends on both these sectors. Communication 
systems also vitally affect modern capital markets, enabling investment 
capital to move swiftly within the global village. 

The transportation and communication infrastructure are both important 
industries in themselves and also vital to production in all other industries. 
This infrastructure 'also determines the extent to which we Canadians 
communicate with one another, and the way in which we define ourselves as a 
nation. Canadians in more remote locations are concerned with how southern 
or urban Canada manages its transportation and communication needs. 
Those who live in remote areas view these links as vital to their economy and 
their very definition of being Canadian. 
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Atlantic Canada has received heavy subsidization for many components of 
its transportation system. The long debate over the Crow's Nest Pass Freight 
rate (the Crow Rate) has historically underlined the importance of 
transportation to Western Canada. Central Canada's concerns include the 
upgrading of the St. Lawrence Seaway and the effect of U.S. deregulation on 
trucking and railway industries. While the East-West transportation and 
communications infrastructures have always been vital, they have-as has the 
Canadian economy as a whole- been in constant tension with the continental 
pull both of geography and of the economic strength of the U.S. economy. 
Approximately 40 per cent of the oil and gas Canadians consume flows 
through pipelines that pass through the United States. The St. Lawrence 
Seaway and the Great Lakes system are a shared marine asset. Significant 
portions of the business of Canadian railways, trucking companies and 
airlines are continental. The cross-border flow of tourists, and, hence, many 
large and small local economies, depend on the quality of several modes of 
transportation. Trade between Canada and the United States amounted to 
$150 billion in 1984. 

Transportation and communications issues are likely to be even more 
challenging in the future than they have been in the past. Several issues 
confront policy makers, including the need to respond to the deregulation of 
transportation in the United States in the rail, air and trucking sectors; the 
need to develop technologically sophisticated and environmentally safe 
transportation systems for frontier and offshore oil and gas development; the 
need to modernize the Western rail and grain-handling systems; the need to 
respect individual choice while maintaining our national identity, which may 
be threatened by increased access to American television programming 
through the use of satellite dishes and other technologies; and the need to deal 
with the potential growth of interlocking ownership among transportation and 
communications enterprises, including Crown and mixed public and private 
enterprises. 

While it is essential for Canada to maintain a competitive and efficient 
transportation and communications system, Commissioners believe that 
policies governing these facilities must take account of a wide variety of 
economic and social goals. Basic changes to the system or new large-scale 
investments inevitably and necessarily raise major political considerations. 
Controversies over the building of the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR), the 
formation of The Canadian National Railway (CNR), the Trans-Canada 
Pipeline, the St. Lawrence Seaway, the Alaska Highway Natural Gas 
Pipeline, the Crow rate, and airline deregulation testify to these realities. 

The 1967 National Transportation Act is indicative of present dilemmas. 
At its most basic level, the legislation supports the principle of "intermodal 
competition". Transport Canada and the Canadian Transport Commission, 
however, have been primarily concerned, at least until recently, with ensuring 
that the national transportation system responds to the government's 
economic objectives of wide-ranging growth, stabilization and income 
redistribution. Since the 1970s, government policy has increasingly reflected 
the view that the national transportation system has matured, that intermodal 
competition exists, and, therefore, that it is possible to meet the needs of the 
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economy without such a high level of government intervention across the 
entire system.52 Policy is directed towards maintaining a complex network of 
"managed markets", as they involve a number of transportation sectors. The 
same can be said of the overall policy approach to telecommunications and 
broadcasting. 

A study undertaken for this Commission compares intergovernmental 
regulatory'trends in three sectors: airlines, telecommunications, and securities 
and financial markets.53 Government regulation in these sectors has evolved 
from a form of policing to a promotional function, and subsequently to a 
planning format. The former policing function involved a narrower focus, 
similar to basic public-utility regulation, while the latter planning format 
involved decisions aimed at meeting a wider range of goals, including regional 
and social goals. The former was passive and adjudicative, while the latter 
required more activity. This active role was a product of a variety of pressures 
on both the federal and the provincial governments. The provinces have been 
involved in a threefold sense: as regulators themselves, as representatives of 
interests in these sectors, and as the owners of their own transportation and 
communications enterprises. Given the rapidly changing technology in these 
areas, combined with some of the realities of recent U.S. deregulation 
measures, this Commission's study suggests that selective deregulation 
measures be adopted in this country. This does not necessarily suggest that all 
aspects of these operations should be governed by market forces, but rather 
that selective reductions should be made in regulation. Commissioners 
support this general approach. 

Our earlier reviews of the regulatory framework referred to the need for 
selective deregulation in a number of areas because of such factors as the rate 
of technological change (especially in telecommunications), U.S. deregulation 
measures (especially in transportation), and the need to enhance competitive 
forces in the Canadian economy. Our consideration of competition policy 
suggested that the concern should not be corporate concentration per se, but 
rather public and private actions that tend to restrict competition. Increases 
in corporate concentration in Canada's transportation and communications 
sectors have been significant, but whether they have been made at the 
expense of competition is more questionable. 

Our earlier analysis of the role of Crown corporations and mixed enterprise 
is also relevant, since it is the combined presence of extensive regulations plus 
public enterprise that distinguishes the Canadian public-policy approach to 
transportation from that of the United States. Thus, deregulation of air 
transportation may make only limited sense unless it is accompanied by the 
sale of Air Canada. Over recent decades, both levels of government have used 
Crown corporations extensively in the transportation and communications 
sectors. 

Let us consider, also, the role of mixed enterprises such as Telesat Canada. 
The ownership structure of Telesat Canada is such that this institution has 
become a vehicle for slowing down, or at least managing, the introduction of 
new technology potentially useful to its member shareholding firms, but at 
the same time, threatening to existing land-based telephone systems, many of 
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which are owned by provincial governments that hold shares in Telesat 
Canada. The 1977 Cabinet decision to allow Telesat Canada to join the 
TransCanada Telephone System (TCTS), which informally regulated 
transcontinental' rates, further complicates the interlocking public- 
private/ownership structures. Whatever may be claimed about its role in 
stabilizing technology, TCTS cannot be said to have aided competition. 

A related issue concerns the degree to which a Crown corporation, such as 
Canada Post, will be allowed to compete and transform itself into a full- 
fledged communications company. We usually think of Canada Post in terms 
of its historic labour-relations and deficit problems, but its future viability is 
inextricably linked to its competitive capabilities. Business critics want its 
deficit eliminated, but object to its competing in private sector services. At 
the same time, Canada Post is losing business to competitors, which helps to 
account for its deficit. 

In a very different vein, Commissioners wish to consider key concerns 
about the future of the Canadian Broascasting Corporation (CBC) in the 
communications industry. While we Canadians think of the CBC as a cultural 
enterprise, it is also the key to what a growing telecommunications industry 
can become. Requiring the CBC to compete in order to obtain revenue is 
perhaps not the way to proceed. The best policy might be to subsidize the CBC 
fully so that it need not compete for advertising dollars, thus leaving it free to 
foster both culture and the arts industry. 

Another factor which Commissioners wish to note about policy trends is 
that federal spending on transportation and communications as a percentage 
of total federal expenditure, after a short burst of increases in the early 1970s, 
has steadily declined from 7.3 per cent in 197454 to 5.3 per cent in 1982. The 
expenditures arising from the Crow agreement will result in some increased 
investment, but the data show that prior to this decision, support for railway 
infrastructure had been shrinking. Provincial expenditure data show a similar 
pattern of overall decline in all provinces except Alberta. 

Declines in the share of spending are not necessarily causes for concern in 
themselves. Juxtaposed with probable capital-infrastructure needs over the 
next two decades, however, the relative decline in public investment becomes 
a serious problem that must be reversed. In 1981, Transport Canada 
indicated that the task of replacing aging capital stock in the transportation 
sector (including pipelines, but excluding passenger-railway facilities) would 
require more than $90 billion in total public and private sector i nve~ tmen t .~~  
This figure does not include potential federal transportation investments in 
energy-resource projects, such as those in the Beaufort Sea, off the 
Newfoundland shore, and in the Arctic. 

These expenditure requirements, apart from the sheer size of the 
investment involved, illustrate how key transportation decisions must be 
linked to mega-project resource developments and to the regulatory 
framework and federal-provincial/overlapping-approval processes. Transpor- 
tation investments associated with resource developments involve long lead 
times, as do the resource projects themselves; thus, long-term market stability 
is important. Resource markets, however, are unstable. Almost invariably, 
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resource mega-projects involve both the federal government and the 
provinces. The complex consortia of firms involved in a large-scale resource 
undertaking usually ask governments to provide substantial subsidies or at 
least to share a significant proportion of the risks involved. Commissioners 
urge federal and provincial governments to try to achieve the greatest possible 
co-ordination of the approvals processes governing major new. projects. We 
are also well aware, however, that extensive time may be required to work out 
risk-sharing arrangements between governments and private sector 
participants as they apply both to the proposed resource developments and to 
the provision of associated new transportation facilities. 

As we have indicated, the estimated levels of future investment required in 
transportation do not include those applicable to passenger-rail facilities. 
While recent attention has focused on the "on again, off again" status of a 
number of Via Rail's passenger services, there are serious long-termlinvest- 
ment decisions to be made that have major economic and political ramifica- 
tions. Economically, the best receptor for enhanced passenger-rail service is in 
the Quebec-Windsor corridor. To provide this service would require a massive 
government investment to construct the track bed required for high-speed 
trains to compete effectively with other modes of transport. Much of this very 
large investment would favour Central Canada, a fact that, of course, 
displeases other parts of the country. Until these political conflicts of interest 
are resolved, rail service will probably be based on half-measures that result 
in poor service and further deficits. 

Commissioners consider that there is a need for an increased level of 
government and private investment in the transportation and communications 
fields over the next two decades. We see a strong role for Crown corporations 
continuing in this sector as a whole, but we suggest that privatization might 
make sense in selected areas. At the same time, we are also concerned about 
the degree of regulation that persists in certain areas of transportation and 
communications. 

The U.S. move toward deregulation of a number of transportation 
industries may leave Canada with no practical choice but to follow suit, at  
least in some measure. In their cross-border business, for example, Canadian 
railways already face the effects of this deregulation because U.S. railways 
can make agreements or contracts on a bilateral basis with shippers, without 
having to register or table their rates before U.S. regulators. Since Canadian 
railways could be harmed by this competition, selective deregulation should 
be allowed in Canada for this kind of cross-border traffic. The deregulation of 
U.S. trucking also affects the Canadian trucking industry. The Economic 
Council of Canada's study of the Canadian trucking industrys6 argued that 
considerable deregulation in Canada would be desirable and feasible. We 
believe that a gradual movement towards partial deregulation of trucking is 
sensible, keeping in mind the differences in the nature of the Canadian 
market. Commissioners see a general need for governments to favour a more 
market-oriented approach in the transportation and communications sector 
than is currently the practice. 



Intervention Guidelines for Industrial Development 

Markets are the primary means for allocating resources in the Canadian 
economy. While Canadian markets do not correspond to the perfect markets 
usually described in textbooks, many are highly efficient. In most circum- 
stances, it is unrealistic to expect governments to out-perform the market in 
determining the proper allocation of resources through direct intervention 
aimed at influencing the activity of any particular sector or firm. Neverthe- 
less, there are certain limited cases in which reasonable economic grounds 
may exist for considering such intervention. Commissioners have discussed 
how a well-designed adjustment policy can help the market to transfer labour 
and capital out of declining sectors and into expanding sectors with a 
minimum of disruption. We now consider the circumstances in which a more 
direct form of government intervention can help to promote economic 
development. 

In its broadest terms, government intervention may be warranted in 
situations in which there exists what economists often refer to as a "market 
failure". Such failure arises when costs or benefits to third parties are not 
fully reflected in market transactions. Public goods and services often provide 
tangible and intangible benefits difficult to price in the market or to charge to 
those who use them. Defence provides what is regarded as a public good, and 
certain kinds of knowledge and information could fall into the same category. 
A case can be made, for example, for government subsidization of research 
and development through tax assistance, grants and other means. This 
research may lead to the creation of knowledge that will add to the public 
good, through the development, for instance, of a new strain of wheat that 
will significantly increase the crop yields of Canadian farmers. 

Government intervention may be required in situations where the 
technology is such that large-scale operations produce substantial economies. 
In the more extreme cases, this factor may lead inevitably to the creation of 
what are often considered to be natural monopolies, particularly where 
utilities such as telephone and electrical power services are involved. Simply 
because their monopoly position carries with it substantial economic power, 
such utilities are almost universally subject to public regulation and/or 
operated by government-owned corporations. Many transportation facilities 
are also provided or subsidized by governments. Unfortunately, in many 
instances, these subsidies have been established at levels substantially in 
excess of those required to promote the development of an efficient 
transportation system. The St. Lawrence Seaway is a good example of a 
transportation project that because of its high fixed costs, could never have 
been undertaken except by government. 

Some economists have argued that private-sector companies are unduly 
averse to assuming risks, and that as a result they are biased against 
involvement in large risky projects in which capital investment will be 
recovered, at best, only over a long period of time. The private sector's 
discount rate for a high-risk project may include an exceptionally high 
premium to cover the risk. While a private company or companies might 
conclude that the resulting discount rate or expected return was unacceptably 
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low, a government might conclude that it was justified to assume some (or 
all) of the risks involved, because of the high social benefits the project would 
yield in relation to its prospective costs. This, at least in part, appears to have 
been the reasoning behind the support governments have provided to certain 
mega-projects over the past decade or so. 

Another reason for government intervention is to assist "infant industries". 
Governments hope that with a modicum of support, such industries will 
become self-sustaining and thus create jobs and income. For this type of 
approach to be successful, long-term gains must exceed initial short-term 
losses. A great disappointment has been the failure of many infant industries 
to grow up. This history leads Commissioners to be sceptical about 
government support of infant industries. 

Governments have also cited the small size of the Canadian market in 
relation to minimum efficient plant size in justifying intervention to 
rationalize the structure of production. The problem of sub-optimal scale 
plants which produce only for the domestic market is caused by the tariff. 
Ironically, therefore, government intervention is required in this sort of 
situation to undo the effects of its earlier intervention. 

There are some industrial policies that do not deal with specific market 
failures, but do have an economic rationale. The government defends as 
necessary certain policies to assist industries to compete internationally or to 
protect domestic industries from foreign competition in order to match the 
assistance provided by other countries to their own domestic industries. 
Commissioners believe, however, that a better approach to this problem 
would be for the government to continue to work to minimize trade-distorting 
practices. Only if such an approach were to fail, and only if the counter- 
subsidies appeared to have the potential of inducing the "other side" to desist 
from its interventionist policy, should our government contemplate 
intervention. 

Many national governments are inclined to support domestic industry, 
particularly in the manufacturing sector. This inclination no doubt reflects 
the degree to which manufacturing industries are exposed to international 
competition. Canadian tax incentives for manufacturing and processing, such 
as the lower tax rate and capital-consumption/ allowance rate on a two-year 
basis, as well as the emphasis on manufacturing in most federal government, 
industrial assistance programs, can be justified in terms of the support other 
countries give to their manufacturing sectors. Nevertheless, it is Commission- 
ers' conviction that all countries would probably be better off with a more 
neutral tax and expenditure system. 

Small business is another sector that has been favoured by the government. 
Arguments in favour of such support usually cite the entrepreneurial 
dynamism of the sector and the benefits to be derived in the form of increased 
growth in output and employment. 

The promotion of regional development is another important goal of 
government policy. As a general rule, regional development is not designed to 
compensate for any of the traditional causes of market failure. Instead, it is 
based on a broader national objective that all areas should share in the 
benefits of growth in output and employment, and hence, that industrial 
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activity should be spread more equally across the country. The investment tax 
credit is regionally differentiated to encourage investment in high-unemploy- 
ment regions of the country. The Industrial and Regional Development 
Program (IRDP), the federal government's main industrial grants program, is 
structured to provide greater incentives in high-unemployment regions. 
However, regionally differentiated tax and expenditure programs can retard 
overall economic growth and distort the pattern of development. 

Objectives other than improving economic efficiency are often the 
motivating force behind industrial policies. Redistribution of income from one 
group to another is frequently a prime consideration. As a general rule, 
industrial policies are not a good means of achieving this objective. 
Nevertheless, because producers' groups can benefit substantially from many 
policies, whereas the losses tend to be diffused much more generally among 
the public, there can be considerable political pressure for industrial policies 
to be directed towards the redistribution of incomes. 
- -. 

While market failures can result in inefficiencies that may warrant 
government intervention, the political process itself also has failings that must 
be taken into account. A government's preoccupation with income redistribu- 
tion, for example, may cause it to overlook or ignore other measures that 
could correct the existing failure in the operation of the market-place. The 
underlying situation may, therefore, be made worse by government 
intervention intended to improve it. This paradox should give pause to those 
who call for interventionist solutions for every failing in the market, however 
minor. It is only in the case of very serious market failings that intervention is 
likely to be at all helpful. 

Since government will inevitably intervene to promote economic develop- 
ment, it is useful to have some criteria for determining where intervention is 
warranted. The first criterion is that an intervention should be considered 
only if it is likely to improve the allocation of resources and, hence, real 
growth; it is necessary that projected benefits exceed projected costs by a 
significant margin. While cost-benefit analysis is not a precise science, it does 
offer a variety of useful techniques for evaluating specific industrial policies 
and programs. The application of this and other evaluation methodologies by 
the program-evaluation divisions of departments and agencies, with the 
assistance of the Comptroller General's office, should be important in 
identifying, and subsequently discontinuing, those programs that are not 
producing net benefits. 

For those interventions which, in addition to improving the allocation of 
resources, also have non-economic objectives, it is necessary to have a second 
criterion: that a non-economic objective should be achieved at the least cost. 
The same evaluation tools mentioned above can be used to analyse the 
relative effectiveness of programs in accomplishing given objectives. 

The government should not allow intervention expenditures to become open 
ended. Instead, it should establish a strict budgetary limit to serve as a fence 
around the expenditure of public funds. All too often, an expenditure 
commitment to support a particular sector, industry or firm has been 
permitted to escalate far beyond original budget levels. 
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It is very important that all industrial policies and programs be subject to 
the closest possible government scrutiny. The presumption must be that in the 
great majority of cases, the market is the best-available mechanism for 
resource allocation. The burden of proof must be on those who propose 
intervention. The economy will be more dynamic and its development 
prospects better if greater emphasis is placed on the market, and less on 
government intervention, as the engine of development. 

If the case for intervention proves to be compelling, then it is also 
important that the government choose the most appropriate instrument. 
Commissioners strongly believe that the instrument which is most consistent 
with a market-oriented approach should be selected. For this reason, we 
prefer tax incentives to selective grant programs and both to direct regulation. 
Tax incentives are more generally available than grants and do not involve the 
exercise of administrative discretion. They tend, therefore, to have a less 
distortionary effect on the market-place than do grants. Both tax incentives 
and grants leave the final production and pricing decisions in private hands, 
whereas regulation transfers some of the more important of these decisions to 
government and its agents. 

A Commitment to a Strengthened Economic Union 

A key component of this Commission's mandate is to make recommendations 
to secure and strengthen the Canadian economic union. Part V l  of this Report 
addresses this aspiration and advances extensive recommendations. At this 
juncture, Commissioners simply wish to point out the importance of a strong 
economic union for the implementation of effective industrial policies. Indeed, 
a strong economic union and effective industrial policies are interdependent. 
Given the division of power and authority between the federal and provincial 
governments in this area, it is not possible for effective industrial support to 
be provided unless the policies and programs of the two orders of government 
are reasonably harmonious and mutually reinforcing. It is most unlikely that 
the economic union will be strong if there is regional disaffection with 
Canada's industrial policies. Moreover, it is unlikely that Canada's industrial 
policies will lead to improved productivity growth and competitiveness if the 
domestic market is hampered by restrictions on the interprovincial mobility of 
resources. The Canadian Chamber of Commerce made this observation on 
domestic barriers to trade, investment and the movement of people: 

We are concerned that existing institutions and policies have reduced the 
flexibility of the Canadian economy and its abliity to change. This has been 
done over the years by erecting barriers to the movement of a) labour, b) capital 
and c) by government policies that inhibit the rationalization of some of our 
industries. (Canadian Chamber of Commerce, Brief, October 6, 1983, p. 5 5 . )  

These developments threaten to segment Canada's already small domestic 
market and, in the process, reduce economic efficiency and our ability to meet 
international competition. 

Commissioners have stressed that a more market-oriented approach to 
industrial policy should guide the allocation of Canada's human, capital and 
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natural resources. While a case can be made for provincial governments to 
compete among themselves for the location of these resources, to maximize 
their social benefits once a plant is established, government should not protect 
its output further, through procurement, for example. In addition, govern- 
ments should avoid engaging in what might be called "negative sum 
competition"; this procedure might develop, for instance, in the course of 
bidding for new investment, especially foreign investment. Intergovernmental 
consultation and co-ordination are necessary prerequisites for strengthening 
the economic union and devising effective industrial policies. 

Conclusions 

Submissions to this Commission have demonstrated the considerable 
divergence of views held in Canada with respect to industrial policy. The 
business community generally favours a government "hands-off' approach, 
while social and labour groups express fear that such a course would result in 
measures that favour economic growth at the expense of the full-employment 
objective. Correctly fashioned, however, industrial policy need not involve a 
trade-off between economic growth and employment. Indeed, Commissioners 
are of the view that a well-thought-out, consistent framework for industrial 
policy will result in the economic growth and employment objectives being 
complementary and mutually reinforcing. 

If these objectives have been contradictory in the past, a point which is 
debatable, the contradiction arose as a result of the undue attention 
government paid to protecting declining industries and retarding the 
adjustment of the economy to changing conditions. Far too little attention has 
been given to putting in place incentives that would contribute to the creation 
of a flexible and adaptative economy in which human, capital and natural 
resources are constantly being directed to uses that provide goods and services 
of progressively increasing value. 

While there may have been.a time in Canada's past when strong demand 
for our products abroad and protection for markets at home allowed us the 
luxury of condoning some misallocation of our economic resources, changes in 
our present and prospective circumstances now require us to make every 
effort to improve our productivity and our international competitiveness. The 
challenges posed by other major industrial countries, such as the United 
States and the nations of Europe, as well as Japan and the newly industrializ- 
ing countries, require that we reorient our industrial policies. Commissioners 
have recommended that Canada pursue the development of a more liberalized 
trade environment, particularly with the United States. While we believe that 
such an approach would offer Canada potentially substantial economic 
benefits, the institution of industrial policies that will enable us to reap these 
benefits is of vital importance. 

There is no panacea for improving the amalgam of instruments that 
compose industrial policy because so many aspects of our society are involved. 
Nor is there any facet of international experience that would suggest a grand 
solution. This Commission has carefully considered the possibility of pursuing 
a highly-targeted approach to industrial policy under which governments, in 
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co-operation with the private sector, would try to distinguish between 
industrial "winners" and "losers". We are convinced, however, that problems 
involved in detailed government efforts to anticipate market forces, 
administrative complexities, the high risks of failure-particularly in an era 
of general government restraint -and other considerations weigh against such 
an approach at this time. This reality is and will remain strong until 
Canadians gain some experience with the adjustments required by a more 
liberal trade environment with the United States. Commissioners believe, 
instead, that the policies Canada establishes to foster industrial growth and 
development should be governed much more strongly by the dictates of the 
market-place than they are now. 

To argue for a more highly market-oriented approach is not to argue for 
the continuation of ad hoc policies or the implementation of no policies at all. 
Canada needs a clear and consistent industrial policy to guide the private 
sector in its investment decisions and to facilitate consultation and co- 
ordination among governments. Of utmost importance is the adoption of a 
strategic objective, or set of objectives, that will make possible the charting of 
a steady industrial policy course. In light of emerging trade and technology 
developments, Commissioners recommend that industrial policy be firmly 
directed toward improving Canada's productivity and internationally 
competitive position. 

This achievement, in turn, requires reorienting many major policies and 
programs, both at the federal and at provincial levels. Foremost among these 
requirements is that concerted efforts be made to achieve a steadier 
framework for private decision making and investment policy. Private sector 
decisions are complicated enough, without those who make them having to 
contend with gyrations in the relevant government policies. In addition, 
governments should recognize that more open trade and investment policies 
will also unleash new forces in the market-place that will further the need to 
allocate our human, capital and natural resources as efficiently as possible. 
The opportunities associated with a more closely integrated international 
environment, together with the demands which tough competition will place 
on domestic industry, can be expected to do much to remedy Canada's poor 
productivity performance of the past dozen years. 

While tougher international competition will be strong medicine, it is not 
the only remedy. Governments across Canada must pay close attention to the 
development of the human and capital resources that our industries need to 
compete effectively with other countries. Part V of this Report elaborates on 
the training and educational skills that our labour force will need to ensure 
that Canada keeps pace with, if not ahead in, the technological "race". In this 
part of our Report, Commissioners have highlighted two dimensions of our 
economy that are particularly vital: first-class management and a strong 
entrepreneurial spirit. Both dimensions require "shots in the arm" because 
both have been found wanting in some critical ways. Capital formation has, 
until recently, been relatively strong in Canada, but even here, tax reforms 
and other measures could help to encourage the private sector to take a more 
dynamic, risk-oriented approach. Domestic research and development must 
be more effectively directed to commercial applications, and foreign 
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technological developments should be more rapidly and aggressively adopted 
or adapted. Both moves will require the institution of a more sophisticated 
information "network" among Canada's managers and researchers and 
foreign experts than exists at present. 

The whole framework of government policies that so strongly influences 
decision making in the private sector should be reconsidered with a view to 
encouraging the pursuit of excellence, the efficient allocation of resources, 
and the institution of innovative new processes, products and systems. The tax 
system, for example, has a fundamental bearing on decisions about working 
and leisure, and about consuming, saving and investing. Competition policy, 
the monitoring of foreign investment, the regulatory framework, and the scale 
and scope of Crown-corporation operations also have major implications for 
private-sector decisions. All these factors have features that Commissioners 
believe require reform in order to enhance Canada's productivity and 
competitive performance. Our transportation and communications sectors 
also require strengthening, for in a country as immense as Canada, they 
provide the infrastructure that is essential to securing and strengthening the 
economic union. In addition, governments across Canada must help to secure 
the economic union by minimizing those policies and programs that impede 
the free movement of labour, capital, and goods and services across the 
country. 

Industrial policy requires adjustment mechanisms that facilitate the 
transfer of resources from low-valued use to high-valued use. Flexibility and 
adaptability in a rapidly changing world should be self-evident requisites for 
Canada, as we depend heavily on international trade. Commissioners urge 
that adjustment policy become a central component of industrial policy: 
declining industries should not be shored-up, but rather rationalized or 
phased out as circumstances require; assistance should be directed to re- 
employing the resources of declining industries, especially labour resources, in 
more productive industrial enterprises. 

These components of industrial policy hold the potential for greatly 
improving Canada's productivity and competitive record. Commissioners are 
confident that these factors, in turn, will contribute to increases in our 
Canadian output, employment and real incomes. 
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